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Introduction

MODERN SOUTH ARABIC AND THE LATERAL HYPOTHESIS

The Omani Dependency of Dhofar or lufar in South Arabia
is the Semitist's answer to Shangri-La. Wendell Phi1lips,
explorer and personal friend of the now-deposed Sultan Said
bin Taimur. describes the area in Unknown Oman (1966:168-70):

In 1833 Andrew Crichton wrote, 'The whole of the
southern waste is a wall of naked rocks, as dismal and
barren as can well be conceived.t fhis statement was
almost true except it overlooked the south-west monsoon

from which Dhofar derives its unique climate, with
its infl-ow of fog and drizzling summer rain yielding
five inches on the coast and fifteen inches in the moun-
tains As these air currents blow north-west
along the Somaliland coast, they traverse no area of
land (except the island of Socotra) and thus arrive
saturated with moisture over Dhofar, causing a green
carpet to arise from the earth. If ever this barrier
of Somaliland were eliminated, all of south-west Arabia
would climatically resemble Dhofar; and if Somaliland
extended farther to the east the arid deserts would soon
bury sweet-smelling Dhofar under the sands.

Here smiling plenty is found in the very bosom of
desolation, for the narrow half-moon shaped coastal
plain of Dhofar is an abnormal feature in this other-
wise arid South Arabian coast, as it is the only major
fertile region between Muscat and Aden

The Qara Mountains rise steeply to the north, lim-
iting the coastal plain to a maximum width of ten miles.
... within these mountains love1y secluded little lakes
and gorges are rich with tropical ferns and running
streams

Within and adjacent to these Qara Mountains, a
natural asylum for primitive aborigines has exi.sted
where there are stil1 nine illiterate tribes speaking
four different Semitic tongues -- Shahari, Mahri,
Batahari, and Harsusi

1



2 - Introduction

THE HISTORY OF THE LATERAL HYPOTHESIS

on the second of May, 1861, one of Europe's leading
philologists delivered a lecture to the Royal Academy of
Sciences in Berl-in, entitled "ijber die Arabischen Sprach-
laute und deren Umschrift." In that lecture, Richard
Lepsius advanced the hypothesis that, in early Islamic times,
Arabic { was an "emphatic assibil-ated 1." This brilliant
sol-ution to one of the most perplexing problems of Arabic
philology seems to have attracted l-ittl-e attention at the
time. Lepsius' biographer, writing one year after the mas-
ter's death, makes no mention of this lecture, beyond list-
ing it in the bibliography (Ebers 1887). It was not until
the famous Arabist KarI Vollers adopted the idea as his own
(to the extent that he often forgot to give cred,it to the
reaf discoverer) that it began to take hold in Arabist cir-
cl-es. By this time, investigators in South Arabia had un-
covered a lateral { in Sa{rami arabic (van den Berg l-886:

Now, given that the Qara lr{ountains are the most inac-
cessible part of a remote country that until 1970 had no
radios, newspapers, printing presses, paved roads or second-
ary schools to bring foreign ideas across its tightly closed
borders, it is not particularly daring to claim -- as d.oes
Patai (f969:146,\92) -- that the Qara tribes have preserved
several- ancient customs which their less isolated neighbors
long ago abandoned in favor of the prevailing Islamic-Middle
Eastern norms. But it is quite another matter to adopt a
theory -- as did Cantineau (t194}l L96O254, [1951-2] 1960:
283-7) followed by Leslau (1957 :327) , Diakonoff (1965:21-2,
L970:462) t and Rabin (I97I:l-I54) -- which, in effect,
credits the Qara languages with having preserved the ancient
phonetic values of two Semitic phonemes (*d and *J) more
faithfully than many of the most archaj-c and/or ancient Se-
miti.c languages, including OId Arabic (8th century CE), old
Aramaic (10th century BCE), Ugaritic (14th century BCE), and
O1d Babylonian (20th century BCE) ! ,

What are the phonetic values of d and s in the Qara 1an-
gauges, or Modern South Arabic (USa) is they are commonly
called? The former is a voiced fricative-Iateral -- an -1,

made with friction. The latter is a voicel-ess fricative-
lateral. differing from the former only in the absence of
voicing, and similar to We1sh l.L. Substitute "glottalized"
for "voiced" (and, concomitantly, "affricate" for "frica-
tive") in the description of 4, .nd "Proto-Semitic" for
"Modern South Arabic , " and you have the lateral hypothesis
as it finally emerged, after nearly a century of development,
in Jean Cantineaurs, highly influential exposition of "Le
eonsonantisme du semitique" ( [1951-2] 1960:283-7) .
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239) and in Mehri (von lt{al-tzan LB73:259), the implications
of which Vol-Iers (18942174) was quick to point out. Explo-
rations in South Arabia continued, and fifteen years later
Rudolph nSZi6fa (1909:I7I) was abLe to tie in several new
discoveries from that area with Lepsius' hypothesis.
Ri;i;ka was also, it seems, the first scholar to recognize,
however hazily, the significance of several- Arabic loanwords
in Spanish in which Arabic { is rendered as ld.

The next contribution Lo the fateral theory was an
article by N.V. Yushmanov (L926) which reviewed the evidence
for lateral { in Arabic and MSA and added a few new details
(e.g. the rendering of { with I in Arabic loanwords in
Hausa). An important innovation of this article was the
claim,,implicit in the author's use of the term "Z'fad
protosemitique" (ibid -, 43), that { was already a fricative-
lateral in PS. Two years later, Gotthelf Bergstrisser
([1928] l-963:135) made this claim explicit.

The next few decades brought several restatements of
the case for lateral- d (Cofin 1930a z92,1Ol-2, Cantineau
tt941l 1960:54-6, [195I-2] I960:286-7) but no important new
discoveries untj-l- 1956, when Jacques Ryckmans and Riekele
Borger independently identified Ruldayu -- a deity of the
Arabian city Adumatu mentioned in an Assyrian inscription --
with the pre-Islamic deity Ru$E. A year later, Borger ad-
duced this equation as evidence for a lateral real-ization
of Arabic d already in the seventh century BCE (1957:10).

During the same period, the lateral- hypothesis ac-
quired a new dimension thanks to Cantineauts suggestion
([194I] 1960:62-3) that Proto-Semitic, like MSA and (Pre-)
Arabic (cf . Arabic q,rida - qilda). had a Iateralized .{ as
weLl- as a l-ateralized 4. A year fater, a similar but in-
dependent suggestion by Yehie1 Gumpertz (L942:Ll4) appeared
in print, with evidence drawn from Akkadian (the famous
merger of 5 with L before apical stops and spi,-ants), Greek
(the Semitic loanword baLsamon), and, of course, I\,1SA.

Gumpertz's work was quickly forgotten, but Cantineau's
ideas were followed up in the mid-sixties by Kalevi Koskinen
and lgor M. Diakonoff. Koskinen (L964:45-7) argued for a
lateral realization of J in Hebrew based on the alleged in-
compatibility of i and I in that language. Diakonoff (1965:
22) used Cantineau's version of the lateral hypothesis to
account for the Proto-Semitic doublets 4+S - !4q (and the
above-mentioned conditioned merger of 3 with J. in Akkadian),
and thus, ind.irectly, provided new evidence for lateral d.
We shall have more to say about these matters in the next
section.
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THE PROBLEI4

The original lateral hypothesis was confined to Arabic
and to d. Lepsius beli-eved that the lateral realization of d
was a post-Islamic innovation (1861:136):

Dass
l-ich
noch
sei,
Iich

diese Aussprache des z schon bis XaLr-2., warschein-
schon bis Mohammea zuli,ict<ging, beweist Ubrigens
nicht, dass sie nicht einer noch friiheren gefolgt
und es scheint mir sehr nat'rirl-ich dass z urspriing-
nur die t'dnende Aussprache von s darstel-Ite.

The discovery that MSA also had a lateral d forced a
certain modification of this position, but not as drastic a
one as might have been expected. Voller's position (1894:
L74) , like that of Brockelmann (1908:29) , is quite compat-
ible with Lepsius' ideas about the lateness of the lateral
realization of d:

Eine nicht minder grosse geschichtliche Tragweite
besitzt die Ueberlieferung, dass ,r klassisch ein
lateral-es z sei und durch diese Artikulation dem L nahe
komme. Viele Umst'dnde, das friihe Schwinden dieses Lau-
tes aus der Ueberlieferung, das Fehlen desselben in der
lebenden Sprache und -- wie es scheint -- die ZugehiJrig-
keit zu der Iexikographisch diinn gesiiten Reihe Kanaan-
iiisch 3 , AramH.isch I , Arabisch .lo deuten darauf , dass
diese auff?illige VarietHt des z n:ur ein kurzes Leben und
eine geringe Verbreitung getrabT nat. Nehmen wir die
beiden Tatsachen zusammen, dass der entsprechende 1a-
teral-e Verschlusslaut im Mehri noch jetzt vorkommt und
in der gelehrten Ueberlieferung der l,lalaien auftritt,
die aus Hadramaut oder Umgegend ihren Islam erhal-ten ha-
ben, so liegt die Annahme nahe, dass der sUdarabische
Stamm, dem dieser Laut eigen war, gerade zur Zeit der
Kristallisation der phonetischen Ueberlieferung -- in
Medina oder in Basra -- momentan eine gewisse Rolle
spielte, um bald darauf in dem grossen Amalgamatj-ons-
Prozess der islamischen Stlimme zu verschwinden.

Vollers was able to avoid an early date by assuming that
the Lateral realization of d spread across dialect-, or even
language-, boundaries, from South Arabic to the neighboring
dialects of North Arabic. But even if Vollers had stayed
within a strict family-tree framework, he would not have been
required to date the lateral realization of d any earlier
than the common ancestor of Arabic and MSA, a language which
is much younger than Proto-Semitic. This brings us to the
heart of the problem: How is it possible to reconstruct for
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Proto-Semitic a feature which is attested in only a small
group of languages, each of which is a close relative and a
close neighbor of the others?

The problem is even more acute in the case of the later-
a1 realization of 3, which is attested only in MSA. As
Moscati (1954:38) put it:

La realizzazione sudarabica moderna e molto remota da
que1le ebraica e semitica antica, ne tra esse e agevole
stabilire una connessione

Naturally, Cantineau was not blind to this problem ei-
ther. Not untypically, his response was to compensate for
the lack of hard evidence with a typological argument ( [1951-
2) 1960:286) :

Cette prononci-ation a bien des chances d'6tre ancienne,
Gar on ne voit pas pourquoi ni comment un s ou un !
anciens se seraient Iatdralisds, tandis qu'on voit au
contraire trds bien comment une sifflante ou une
chuintante lat6ralisde, perdant cette latdralisation
(difficile i rdatiser, surtout pour les dtrangers) a
abouti i une sifflante ot, I ,-,re chuintante ordinaires.

But this argument is only superficially attractive. Examina-
tion of the historical record reveals that the "Lateraliza-
tion" of ordinary sibilants is not as unthinkable as
Cantineau believed. Changes of this type are attested in
Iranian (Bouda L947:52), Ostyak (ibid.,53), the Biu-Mandara
branch of Chadic (Newman and ivla 1966;226, aLthough cf .
Kraft 1971), and a nineteenth century Italian dialect
(ualagd1i 1939 s.v. Ljsca and passim, Teloni 1889).

The same typological argument is applied by l,loscati
(1954:31) to the lateral realization of {, but here again
there are no grounds for brushing aside the possibility that
the latera1 d of Arabic and MSA developed from an earlier
(unl-ateralized) 4 (Brockelmann 1908,L29, VilenEik L93O297,
Magee L95O:77). 'There is no shortage of parallels. Accord.-
ing to vilenEik (Ioc. cit.), d has shifted to L in Afghan,
and mergers of d with -2. are attested in Latin (Buck 1933:
123), Fe?Fe?-BamiLeke (Hyman L972:2L-2'), Papago (Hal-e 1965:
299), and, closer to home, the Jewish Neo-Aramaic dialect
of Azerbaijan (Garbell 1965 passim).

Cantineau (t19461 L96O:2OO, t1951-21 1960:287) , and
later Kurylowicz (L972:281 r adduced, in addition, the in-
compatibility of d and E in Arabic as evidence that PS d
was, tike {, a laterdl; but since d (and no doubt also E)
is incompatible with al,l. of the other sibilants (Cantineau
[1946] 1960:200, Greenberg 1950:l-73), the incompatibility of
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d and 3 can be easily explained without recourse to the
lateral hipothesis.

Koskinen's more recent attempt (1964245-7) to adduce
incompatibility between J ana -Z in Hebrew as evidence for
lateral i i., tf,.t language is unconvincing for a different
reason. It is true that the number of triliteral roots con-
taining d with I is low (5 out of 1179), but so is the num-
ber of triliteral roots containing i without 7 (70 out of
1179). Had Koskinen emptoyed standard statistical pro-
cedures, he would have discovered that, even if J and -L were
totalLy lacking in aversion for each other, the expected
nurnber of roots containing both would be only 4Lx95/1179
tit-l + 4LxLo5/LL79 tJ-rl + 18x105,/1179 t-Jrl + 3oxl8/Lt79
ui-) + 3oxt6/L179 (l-i) + 95xL6/1179 (-1i) = r0.7, and
that the difference between this nr:nrlcer and the observed
nurnlcer (5) is not quite significant at the .05 level
(12 = 3.7). Thus, the assumption of incompatibility be-
tween d and 1, while by no means excluded, is unnecessary.

The remarks of Gu'npertz and Diakonoff go a long way
towards broadening the base of the lateral theory, but they
are too brief and too modestly presented (to a large extent
in footnotes) to have had much Jmpact. The fact that
Diakonoff's note on Akkadian ! > J. is not mentioned at all
in the lengthy review which Edzard (1967) wrote for Rerzue
d'Assgriologie (!) tells the whole story. Nevertheless,
the case for fricat,ive-lateraIs in Proto-Semitic is not
nearly as much in need of the attentions of the present
writer as he imagined when he wrote the early paragraphs of
this section. At that time, he was still blissfully unaware
that the "new" ideas which had inspired him to write this
book were really the forgotten ideas of his predecessors.

ttlir pln ilr irN.l .lpN t9 'tf 'I !,t

t !:rlD iril tDn BtD)y) ;rt;r 'rf f
!rilrp urt'lnN) Etl o!)!rR'l) Ir.r)t Itx

n:.lnR) lriltv Bl, ll'1)T on) ilt;tr .()

STRATEGY

After reviewing the evidence for the existence of two
fricative-Iaterals in MSA (chapter ii), we shall proceed to
identify the etymological counterparts of these two phonemes
in the various Semitic languages (chapter iii). The rest of
the book will be devoted to an investigation of the phonetic
values of these etymological counterparts in the hope that
some of them may have preserved something of the original,
Proto-Semitic, vaLues.
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Our investigation wiLl not be merely a survey of the
commonly accepted values of the phonemes in question, fot,
in some cases (e.s. Akkadian X), these are based on insuffi-
cient and/or anachronistic evidence (see chapter xix). In
other cases (e.g. Arabic 3, Phoenician !), the accepted
values may not hold for all dialects of the language in
question (see chapter xi and chapter xvi, tn. 25) . And in
still- other cases (e.g. Arabic E, Aramaic g ) e), the lan-
guage in its attested stage may have preserved teLl--tal-e
alternations, doublets, and/or incompatibilities which came
into being at an earlier stage, before the original phonetic
value was lost (see chapters x, xiii, xiv, xx).

In general , our strategy will- be to look for -1. 's: in-
compatibility with J,alternations with -2, doublets with J.,
loanwords with -2, spelling-variants with J., and mergers with
l. Naturally, these -Z,rs must be connected with the reflexes
of PS d and PS .i, if they are to be of any value for our
purposes. A second general strategy will be to find out
as much as possible about the behavior of the fricative-
laterals in modern languages like Zulu, Welsh, Icefandic,
and MSA, in order to be able to recognize similar behavioral
patterns in the ancient Semitic languages.

Fina11y, we will not be put off by the fact that, due to
various mergers, some of the etymological counterparts of the
MSA fricative-Iaterals continue more than one Proto-Semitic
phoneme. We wiII continue to hope that the two phonetic
values which are of interest to us survived sorne of these
mergers, even though the typological odds are stacked against
us.



I.
Laterals: Definitions, Symbols, and Typology

A Iateral, simply put, is an 1.. Why use a special term
for one simple consonant? Actual-ly, there are many kinds of
-2, and some of them -- the so-caIIed "fricative-l-aterals" --
sound more l-ike sibilants than l.'s to most Americans and
Europeans. It would be somewhat misleading to call these
f ricative-laterals -2. 

rs.
The term "lateral" cal-l-s to mind the articulatory char-

acteristic which is common to alI of the i.'s and which sets
them apart from a1l- other consonants: the passage of air out
of the side of the mouth instead of straight out the front.
Bertil- Malmberg (1963:44) explains the mechanics of this
lateraL air-fl-ow:

The consonants called lateral-s have this in common with
stops and nasals: that the articulatory organ, the
tongue, makes firm contact with the point of articula-
tion in question (usually the teeth or the palate). But
contrary to what happens in [those] groups, this contact
takes place only at the middle of the oral cavity, while
the air escapes from both sides of the place of articula-
tion. Sometimes the lateral passage of air occurs on
only one side (uniLateral consonant) without any peccep-
tible difference resulting. The English tll (in 7ight,
Jong, calL) is a lateral type . . . .

The class of laterals can, as intimated above, be fur-
ther subdivided in many ways. Of fundamental importance to
this monograph is the distinction between the lateral
approximants (also called sonorants or Tiquids\ and the 1at-
eral fricatives (also called fricative-laterals). The Iatter
are characterized by the presence of audible friction at the
point of articulation, the former by its absence or relative
absence. Corresponding to'this acoustic difference there is
an articulatory difference, for friction is created by bring-
ing the articulators close enough to constrict, but not block,
the air which passes through them ("close-approximation").
Conversely, friction is avoided by keeping the articulators
relatively apart ("open-approximation") .

8
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The common, garden-variety L is a voiced lateral approx-
imant. Fricative-Iaterals are l-ess familiar, although they
can hardly be cal-led rare. The voiceless fricative-lateral
(written +) r i" in fact quite common in American Indian lan-
guages, €.9., Apache (itoijer 1946:58), Chipewyan (Li Fang-
Kuei l-946:398), Nez Perce, Wishram, Nootka and twelve other
Indian languages of western North America (Nichols 1971:
842-5). Voiceless fricative-laterals are also found on
isLands at the periphery of Europe: in Welsh (Jones 1913:19,
Rositzke 1939) and in Icelandic (Sveinbjtirnsson 1933:64,
Kress L937:12L, Rositzke 1939). In Asia they are found in the
Modern South Arabic languages, in some dialects of Ostyak
(Bouda L947253), a Ugric language, and in many North Cauca-
si-an languages (rrubetzkoy L922), namely, Kabardian (Kuipers
1960:20, Henderson 1970:94) and the other Circassian languages
(Bouda L947:49-50, DumdziL Lg52:243) and Ubykh (Dumdzil L952:
243, Dundzil and Namitok 1954:163) in the western Caucasus;
Bats (SommerfelL L947:I45) in the central Caucasus; and the
Avaro-Andian languages (including Akhvakh with six different
voiceless laterals) (Gudava \96422O) and Archi in the eastern
Caucasus. In Africa, they are found in a large number of lan-
guages, e.9. Sandawe, a Hottentot dialect (Copland L938:62),
the Chadic languages, especially those of the Biu-Ivlandara
branch like Bura and Margi (Hoffman 1963:10, Newman and IvIa

1966:226, Ladefoged L968:29) but also those of the Plateau-
Sahel branch (Newman 1965:57, Kraft L97I), the languages of
the Iragw group in Northeast Africa (Tucker and Bryan 1966:
57L), and Southern Bantu languages of the Nguni group (which
includes ZuIu), the Sotho group, the Tsonga group, and, less
generally, the Shona group (Doke 1954:33).

It is interesting to note that all of these languages
(leaving aside Ostyak for which Bouda does not give complete
data) have /1/ in addition to /*/ except Ubykh and the
Circassian languages (which do, however, have a voiced frica-
tiye-Iatera1) 2 and Nootka (which has no voiced consonants at
aII except for nasals and semi-vowels). This observation may
be put in the form of an implicational universal: In lan-
guages which have voiced obstruents (stops and spirants),
the presence of a voiceless lateral implies the presence of a
voiced lateral-.

It is tempting to speculate (A fa Ferguson 1963:59 and
Greenberg 1969:153) that at the root of this synchronic uni-
versal there is a diachronic universal to the effect that, in
Ianguages which have voiced obstruents, phonemic voiceless
fricative-laterals are always the product of a secondary split
invoLving /L/ (i.e. /L/ acquired a voiceless allophone which
became an autonomous phoneme when the conditioning factor3 was
lost). Since secondary split, by definition, always leaves
the original phoneme unchanged in some of its environments,
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this diachronj,c hypothesis would seem to account for the
synchronic facts. Unfortunately, the historical record does
not support this hypothesis, at least in its present form.
Even the unsystematic investigation conducted by the present
wri
/r/

te
4
r revealed that there are other sources ot /*/ besides

Voiced fricative-Iaterals (written B) 5 also occur in the
Ianguages of the worldrbut they are much rarer than their
voiceless counterparts, perhaps because the ubiquitous voiced
lateral approximants tend to discourage the formatj-on and/or
retention of a phoneme which would so greatly diminish their
margin of safety. Whatever the reason, voiced fricative-
Laterals seem to occur only in tlodern South Arabic, Ubykh, the
Circassian languagesrand several African languages, e.9.,
Sandawe, Bura, I4argi and the Southern Bantu language groups
mentioned above except for the Sotho group. A11 of these lan-
guages, except for Ubykh and the Circassian languages6 also
have /*/ and /L/ , so it seems Lhat /\/ , /*/ and /L/ form an
implicational series. old Arabic, as we shall see, was an ex-
ception: it had 7\/ and /L/ buL not /*/. However, this typo-
Iogically abnorrnal situation, created by the retention of. ft/
after the shift of /+/ Lo /E/, seems to have been short-Iived.

We might al-so mention one other generalization that
emerges from our survey: in some languagesT which have /l/
and, /f/ (but not k/) , the latter serves as a voiceless coun-
terpart of the former in spite of the considerable acoustic
difference between the two created by the presence of fric-
tion in one and its absence in the other.S The explanation
is probably connected with the fact that the real voiceless
counterpart of tlt -- the voiceless approximant tll -- is
scarcely audible9 (Dieth 1950:149, Doke L926zg7)." rn such
Ianguages, then, [+] is phonologically /l/, with friction
added to make it audibLe. o

One Iast point needs to be made. It is possible to pro-
duce a fricative-Iatera1 at any point on the side of the
tongue. Throughout most of this monograph we wilL be using
the slmbols * and ! without regard to point of articul_ation.
On those rare occasions when it is necessary to distinguish
velar or uvular fricative-]aterals from aLveolar ones, t
and 8 will be used for the former, and * and ! for the latter.

1Oth.r symbols include: I or i in works on American Indian languages
(but Slavicists and others use this slmbol to denote a velarized .l), I in
studies of Icel-andic (but many phoneticians reserve this symbol for tfle
voiceless lateral approximant), E (SmalLey 1962-4:2tl), ! in works on Modern
South Arabic (but nineteenth-century Semitists used this polish sl.mbol to
write [g], as in Polish, and most semitists today use it as a phonetically
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noncommittal transcription of Hebrew-Aramaic b and its Proto-Semitic artces-
tor, a practice we shall follow in this monograph), 5 in the Modern South
Arabic word-IisLs of Thomas (1937), i in studies of Modern South Arabic by
Johnstone (1968, 1970a,b) before he switched to ! OglZ), 3 and s in arti-
cles dealing with South Arabic phonology by Beeston (1951, Lg62bi, h-Z in
Icelandic and ZuIu orthography, and .lJ in Welsh orthography. Kabardian
has had many standard orthographies and hence many symbols for * (Kuipers
1960:116).

2Henderson (1970:93) states that Kabardian '! may be classified as
both a voiced lateral frj.cative and a sonorant," but Kuipers (1960:20)
writes that "onIy Kabardians who have been strongly subjected to t}te in-
fluence of some other language (Russian, Arabic, Turkish) to the extent of
being more conversant in it than in Kabardian, occasionally pronounced voiced
.l as a pure liquid, but this sound is foreign to the language." In fact,
none of the Northwest Caucasian languages has a lateral approximant except
Abkhaz (Kuipers 1955:I98).

3In weI"h, the conditioning factor was a preceding h weakened from *s
(Jones 193O:135, cp. ibid., L34), in Icelandic it was (or still is, depend-
ing on one's phonemic analysis) a preceding h weakened from *q, *8, and *k
(Johannesson I9562L297-8); cf. al-so the following two synchronic rules of
Apache phonology: /lnl-/'--l*l (Hoijer L946:7L) and /l/*t*) /voice)ess
sibiTant (ibid. , 73). A non-phonemic voiceless fricative-IateraL with strong
palatalization exists in the Yiddj.sh of Carpathian Ruthenia (personal obser-
vation); the conditioning factor is a preceding k (e.9. 11lvayni "small,"
[kilvapn] "knock," etc.). The presence of glottalized ejectives in many of
the languages which have :! suggests that such consonants (which are, of ne-
cessity, always voiceless) may have served as conditioning factors in many
cases.

4southern Bantu :I comes from an older voicel-ess palatal stop (Guthrie
J.971:63, cf. also Doke 1954:42), and the proto-Chadic source of Biu-Mandara
* may be *s (Nehrman and Ma 1966:226, but cf. also Kraft 1971). The voice-
less fricative-laterals in Archi and the Avaro-Andian languages seem to come
from Proto-North Caucasian voiceless velar fricatives (Trubetzkoy 1922:799) -
Cf. al-so the non-phonemic lateral pronunciatj-on of s in lgth century Leghorn
(ftaly) known as 7a J-isca (Malagbli 1939 s.v., Teloni 1889), which probabty
involved a voiceLess frj-cative-l-ateral rather than a liquid , judging from
the positj-ons in which the allophone appears (e.g. initially before stops as
in lperanza = speranza, Jtamp) : stampate, etc.).rOther slmbols include: i in works on African languages, + (Smalley
L962-4t217), d in works on Modern South Arabic, 2 in the Modern South Arabic
word-lists of Thomas (1937), ! in studies of Irlodern South Arabic by John-
stone (l-968, 1970a,b) before he switched Lo i (1972), dh-l in Zulu orthogra-
phy. It is ironic but not particularly significant that in the Kabardian
adaptation of the Arabic alphabet (in use until 1923), the s]rnbo1 for $ is
not j, but J (ruipers 196O:116). Presumably, the introduction of this
Kabardian orthography came long after Arabic j" had ceased to be a fricative-
latera1.

6see fn. 2 above.
7u.g. welsh, where the soft mutation or lenited form of l.-Z is 1., just

as the soft mutation of the other voiceless consonants is voiced (Jones 1913:
162); Apache, where f coalesces with a preceding h to form iL just ds \t tJt zt
Z coalesce with a preceding h to form x. s, s, E respectively (Hoijer 1946:
73); and Chipewyan where the alternation * - l, is paralleled by I - 6, s - z,
and x - 1 (Li Pang-Kuei 1946:400).

8Cp. tt. relationship between e and ! in Arabic and between 9 and g in
various other languages.

9Nevertheless, Ladefoged (1971:11) reports a voiceless lateral approxi-
naat /L/ contrasting w:-ti-r /L/ in Burmese.

c



II.
Fricative-Laterals in Modern South Arabic

}fiODERN SOUTH ARABIC

The term Modern South Arabic (USa) designates a group
of South Semitic languages spoken on or near the southern
coast of the Arabian Peninsula. Shaharil is spoken in the
Omani Dependency of Dhofar (7ufEr) and, in a somewhat dif-
ferent form, in the Kuria Muria Islands.2 Mehri is spoken in
Zufd.r and in the l"lahra country (bi7ed Mahra) which lies be-
tween lufdr (whose western border is at Ra?s Darbat sAlf) and
Hadramawt (bounded on the east by WEdI Masffah). The island
of Socotra, formerly ruled by the Mahrite Sultans of Qishin,
also has speakers of Mehri, but the indigenous MSA language
of this island is Socotri. Botahari and Harsusi, closely re-
Iated to Mehri and. often said to be dialects of it, are
spoken in ZufEr.

The MSA languages are generally thought to be descended
from a (thus far unattested) dialect or dialects of Epi-
graphic South Arabic (ESA), the language of the ancient in-
scriptions found mainly in southwestern Arabia but also in
Ztfdr. They are set off from Arabic by their failure to
show certain phonological innovations which are shared by
every known Arabic dialect, including the Arabic diatect of
Zufdr (which is a second language to most speakers of MSA):
the unconditionaL merger of d and ?, and the chain shift
d , 3 > s in which X merged unconditionally with s. Fur-
thermore, the I"1SA emphatics are not velarized as in Arabic
but rather glottalized as in Ethiopian Semitic (Fresnel
I838b :544-5 1 yushmanov 1930:383-4, Johnstone ]970a :296fn,
L973:98fn, L975a, Lg75b:6-7) -- a little-known4 fact whose
implications for Semitic linguistics are "rror*orr".5If it is easy to show how the l"!SA languages differ from
Arabic, it is more difficult to name the innovations6 that
justify their being grouped together. Several phonological
innovations, which, at first glance, appear to set off MSA
as a distinct branch of South Semitic, prove, upon closer
examination, to have affected only some of the MSA languages.
The raising of E to 6 or E, for example, characterizes
Shahari, I'lehri, Harsusi, and Botahari, but is unevidenced in
Socotri. The conditioned merger of E with ht , on the other
hand, is attested, with slight variations, in Socotri, I{ehri,

l2
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Harsusi, and Botahari, but, with the exception of a few lex-
ical items, not in Shahari (Leslau 1938:32-4, L947a:183r195,
200). The merger of h and {r. reliably reported for Socotri
(Leslau 1938:218, Johnstone 1975b:5) , d.oes not seem to be
reflected in the spellings of Carter's Ivlehri informant (Car-
ter 1847 passim) in spite of several instances of h for h',
and we shoul-d, therefore, no doubt, discount the evidence for
such a merger in Thomast Shahari, Ivlehri, Harsusi, and Bota-
hari transcriptions. One phonological innovation which does
seem to have affected the whole group is the de-emphatization
of q (Fresnel I838b2546, Yushmanov 1930:384, Johnstone I97Oa:
296n), but even here it must be noted that in Socotri d has
retained, a glottalized allophone (Johnstone 1973:98fn) .

REPORTS OE FRICATIW-LATERALS IN MODERN SOUTH ARABIC

Most of the published descriptions of the I,1SA languages
come from doctors, diplomats, or just plain adventurers with
no professional training in phonetics and with no knowledge
of the descriptions of their predecessors. It is, therefore,
quite astonishing that so many of them correctly identified
at l-east one of the fricative-lateral-s in these languages.

The earliest description of the IvISA fricative-laterals
just barely missed being the earliest description of IvISA
(Wellsted's worthless Socotri word-list was published three
years earlier). It is part of Fulgence Fresnel's descrip-
tion (1838b) of the phonetics of Ehhkili, also cal1ed Shhari
(1838a:534) i.e. Shahari. This description, based on the
speech of an informant who happened to be in Jidda (the
seaport of Mecca) and sent to Paris in a series of letters,
remains indispensable even today. The following section
(1838b:538-9), full of French esptit, was formerly quite
popular in European orientalist circles:

[I1 y a] trois lettres dont la prononciation
ddtruit Ia symmetrie du visage.

Toutes les langues que j'ai dtudides en Europe ont
cela de coflrmunr euron peut et doit les parler sans
contorsions. Ainsi, lorsqutun homme stexprime en an-
glais, en russe, en arabe ou en chinois, si I'on congoit
Ia figure de I'orateur .orpd. de haut en bas par le plan
que ddterminent ces trois points, Ie milieu des Ldvres,
le sommet de Ia t6te et Ie milieu de la nuque, les
mouvements de ses organes voqaux seront exactement les
*6*." de chaque cotd de ce plan a chaque instant de son
discours. 11 nren est pas toujours ainsi dans 1a langue
ehhkili ou hhimyarique. ElIe a des articulations qui
exigent que Ia langue et Ia lbvre infdrieure se portent
I droite, d'ol: rdsulte une grimace que Mouhhsin lui-m6me
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trouve fort ridicule, parce qu'iI . ,roy.gd. Assurdment,
quand la reine de Saba pronongait [ces lettres], sa
beautd d.evait en souffrir. u. antoine d'Abadie, i qui
je faisais remarquer ce phdnom8ne, eut, ainsi que moi,
f idde de demander a Mouhhsin s'il n'y avait point dans
son pays des gens qui, pour prononcer ces trois lettres,
tournassent La langue au c6td gauche. Notre Bedouin lui
assura, cornme il me ltavait ."=rrtd I moi-m6me, quton
ntavait jamais vu dtexemple d'une pareille gauchetie

The phones described here can only be laterals, since
l-aterals are the only phones which may be asymmetrls6l
(with respect to the median l-ine of the palate). Often, it
is only the air-stream, escaping from the mouth on only one
side, which is asymmetrical, but the tongue may also be po-
sitioned left or right of center and, in the case of frica-
tive-Iaterals at least, even the lips may be pulIed to the
side (Sievers 1901:131). There can be no other explanation
for Mouhhsin's facial contortions.

Fresnel goes on to explain that one of these three
phones is "a kind of z or Arabic dhal-" (op. cit., 540), the
second is closer to the English th than any other sound
(ibid., 554), and the third is like ts (ibid., 546). sig-
nificantly, the first of these replaces L for euphony (ibid.,
539) even though it is completeJ-y different from it acous-
tically.

Fresnel was puzzled by this alternation of two sounds
which sounded so different to him, although his infornnant
found it quite natural. The explanation is reaIly quite
simple. It is true that acousticaTTg the contorted a is
completely different from L since the former is a fricative,
i.e. made with friction, while the latter is an approximant,
made with minimal friction. But once we realize that from
an articulatory point of view both are laterals, with almost
identical- tongue-positions, their interchange ceases to be
mysterious. It is simply a case of a voiced lateral approx-
imant tll becoming a voiced fateral fricative ft] through an
increase in friction.

Carter's description (L847:343) of a Mehri fricative-
lateral is short and simple but says everything one needs to
know:

,r. has a very peculiar sound in the It'Iahra dialect;
it is formed by placing the tip of the tongue against
the anterior part of the palate, and allowing the air
to pass out of the mouth on one side or the other of it,
in the manner of a lisp, following it with the sound of.
the Letter J., as ir, .r..;10 "fire ," pronounced shLeeotelt
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The reason that Carter heard an I will be discussed in chap-
ter xvi, but, whatever the explanation, its presence here
confirms Carter's description of the lateral passage of air.

Glaser's description (1895:87) of a Shahari (?)
fricative-lateral is afmost as explicit:

oieses 3 [in the word iehrAt] ist an der rechtsseitigen
Zahnreihe auszusprechen, also zum rechten Ivlundwinkel
hinaus und ist nicht von einen gleichfalls an derselben
SteIIe articulirten 3 zu unterscheiden. Etymologisch
jedoch ist es,* [i.e. it corresponds to Arabic E Uut
sounds more like Arabic tl.

Next we come to Jahnrs description (1905:5) of a Mehri
fricative-Iateral :

i, l-aterales ,", wird artikuliert, ind.em man den
Luftstrom durch die Verengung des Raumes zwischen dem
rechten Gau'nen und der Zunge, welche man durch
AnnHherung des rechten Zungenrandes an die rechten
oberen BackenzH.hne herbeigefiihrt hat, und zwischen den
beiden rechtseitigen Zahnreihen hindurchpresst.

AIl this is, as Yushmanov (L926242) remarked, "un peu
compliqud!" but the essentials are clear: the air is press-
ed through a narrow space between the right side of the pal-
ate and the right edge of the tongue and escapes between the
upper and lower teeth on the right side of the mouth.

Thomas' description is of great interest (1937 2236) in
spite of the fact that it gives no articulatory details:

The visitor to the Hadara habitat, whose ear is
attuned to dialects of l,iod,ern Arabic, is immediately
struck by two phonetic peculiarities -- the sounds of
(a) lateralized consonants or lisped sibilants, and (b)
of 77 in ltre Welsh pronunciation of such a word as
t,7ane77y.L2 rt occurs with great frequency and is
accorded not only to the dh consonant whose laterali-
zation appears to have been an old Semitic usage lost
in Modern Arabic, but is the value of the consonants
s, Et sh, dh, dh, th, z, judging from the Hadara pro-
nunciation of those of their words akin to Modern
Arabic

We have already mentioned that Welsh ll is a fricative-
Lateral. Jones (1913:19), for example, describes it as:

... a voiceless I pronounced on one side. It is
produced by placing the tongue in the J position,
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raising it so as to close the passage on one side,
and blowing between it and the teeth on the other.
The common imitation thL conveys the effect of the
"hiss" (voiceless spirant) in the th, and gives the
side ef fect in the J.. But l.-Z is of course a simple
sound which may be described shortly as a "unil-ateral
hiss. tt

The Welsh -Z-Z is then indeed simi]ar to the IvISA fricative-
laterals and. we shall more than once cal-I upon the Welsh
fricative-lateral- ff for parallels in the course of this
research.

Last1y we find Johnstone's explicit statement (l-970a:
296) that the MSA languages have a voiced fricative-lateral
and a voiceless fricat,ive-Iateral.

LANDBERG'S e AND THE ?-TSOGLOSS

The Swedish Arabist Count Cario von Landberg is the
author of several d.escriptions of the Arabic spoken in
Hadramawt. One of them (1898:167) contains a brief reference
to Mehri:

?Awail ,13 H.fit, abyal ,14 uftn,u.h,ls etc.; dans toute
cette contrde de m6me qu'en Dalina Ie ,r est prononcd
comme Ie J. slave ou Ie -Z des paysans de la Haute-Bavibre
et des Hollandais. Cette prononciation est particulibre
des tribus qui ont Ie nom collectif de Himyar. Les
Mahrites i qui j'ai causd I'avaient aussi et Maltzan,
aDMG 27, p259 a adil relevd ce fait.

It i-s unclear from this statement whether the l,lahrites with
whom Landberg spoke had an L-like i, in their Arabic speech
only. or (as the referenqe to von Maltzan 1873 suggests) in
their native language as wel-l. fn a l-ater description (f901:
637) he is more explicit:

,r est prononcd dans tout le pays de Dalina et par
les tribus dites Simyarites (Arabica V, 230) comme le
i slave, hollandais et d.e Ia Haute-Bavibre. Comme c'est
Ia rEgle dans la langue mahra, il faut supposer que nous
sommes en prdsence d'une prononcj-ation particulibre de
1'ancienne langue du sud.

Now when Landberg speaks of ,r in Mehri, he means the Mehri
phoneme which corresponds to Arabic ,r, a loose but conrmon way
of speaking justified by the close relationship between the
two languages. But when we exErmine the word-lists of other
writers, we find. that the Mehri phoneme which corresponds to
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,r is not a velarized i., as Landberg claims, but one of the
fricative-lateral-s (the voiced one) which we have been dis-
cussing.

We are now faced with a problem. Did Landberg make a
mistake? Did he hear a voiced fricative-Iateral as an l?
Bravmann (1934:153) stops just short of an affirmative arl-
swer:

Nach Landberg Hadram. p. 637 hat d die Aussprache als
emphatisches L in ganz Datina..."ia im Mehri
Allerdings ist es mir fraglich, ob das d im Mehri so
durchgingig als emphatisches J gesprochen wird. Jahn
S.4 erklirt es afs faterales {, und umschreibt es
bekanntlich mit $. Seine definition dieses { scheint
'rilorigens ziemlich den Angaben nahezukommen die die
Grammatiker vom d geben...sodass dieser Laut uns im
Mehri erhalten wire...

But even if Landberg_coutd confuse,i with -Z-- in spite of
Fresnel's testimonyrb that he could not hear any resemblance
between the two even though he tried -- could a native speak-
er do the same? Land.berg (1901 :637) tetls us that; ".!o l,a+.. .
fut 6crit par un Kartini a'dd-dugra lio)l+l' this spelting
mistake must reflect a real merger of d and -Z in the Arabic
dialect of the Xarrini, which suggests that Landberg may have
been right about Mehri d as weI1.

Actually a simple explanation is at hand for the dis-
crepancy between Landbergrs description and aII of the above
descriptions. It is contained in the statement by vorr
Maltzan (1873b 2259) alluded to above by Landberg (1898) :

Die beiden Zungenlaute J [=f] and ,r zeigen auch
in Iulehri recht deutlich ihre nahe Verwandschaft. In
west-Mahra geht c geradezu in J. iiber:

Beispiele
hLaiq, eng (arabisch c#)

er verrichtet die Abwaschung (vom arabischen

The important part of this statement, which has been hitherto
been ignored, is the phrase "in West-Mahra." Von lv1altzan,
like Thomas (1937:233), divides up the widespread Mahra tribe
into eastern and western branches:17

Es handelt sich hier a1so nur um zwei Zweige des Mahra-
Dialects, die ich west- und ost-Mehri nenne. Ersterer
wird vom wiai iuestle und Sayhut an bis tjstlich von
KeschinrfS auch auf der Insel Soqotra gesprochen. Er
ist jedoch weniger rein, noch mehr mit Arabismen

getuJian,
t \.-t,.lr).
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gemischt, als der and.ere, nebenbei scheint mir aucli
die Aussprache sehr verderbt. Das ijstliche Mehri ist
die Sprache^von lt^is Fartaq und scheint in d.er Umgegend
von Hag06lrv...am reinsten gesprochen zu werden.

Given these geographical d.ata, it seems likeIy that the
Mahrites whom Landberg met were West-Mahrites. A11 of the
other authors cited above had East-Mahrite informants from
Zufdr (or, in Carter's case, the village of Ahsoel) or
Shahari informants from the same area. It appears, then,
that there is a d-isogloss separating West-Mehri from East-
Mehri.

That West-Mehri is characterized by a liquid, rather
than (or atongside of)20 a fricative, 4 can be shown from
another source: Bent's Mehri and Socotri word-lists (1900:
440-8) - rn these lists we find tha!-Bent has transcribed
Mehri d with L in three out of fivezr examples:

Erkel-l-a rrll.1rr (p. 443) cf. Carter (L847:35I) markadthat
(Mehri) "kick"; Leslau (1938:400) r6Xoa (Socotri)
"fouler Ie sol-"; Thomas (1937:304) riku322 (Mehri)
"kicl' tt

GaiLar "Iion" 6. 446) cf . Johnstone (1970a:306) k'agiar
(l{ehri) "panther"; Thomas (1937:312) qai2ur (}aehri)
rpanther"; Ewald (1846:311) k)eter (Mehri) "Iion";
von Maltzan (I873 2229) eaiter23 (West-Mehri) "lion , "

AthaiL "bone" 1p. 446) cf. thomas (1937:288) adhai2
(I,lehri) "bone"; Jahn (LgO2:254]t 

"4ig4 
(Mehri)

"Knochen"i Carter (L847:347) athdth (Mehri) "bone,"

The other two examples have d for d: Hader "ready" (p.
443) and Kadj "judge" (p. 44L), but these words are obviously
Arabic. In fact, they are the very words that Bent asked his
informant to translahe.24

Bent I s use of J. to transcribe lulehri d is signif icant
since he never uses it for Socotri d (Ld, dl-, tf)'" oY
socotri .d (thL,)qL, tt, hf , etc)26 3r uehri ! (znl, zh, tth,
tf, th7, etc.).'' rn other words, if the Mehri d that Bent
heard had been a fricative-Iatera1, he would have used an -Z-
cTuster. It seems, then, that Bent heard I'lehri { as an
ordinary l.

Bent collected his Mehri word-list while on Socotra, an
island which was politicalty2S and linguisticalIy29 ti.d to
the West-Mehri dialect area. Thus, Bentrs word-l-ists provide
additional evidence for the existence of a d-isogloss.

Anyone who has followed us this far will not be surprised
to learn that the Arabic dialects of South Arabia are also
divided by a d-isogloss -- although in this case we should
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properly speak of a d - ? - isogloss (in view of the uncon-
ditional merger which these dialects share with all other
Arabic dialects). On the one hand, we have the d - ? of
DatIna and Wahfdf (east of Datfna a! the western end of
Hadramawt;30 described by t.rrdb..g3I .= . lateral approxi-
mant and actually written with a 7dm, in one instance, by a
native speaker; and on the other hand we have the lufdrf { -
z described by Rhodokanakis (19fI) as a spirant (p. x) and
as coming close to the emphatic J.-am (p. 82; "Je h6her sie
hinter die ZHhne scht?igt, desto mehr nHhert sich ( dem
'aslir n) = J [=Landbergts l] ") -- in sun, a fricative-
lateral. An intriguing note by Thomas (1937:331) suggests
that d - ? may be a fricative-l-ateraf in eastern peninsular
dialects outside of South Arabia as well:

A lateralized s is met with in the modern Arabic of the
borderland tribes of the eastern Rub'al Khali, who speak
of the Abu Dhabi as Abu lab:- .

Unfortunately, Thomasr note has never been confirmed by
other fieldworkerr,32 and Rhodokanakis' reliance on one
Shahari-speaking tribesman (rather than several monolingual
ZufdrA Arabs) for all of his Arabic data (op. cit., xvi-
xvii) may vitiate entirely the vaLue of his description --
for our purposes, at least.

our discussion of the d-isoglosses woul-d be incompLete if
we did not mention the fascinating and undoubtedly ancient
tradition quoted (anonymously) by Wallin in 1858 (p. 634)
but, inexplicably, ignored by Semitists from that time on:

Wa-kdna s-saggidu (eUmat?) gaqilu: ?innam-a Q-dddu dddu
J-maQaribati 7 anma dddu L-naiiriqati ta-Ldnui inutaxiana.
Wa-xiLatahu Y-iagxu fid wa-qdla: ?innamd d-dddu dddu
L-naidriqati wa-huwa l--Ladi I aTaghi l-t ijnic:

The Master (eUmar?) used to say: It is the dEd of the
westerners which is the true dEd [i.e. the dEd of the
orthoepists described as rixwa "fricative" and mjn
hdffati L-lisdn "Lateral"l -- tne ddd of the easterners
is an emphatic 1.. Sheikh cld diffe.3a ,itf, him and said:
It is the ded of the easterners which is the true dEd.
The consensus of the scholars favors this latter opin-
ion.

In a later chapter we will consider the possibility of
corroborating this statement with other evid.ence, specifical-
Iy, the fact that numerous African languages used f to render
d in Arabic loanwords, while Persian used z (Rubinchik 1965:
588). Here it suffices to note that the two realizations of
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d described in this passage seem to be basically the same as
those attested in present-day South Arabia.

HOTI ILANY FRICAT IVE -LATE RALS ?

It seems virtually certain that there are exactly two
fricative-Iateral phonemes in the MSA languages -- one
voiced and the other voiceless. Johnstonets system of
transcription, which seems to be phonemic although he never
says so explicitly, distinguishes two: i (= +) and ! (= B)
(I970a 2296). His discussion of the Socotri fricative-
laterals (1968:517) is a little more explicit in this re-
gard. Thomas' word_lists (1937) show voiced I (with free
variants 3l ana 2432 contrastj-ng34 with voiceless 6 (witrr
free variants ti ana s6), in spite of a good deal of free
variation-bretween the two (perhaps partially due to mis-2tr

r JJnearLng) .
Thomas' analgsis is another story. In it, Thomas gives

a Iong list of consonants (some of them imported from Ara-
bic! ) which sometimes have lisped or lateralized "val-ues"
in MSA: s, €, sh, dh, dh, dh, th, and z. Now this way of
looking at the MSA fr.i.cative-Iaterals is quite misleading
in view of the fact that 5 and s, to pick one exampler Ere
totally unrelated in the IUISA phonological system. But
Thomas' statements are not sufficiently explicit to be
call-ed wrong -- they could after aII be interpreted as a
statement about the phonetic inventory. Murtonen (1966:139),
however, obligingly adds the necessary precision by speaking
of lateralized "variants" instead of "values." These vari-
ants, he adds, "seem to be only allophonic." This is demon-
strably false. Despite lulurtonen's claim to the contrary,
there are a number of minimal pairs in Thomasr word-lists,
e. g.

Shahari sut "strike" : .SDt "fire"
shahari s?n "obey" : Efn "left"
Shahari stn "they" : 6a, "we have"
Mehri, Harsusi zEr "stop" : 2er "glazelle"
Harsusi ztd "rtore" '. 2aid "fish" (t and ai are free

variants in Thomasr word-1ists)

Murtonen makes much out of the considerable amount of
free variation in Thomas' word-lists between lateralized and
unlateralized sounds. But unless the free variation is be-
tween lateralized and unlateral-:-zed. corre-Zates (e.g. dl ana
dh) it is difficult to see how that helps his case. A11 of
the examples I have found of free variation between such
correlates involve ! ana z, which contrast in the above mini-
ma1 pairs. Relatively rare symbols Like dft, zh and t6, sA
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are always in free variation with 2 and 536 respectively --
never with their supposed unlateralized co-allophones.

It is curious that Thomas has, in additi.on to the analy-
sis which misled l"lurtonen, a second analysis (op. cit., 239)
vhich Murtonen ignored:

The respective sound val-ues of 5, i, tA, dlr, a.lr,4b, th,
2 are, to a European ear, practically indistinguishable.
a lightly and a heavily lisped sibilant, as represented
by ! and l, seemed, to the writer's ear, the most that
coul-d be detected.

In this passage, Thomas presents his whol-e list of lateral-
ized sibilants as variants of 5 and I rather than variants of
the unl-ateralized sibilants.

A different problem arises in connection with Jahn's
Cescription of Mehri (1905:4-5). He also reports two lateraf
consonants, .d and {, and these correspond fairly well to
Thomas' ,6 and I reipectj-ve1y; but d is described as a stop.
Now Jahn also says that d is a l-ateral so that even if he did
hear a stopl it must have had a lateral release, i.e. proba-
bly tql . But it seems more like1y that he simply made a
nistake of the kind recorded by Doke (L926:100): "many
Europeans erroneously think that they hear a d in the fric-
ative ! [of ZuIu] . " It is significant that no analogous mis-
hearing is recorded for the ZuIu voiceLess fricative-lateral.
It would be quite possibler then, for Jahn to make a mistake
about d without making the same mistake about i.

A last problem arises from Fresnel's description.
According to him, there are three distinct fricative-
laterals in Shahari. From his examples it is clear that one
of them is the reflex of PS J, thu seoond is the reflex of PS

{, and the third is the reflex of PS -2, in the vicinity of j.
Ihomas' Shahari word-list and JohnstoneIs Shahari texts show a
split-and-merger in the same environment: l, is merged with
the reflex of PS d before or after j. Now it is not impossi.-
b1e that this process was started but not completed by the
rnid-nineteenth century, in Fresnelrs time. Thus we might sup-
pose that there were three fricative-Iaterals in Shahari, one
of which was an allophone of -2. But Fresnel gives so few ex-
aroples that it is hard to know whether we can rely on his data
or not. It should also be pointed out that this possibility
applies only to Shahari, because it is only in Shahari that
this split-and-merger (l > B / i) has taken place.

lThe spelling of these names in English j.s far from standard. The
spellings used here are Thomas', except for "plehri" which follo$rs the ear-
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lier cgnvention esta-blished by the Viennese Expedition.2Until very recentfy, the only first-hand account of the Kuria Muria
dialect was that of HuLton from 1840! HuLton found 23 speakers of Shahari
on the island of Hallaniya and elicited a short list of words from them. It
was not until- 1975 that Semitists learned that a dialect of Shahari is stil1
spoken.in the area (Johnstone 1975b:3).

-Fresnel reports that the MSA emphatics
"exigent un certain gonfJ.ement des amygdales, et sont, pour ainsi dire,
crachdes par une dmission viol-ente et subj-te de 1'air comprim6 dans 1e
larynx. Le,rpeut 6tre reprdsentd.., par ss, Ie 4 [a palatalized a]-Lo-
phone of ol par ttch ou tss, 1e l" par tt, le s par tth et fe G par ck;
mais I moins d'avoir oui parler I'amharique (amata') ou dthiopien moderne
on ne peut pas deviner ce que jrentends ici par tt ou ck. "aJohnstone himself is unaware that Fresnel reported the presence of

glottalized ejectives in MSA nearly a century and a half ago. His recently
published paper to the 1970 Hamito-Semitic Colloquium at the School of
Oriental and African Studies in London begins as foll-o$rs (1975:155):

"Since ejectives occur in the languages of the Cushitic Aroup (Bedawye,
Agaw, Saho-sAfar, Sidamo, calIa, and Somali), but have not so far been
recorded for the Semitic languages outside the Ethiopj.an area, it might
reasonably be concluded that this was a N.E. African rather than a
Semitic phenomenon. "

Leslaurs corunent on the paper (ibid., l5'7) reveals that he is equally un-
aware of Eresnel's report, despj.te the fact that he devoted several lines
to Fresnel-'s article and Yushmanov's analysj.s of it (Yushmanov 1930, cf.
pp. 383-4 dealing with the gLottalized emphallgtl in his survey of South
Arabic linguistics for Current Trends in Linguistics (1970:520):

"I do not need to say that this is a minor revol-ution in so far as
Semitic is concerned. we aLways thought glottalj-zation was only a
privilege of Ethiopic and some of the Cushitic languages. !'1e have
known ttehri, Sfreri, Socotri for quite a while but we were never told
tha! they had glottalj.zed consonants."

=Si.r.. the presence of glottalized emphatics in MSA cannot possibly be
attributed to a Cushitic substratum, as is frequently done wj.th the Ethiopian
ejectives, this evidence greatly strengthens the case for glottalized emphat-
ics in PS (cf. Cantineau [1951-2] 196O:291-3 and the literature cited there).

6Retentions, of course, will not do, cf. Hoenigswal-d 1965:l-51. The
fricative-Iaterals, which go back at least as far as Proto-South Semitic,
clearly come under this heading-

7An irrter.rtj-ng exampte of this merger is the MSA toponym lranun (<ESA
SL?nn), discussed in chapter j-ii, fn. 27.

8leslau avoids the word "merger," which obviously applies here. The
best proof is cited by Leslau himself: in addition to hypercorrections of
h to ! in Socotri (1938:34-5, cf. pp. 32-4 for the conditioned sound-change
; ) h) , there are one or two hypercorrections of }r to 5 (i.bid., 21) .

9cf . -rr. ,^q rbackr' (Arabic zahr), e+ts "face" (Arabic wajh), >-u
"river" (arabic nahr), and probably also eroa! "tooth" (Arabic {irs < *{ir31
since it is unlikely that E went directty to 4 in this word (there are nu-
merous- examples of B > h but not of ! ) h) .

f0rhis form was written by Carter's Mehri informant.
fIr.e. tEIiyotl.
f2Of 

"ours., the MsA voiceless fricative-lateral.(s) resemble(s) welsh
-l-Z rnore than the voiced fricative-latera1(s).

131 = lRussian) vetarized. 7. Not to be confused with our syrnbot { =
voicel,ess fricative-1ateral.

l4trwhite" = classical tabga4-
15'rBone" = ClassicaL ru.*, 4 and z are merged in this modern dia]ect

as in a1I modern dialects (Co1in 1930a:92).
l6see above in this chapter,
l7they define the boundaries of these branches differently, however;
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von Maltzan seems not to have been aware of how far east the eastern branch
went and Thomas may not have known how far west the western branch extended.

fSuehri e8drn.
l9carter's Ahsoel (L847 :342) .
2ocf. fn. 23 below.
2fa possibLe addj-tionaL example j.s l{atthor "ye1low" (p. 445)(a}though

Thomas (1937:328) has an 5 in this word) since it may be identical with the
word for "qreen" which has a d.

22tfrJ..r' .5 instead of ine expected I is either the result of devoic-
ing in word-final position or mis-hearing, for Carterrs native informant
writes 1;,here (Jtf,<).), a l-etter he uses consistently for the Mehri voj-ced
fricative-latera1 but never for its voiceless counterpart.

23ffr. g in this word is strange in view of von Maltzan's o$/n testimony
that 4 ) I i; West l"lehri. Jahn's informant from Qishin (aa3:in) also had { in
his inventory in^spite of the fact^that he should have been speaking West-
Mehri, e.g. 4atqat (l9O2zl'74), Qarob (ibi.d-, 175). Many solutions could be
proposed but the problem cLearl,y cal.Ls for further investigation.

24the Arabic words that Bent used are obviously the ones in the column
lal:eled "diaLect used in South Arabia..."i cf. p. 364 rrhere Mrs, Bent de-
scibes ler husbandrs method of eliciting words.

25xu1di "judge, " NtdLahak "to laugh, " Entfahak "laughter."
zoThLef "hair," Thlaub "l-e9," ?h-la.b "stream," ?adk-leher "one month"

(Bent gLosses "week" but the Arabic word he asked was shahr "month "),
Tlahas "frankincense" (Bent glosses "myrrh gum" but the Arabic word he asked
was Lobln "frankj-ncense"), IhTop "J.eg" (possibly for Th1op, cf. ThLaub
"Ieq").- 27erzhl\t "tent," tzhb "eveni.ng meal," Hamilthtbr "bry,' TLahas"frank-
incense," Thluf "feather."

28As was pointed out above, the island of socotra was ruled until re-
cently by the lrlahrite Sultans of Qishin. The town of Qishin or Keschln is
part of the West-Mehri dialect area, according to von l\,laltzanrs statement
quoted above-

29Cf . ',ron MaLtzan's statement, quoted above.
3Orhis area is far to the west of Mahra-land, with practically the

whole length of $a{ramawt intervening. One wonders whether it is a com-
pletely isolated pecket or whether the lateral approxj.mant d - z is found
further east, in other parts of [ta{ramawt and in Mahra-Iand (where r^re know
only about the l,lehri d) .

3]cf . r,anaUerg's descriptions, quoted above.
JzAfter hrriting these lines, the present writer was informed by

Professor F. Cadora that a student from Ha-?il whom he intervi-ewed (and
taped)^in Beirut had a frica.tive-laterat 4-2.

l]rhe grapheme < 2h ) occurs only in the Mehri r^rord for "finger."rashahari laif "feasts" (p.296) z Saif "asleep" (p. 284) and l,lehrj-
a5i6 "get up" (p. 298) , aLait "bone" (p. 288). Note that i and aj are in
free variation in Thomas' word-l-ists. LesIau's suggestion (1947a:182) that
Thomas' I is only an allophone of /!/ is based not on any phonemic analysis
of Thomas' data but rather on the alleged }ack of any voiced counterpart to
.d in tfre transcriptj-ons of Thomas'predecessors (i.e. Jahn, Bittner, and the
rest of the Viennese Expedition). Had Leslau examined the lexical distribu-
tion of 6, he would have seen that it corresponds to the Viennese Expedi-
tion's f, even though Jahn (J-905:5) describes the latter as a stop. More-
over, Presnel's -r (1838b:540) is clearly a voiced fricative-Lateral.

35Cf.,lahr,1905:5: "Bei der bildung dieses Lautes ti..e. {J, der von
einem ungeiibten ohre l-eicht mit dem unten erw'dhnten Laute J verwechselt
werden kann..." Jahn's own glossary, compiled from transcribed texts (where
free variation would naturally tend to show itself),does not show any free
variation between { and J. Moreover, in places hrhere Jahn and Thomas disa-
gree in their transciption of a fricatj-ve-l-atera1, Carter's native infor-
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mant seems al-ways to agree with Jahn. On the other hand, it is possj-ble
that Jahn suppressed real phonetic variants -- he himself adni-ts changj.ng
? to c in the texts of one speaker who differed from other Mehri informants
in his c-fess speech.

36ct. nhoaokanakis 1932:225 where Socotri. J = l-ateral 5 is said to
have a free variant 3 = lateral s.
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Correspondence Sets Containing the MSA Laterals

The central problem of this monograph is to determine
whether or not the two fricative-fateral-s of MSA are a sur-
viva1 from PS. In order to pursue this question, we must in-
vestigate the phonemes in other Semitic languages which cor-
respond to the two MSA fricative-Iaterals in the hope of
finding evi-dence which will- bear on the phonetic nature of
these phonemes. This investigation will begin in chapter iv.
In this chapter, we will lay the groundwork by identifying
the phonemes which will be the object of the investigation.

Ignoring special problems and special correspondences
resuJ-ting from conditioned sound-changes (some of which will-
be taken up below) , the correspondences are as follows:

MSA

ESA
Ethiopic
Arabic
Aramaic
Hebrew
Ugaritic
Akkadian
PS

A
+
s2

s>s
s

s>5
.S),S

s
s

*j

d

B
h
d
)
d

s
s
s

ttd

s

cQ't

Columns A and B are based on sets of cognates like those
in the following charts:

25
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"be1Iy"

kir!

Column-A Cognates

"1ip" "hair " "sheep"

16#
"ten"
6!erMehri

(Jahn 1902)

Mehri
(Thomas 1937)

67.ui trr kubS oSor
oSur

Harsusi
(Thomas 1937)

lltitn
Iaibith

os-rr

Botahari
(Thomas 1937)

aSi-r

Shahari
(Thomas I937)

kub6
kabut

asur
aSir

Shahari
(Bittner 1917)

xo!
xda(e) 4

\ aser

Socotri
(Leslau 1938)

Z6r.!L iebeh lic ino, kob{ \ aser

ESA
(Conti Rossini
1931-, Jamne 1962)

lt2r

Ethiopic
(Dillman 1865)

kars -v.. 
-. -) .

( santat')
Tigrifra

!s t 3rt \ as-rLl

Arabic
(wehr 1966)

kir!
kariS

sara sa\ -r
sa\ ar

kabZ \ asr

O1d Aramaic
(Degen 1969)

!ptt \sr

Syriac
(Payne Smith
1903 )

karsS sPa sa \ -ra KCDSA
,Y1 ,

I sar
septa

Hebrew
(BDB)

,o okares sapa (h) Jerar kebei c e.der

Ugaritic
(Gordon 1965)

Ept !crt cEr

akkadian
(CAD, AHw)

RArSU
Jcara!u

Eaptu lartu kabsu es-1r
(st13
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Col-urvl-A Coqnates

"winter" " Left ,
northrl

s_rme-l

"month,
(new)moon"

"witness "

lan.a
1902 )

sa r tu baimaL ta?air
1937 )

6ai tti S-rma-l

1937 )

Botahari
(Thomas 1937)

6eta

Shahari
(Thomas I937)

.3etta sfn
5:r

Shahari
(Birtner 1917)

se te
seta

s-rn
i; (s) n

sene-r suhud

Socotri
(Leslau 1938)

36te
" (vent du)
Nord"

s1mh]l
i6n(h) e]

seher i6nea
"regarder "

ESA
(Conti Rossini
1931, Jamme 1962)

t2 h, bs2 hd
"in the
presence of"

Ethiopic
(Dillman 1865)

bahr

Arabic
(Wehr l-966)

sfta/ s arna I
s_zma_l

sanr sahld

old Aramaic
(Degen J-969)

stw ? smt I !na

Syriac
(Payne Smith
1903 )

satwe semdLd sahrd sa,'tdE

Hebrew
(BDB)

setarv semo(/)J iahZron
"moon
ornament "

( sahe!)
loanword?

Ugaritic
(Gordon 1965)

sma _l

Akkadian
(CAD, Agw)

sumelu
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Colunn-A Cognates

"seLl" "burn,
kindle "

" (good1
tidings "

Mehri-
(Jahn 19022

sem

(-
som

s-rme
som

6aim

3am

ni6nat
"hdssLich"

beser

Mehri
(Thomas 1937)

Harsusi
(Thomas 1937)

Botahari
(Thomas 1937)

Shahari.
(Thomas l-937 )

Shahari
(Bittner 19l-7)

lezm !er6rto

Socotri
(Leslau 1938)

s 7om rEr Gt)A
"apporter
une
nouvel-.1-e "

ESA
(Contj- Rossini
1931, Janme l-962)

)^s'rm
"buy"

)^s'n /

" enemy "
bs 2 t

Ethiopic
(Di1lman 1865)

(sEna)
HarariS

basrat5

Arabic
(wehr 1966)

sanJ- ? a b7 Sar:a

Ol-d Ararnaic
(Degen 1969)

sn/
"enemy"

( !rp)
Egypt.
Aram,

Syriac
(Payne Smith
r903)

sna sbart-a6

Hebrew
(BDB)

,o ,osane(. ) sarap tftlor| (n)

Ugaritic
(Gordon 1965)

sn. srp .b!rt

Akkadian
(CAD, AHw)

q
sarapu bus (s) urtu

(s!)7
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Coluwl-B Cognates

" (mo1ar)
tooth"

"frog" " l izard " "hyena"

tlehri
(Jah:r 1902)

lAlat mdardhr2 daf a&t
QatdAt

d6bb

litehri
(Carter L847)

athej-lan madthora dthafzat dthob

Hehri
(Thomas 1937)

muLerah sofdat
(et )t4
( -_sotd.aTqatt
2uf iden

(--
zoI)
zop

Harsusi-
(Thomas 1937)

2ob

Botahari
(Thomas 1937)

Shahari
(Thomas f937)

azob
2op

Shahari-
(Bittner l-917)

!6tac dobb

Socotri
(Leslau 1938)

f"lf]] *"loraYL3 aibq ah

ESA
(Conti- Rossini
193I, Jamme 1962)

4r"1

Ethiopic
(Dillman 1865)

dars ssc615

Arabic
(wehr 1966)

dilc
{iJas

f il.ca

se_t a \

dirs difdaq dabb {aac
daluc

(? abq a)16
Syriac

sEbuac

Targumic Aramaj-c
(Sperber 7959-62)

(c arEE,)
Syriac

( urdcEnE (ceba)
Syr j-ac

Hebrew
(BDB)

^ o.separdea\ qa?
"1izard"?
" tortoi se " ?

Ugaritic
(cordon f965)

?ls

Akkadian
(CAD, AHw)

sE-Z u mus a1? irE.nu
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CoTunn-B Cognates

"earth" "enemy"

Mehri
(Jahn 1902)

I,lehri
(Carter 1847)

Mehri
(Thomas 1937)

Harsusi
(Thomas 1937)

Botahari
(Thomas 1937)

Shahari.
(Thomas 1937)

Shahari
(Bittner l9f7)

Socotri
(Lesl-au 1938 )

ESA
(Conti Rossini
1931, Jarnme l-962)

Ethiopic
(Di1lman 1865)

Arabic
(wehr 1966)

Targumic Aramaj-c
(Sperber \959-62)

Hebrew
(BDB)

Ugaritic
(Gordon 1965)

Akkadian
(CAD, AHw)

Dtz

a)- rz

?rd

? url bagda

/ar\ a

" schaden "

dert
" schaden "

der (r)
"battre"

dr

oart

datra
i second
wife "

c arta
"rival-
wife "

"take,
seize "

Qisbat

dthot

L,aibut

2ubut

d (b) et
dot
'itdgbet

i'Gtre
saisi "

aalfrCa

dabata

q3!"!
"ho1d out"

ms.btm
" tongs "

sa.bEtu

ard bldagt dorr

(-
zox

erd

bec in
" eggs "

?eres lesi(il :ar

srt

ersetu bEsu serru



Mehri
(Jahn 1902)

Mehri
(Carter 1847)

l.lehri.
(Thomas 1937)

Harsusi
(Thomas 1937)

Botahari
(Thomas 1937)

Shahari
(Thomas 1937)

Shahari
(Bittner 191-7)

Socotri
(Leslau l-938 )

FCA

(Conti Rossini
1931, Janrne 1962)

Ethiopic
(DilJ-man 1865 )

Arabic
(wehr 1966)

Targumic Aramaic
(Sperber L959-62')

Hebrew
(BDB)

Ugaritic
(Gordon l-965)

Akkadian
(CAD, AHw)

CoLumn-B Cognates

" Iaug5" 'r iII 't

daaix narL4

gadthahok

.ara2
" si-ckness "

2inax
Saiax

marld

4ucgut2o mraQ

E24"q

mrr72

(
merez

marf 2

mer!d

nr4
" caus .

gu6rir "

mrd

ninrls?
"grievous "

"narrow "

4"rtiq

dauuia

saq

,rql (n)
"pressure "

sso
"exert pres-
sure "

-31

"wash"

rahadtha
"cIean"

raha2

rhad

rahad

rahadH
', "r".t"17
tahada

(rir )
Egypt.
Aram.

ranas

rhs

rahEsu
"iiieischwemmen

renAq

rahaL

rala2

2;nar.tl-7zhoq

Eahao
(;!)18

zahak
2"i"q

44ak

dahak

4iq

sahaoa
txi t7e

dahika

MTS

l5.hu?2l marsu

sho
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THE ,,MINOR,, COHRESPONDENCES AND OTHER PROBLEMS

Shahari !

Thomas' Shahari word-list (L937 ) has a number of in-
stances of 2 corresponding to L in other Semitic languages,
and indeed in the other MSA languages:

"dear (expensive) ": ghu2-t, gnogLi, Mehri gholl, Harsusi
gha71, Botahari gheli, Arabic Aafi.

"egg": qaifii2in, gaihi\un, guhairiL, lul gohaTet, Socotri" 
sen6iinln.

"fil-Ied", ni|i, M miJa, H mail-a, miJ6, Arabic mafi?,
Hebrew nLrc1t1, Akkadian maJE, etc.

"f ish-hook": ki2a, qi\a, I'4 qailai.
"indigo" , nu2, nii|, M nai?f , H nai?l-, n17, B aniTit,

Arabic nIL(a).
"Iungs" : XaLi, M kilTaigitin, Arabic kulga "kid.ney, "

Syriac kuTgd "kidneyr" etc.
"salt" , ni2(a)16t, M mifhdt, H miThEt, socotrL mil-ho,

Arabic ni7l, Syriac melhd., Hebrew nelap.
"these": i2enu, M iJigdma, ifih, H il-i7ma, tfih, B

aiJ-anl ESA (Sabaean) ?ln, Arabic (hE)tulac:, Hebrew
?eJl_e(h) , eluc.

"those" z i\ukirp, itekii, M -Zajk, H iJ-ik, B ailak, ilak,
Arabic luLd?ika, etc.

"AIi" z aLi < Arabic sA-ZI

'!tcod", -o2, M Abal- (i), B Abail-i, H AbeJ-i

In two of these cases, Shahari itself has all-omorphs with L

@Ahol "eggs" and agalert "fish-hook(s?)"; cf . atso kel.LEn,
qalln "infant" but qi2in "infants").

These correspondences have not been included in our
charts since they obviously result from a relatively recent
conditioned sound-change in Shahari. Nevertheless, they are
of interest for what they reveal about the nature of the
Shahari voiced fricative-Iatera1.

The conditioning of the Shahari sound-change seems ob-
vious. A11 of the above examples have : or g immediately
before or after the new Shahari l. FrictionLess -2. remains
(in 96?o7, agalait, kelldn, qalin, and of course in many other
words) where there is no high front vocalic segment in the
immediate vicinity. However, there are numerous cases where
J. remains in spite of a contiguous i or g (e.g., qaiTJas,
qiTzete , qiTaizut "button (s) z " dahalll_ ,'ho1eu " khv.Li "hol_-
Iowi" khulif "instead ofr" qiL7td, qaiTid, aqiTidit "key.(s),"
sai76t "life," dhakl7 "heavy," etc.). The above formulation
will therefore have to be treated as only a first approxi-
mation.
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It is interesting to note that other investigators, work-
ing independently and using different data, have noted this
sound-change and isolated the same conditioning factor. The
first discussion of the sound-change appears in the first pub-
lished description of Shahari (Fresnel 1838b):

Pour rendre Ie son du J, il faut chercher a
prononcer rtrr zt ern portant ltextrJmitJ ae Ia langue sous
Les molaires superieures du cote droit. Exemples: .i"+j
zisch, de son pere; ssougzi, i1 a prie. Ce qu'iI y a de
curieux, ctest que cette articulation barbare tient lieu
de la plus douce consonne qui soit au monde, Ie J -ZArn

c'est ) aire I '-2. , et ne 1a remplace que par euphonie
(euphonie hhimyarique, bien entendu). En effet, o+j est
por-,r .FJ 7isch, mot qui en renferme trois, et correspond
i l'arabe a**X,a son pbre, ou de son pbre. Le )
lieutenant du J, indique 1a possession ou Ie gdnitif, ou,
ptus gdndral.ement, la ddpendance, (comme le j'en
dttriopien, et je crois dans les m6mes circonstances); Ie
.5 est ce qui reste d.u mot * ,l ip, pbre, et l-e .r est Ie
pronom affixe de La troisibme personne masculine du
singulier. Dans .si+.o ssougzi, qui a pour racine !.glo
sso76t, orient ou pribre, Ie .s suivi du -l, tient lieu
d'un doubfe J J.im,' c'est Ie mot.rJo, it a pridi avec
d'autres -voyelles que les voyel-Ies arabes de ce mot:
clest .# ssoull.j au lieu de Ji ssalli. Dans le.s gui
remplace le premier J 7im, on. apergoit une tendance aux
l.L mouiLldes. Cependant, u.prbs Ie son de 1a voyelle ou
(2-), je n'entends que celui du .r, consonne pure, comme

1'g du mot yeux, et ensuite une espLce de z ou de .-r dhSl
qui, pour mes oreilles, nta aucun rapport avec lt-Z.
Mouhhsin, gui est beaucoup plus pirate que grammairien,
ne se doutait pas que cette lettre j'ptt tenir lieu d'un
lAn. O), et maintenant iI en est parfaitement convaincui
mais comme Ie rapport acoustique qui doit exister entre
ces deux articulations dchappe complbtement I nos sens,
je n'ai pas voulu repr6senter Ia nouvelle articulation
par un J avec addition d'un point, de peur quton ne
s'imaginAt que fe son de l-tune a quelque ressemblance
avec celui de lrautre.

Fresnel-'s remarkable insight that the seguence gz in
ssougzi had devel-oped out of a palatalized 122 was taken up by
Yushmanov (1930:385) who pointed out the conditioning factor
and showed -- using Fresnelrs data -- that four other Shahari
phonemes have palatatized allophones in the immediate vicinity
of i.23

Ivlore recently, T.1,1. Johustone (1970b:508fn) has described
the same change in similar terms ,24 on the basis of his or+T r
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fieldwork. His failure to cite Fresnel and Yushmanov would
seem to indicate that he was unaware of their work on the sub-
j ect.

It is also interesting to note that tJre same sound-change
is known from the Bantu languages. Meinhof has reconstructed
palatalized I as one of the two or three Ur Bantu ancestors of
! in the Bantu languages (Doke 1954:42).

The path which leads from a palatalized f to a fricative
J. is not difficult to find: when the blade of the tongue is
raised for the palatalized -1, the sides may also be raised to
the extent that the passage of air between them and the palate
is impeded. The result is a voiced fricative-l-ateral.

Mehri $

In his Grammatik der Mehri-Sprache in Sidarabien (1905:
9) Alfred Jahn notes that in Mehri "61 steht wie d in aigypt.-
arab. DiaLekte 6fters fijr z" citing as examples {ahAr "er
wurde sichtbar" (=, Arabic zahara), 4udd "Teil" (= Arabic
4u<<), and mentadagr "auf etwas achtsam" (= Arabic muntazit) .
Sometimes a form with the expected z is attested in Mehri
alongside the form with { (ibid., 6-7): nddef "abbiirsten"
alongside ndzef , henQS.uf- "ausbreiten" alongiLd,e henziuf ,
medaTTet "Schirm" alongside meza77et.

We have not included this correspondence in the charts
because the Mehri lexical- items on which it is based are al-
most certainly Arabisms from the locaf Zufa-rf dialect which
the l"lahra speak as a second language. In this dialect, as
we have seen25, z has shifted to d and merged with iti con-
sequently, d is the reflex of etymological z.

It is interesting to note that Thomas I l"lehri word-list
(1937), which in generaL contains a much lower percentage of
Arabisms than that of Jahn (1902),26 sue*" to have no in-
stances of 2 for etymological z with the exception of the
place-name lafur (< zafar, a viriant of zufar occurring in
medieval texts).27 ihis observation tenits some support to
our conviction that the 4 = ? correspondence uncovered by
Jahn is not what we woul-d cal"l a "genuine" correspondence.

eSA s2

The voiceless, unemphatic sibilants of ESA have been
the subject of a protracted, but rather sterile, debate.
FortunateJ-y, it is not necessary for us to enter deeply into
this debate or review its long history, since a1I sides agree
upon the point which concerns us most: that s2 ( ) ) corre-
sponds to MSA il, Arabic i, Hebrew J, etc. (Cantineau t\g32)
1935-45 23L4, Stehle 1941:520-I , 529, Leslau L938a232,
Beeston I95I:14, LaSor 1957 : 168) .
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Similar unanimity once existed about L}:,e phonetic vafue
of } as weII. In 7932, Cantineau wrote that "l-es trois
systbmes de transcription [currently in use] sraccordent a l-e
noter par ...!" (1935-45:3I5) and in 1943 Hofner could stilt
claim that " ) ziemlich einheitlich ... mit 5 transkribiert
wird" (1943:18).

This phonetic transcription of ) had already become
standard in the nineteenth century, based as it was on two un-
assailable facts:

a) ESA J was an adaptation of the Canaanite symbol W
(= Hebrew U ) which stood for the phoneme E.

b) ESA s2 corresponds etymologically to Arabic E.

Gradually, however, the real-j-zation began to dawn that, all
other things being equa1, more weight shou1d be given to MSA

than to Arabic in reconstructing the phonology of ESA. This
realization, implicit in the work of Cantineau ( [1932] 1935-
45:316) was first made explicit by Leslau (1949:98):

We think too much in terms of North Arabic when we dis-
cuss problems of Epigraphic South Arabic...

Beeston (1951:15fn) took up this theme and developed it:

For lthe nineteenth-century south-arabists], being
as they were ignorant of the very existence of MSA,
it was no doubt natural- to assume a phonological
identity between ESA s2 and its etymological equiv-
al-ent in Arabic, that being the nearest neighbor
they knew to ESA. For us, who have to reckon with
the evidence of MSA, the case is widely different.

In response to (a), it was pointed out that the verdict
of comparative orthography was not unambiguous, since Canaan-
itew, in some areas at 1east28, representea 3 and J pofy-
phonously (Cantineau lJ-932l 1935-45:315, Beeston 1962b:230) .

Other arguments for the standard'transcription advanced by
Stehle (194I:537 ,54O) were convincingly refuted by Beeston
(I95I:15-6), who concluded that:

The assumption that the ESA symbols sf, s2, and "3 had
the same phonetic value as their etymological cognates in
IvISA is one which is worth while considering at least as a
working hypothesis.

Beeston l-ater (1962b:225) retreated from this position,
allowing that "doubt may subsist as to whether sz was real-
ized., as in MSA, by l*),29 or, as in the Arabic of slbawaihi's
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time, by [E]." The present writer, however, continues to
believe in the validity of Beeston's earlier arguments and
conclusions, especially since the value^[g] is far from es-
tablished even for Sibawaihi's Arabic.JU

In any case, it is clear that the South Arabian in-
scriptions provide no independent evidence for or against the
latera1 hypothesis. Phonetic descriptions of ESA s/ and, for
that matter, of ESA 4, are based entirely on data from MSA,
Arabic, or some other external- source. It is for that reason
that we have treated the controversy about t2 Ln this chapter,
instead of devoting a separate chapter to it.

Ethiopic 5 and d

The chart indicates that 5 is merged with s in the tra-
ditional pronunciation of Geez. The same is true of d (also
transliterated zt) and s (also transliterated' st). tn fact,
the mergers reflected in the traditional pronunciation seem
to be very ancient. According to Ullendorff (1955:11I):

The present purely orthographical difference between
! and s and between st and z' can be shown to have
reflected a real distinction in sound only in the
earliest stages of Gaeaz...

This conclusion foLLows from the fact that interchanges of i
with s and d with s are already present in the Aksum inscrip-
tions dated by Littman to the 7th-i2th centuries and in the
earliest Ethiopic manuscripts.

Accordingly, there is no direct evidence for the original
pronunciation of Geez d or 3. Leander (L925:92) tried to show
that the former was an emphatic lZ) in the earliest stages of
the language, but his argument rests on the unlikely assump-
tion that Proto-South Semitic d was real-ized tq].

Arabic d

The phonetic value of Arabic d wifl be discussed in great
detail in the chapters that folIow. The discussion will be
based al-most entirely on ancient sources since none of the
modern diaLects (Colin 1930a:92) and only some of the modern
reading traditions show ,r contrasting with ]". Moreover, those
reading traditions which do distinguish between ,r and J", real-
tzing the former as [S) and the latter as td] or [7J, have
certainly not preser,red tfr. original value 3t ;r, which is
known to have been a fricative." How then did this real-
ization arise?

It has long been recognized that the reading traditions
in which ,r is realized as [gl are located in areas (usu-
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atly urban) where colloqui-aL b - ]i is realized as tql.32
The "classical" pronunciation of ,r as t+l is nothing other
than the colloquial pronunciation, as Fischer (1968:55)
explains in the following passage:

Im neuarab. Sprachgebiet hat das Phonem i, - E drei
Real-isationstypen: l-. 4 = stimmhafte, emphatische,
interdentale Spirans, 2. 4 = stimmhafte, emphatische,
dentale Explosiva, 3. d = stinunhafte, emphatische,
laterale Spirans. Die Realisation ;1 findet sich in den
sog. Beduinen-Dialekten des Nordens, die Realisation
d in den sog. Stadt-Dialekten, die Realisation d im
iUaen und zwar sowohl in den neuarab. als auch ii den
neustidarab. Dialekten SUdarabiens. Das d der
Stadtmundarten ist erst innerneuarabisch an die StelLe
von d getreten, g , d entspricht dem Ersatz der anderen
Interdentalen d und t durch die entsprechenden Explo-
siva d und t. Der Aisspracheunterschied von stiidtisch
{ und beduinisch d wurde von den Qoranlesern sekundiir
zur Differenzieruig der Phoneme i, und l" des Klass.-
Arab. genutzt, indem sie fiir ,r d, ftir ! 4 (E) ausspre-
chen. Diese Differenzierung zwischen ,r und l" ist
zweifellos sekundH.r und enthlilt keine Reminiszenz an
die alten Phoneme.

This theory, according to which the contrast !i : ,r was
secondarily restored, becomes much more plausible as soon as
one realizes that two other contrasts -- 3 : - and .r : J
may have been secondarily restored in precisely the same way;
namely, by importing the interdental pronunciation for one of
the pair while leaving the other as a dental stop. In other
words, we are suggesting that there was a short period of time
in which the urban reading tradj-tions in question did not
distinguish 3 from -:,, .-r from J, or l" from ,r, any more than the
corresponding urban dialects did. The loss of the three con-
trasts would have bothered orthoepists, who were concerned
with preserving the correct pronunciation of the Qur?En.
Keenly aware, as they were, that their native dialects no
longer preserved the three interdentals which still existed in
many other dialects (bedouin, sedentary and even urban), it
was only natural that they should suppose that the Ioss of the
three contrasts was the direct resul-t of the Loss of the three
interdentals, ignoring the fact that even in the other, more
conservative dialects the contrast between l" and ,r had been
lost. The proportion 3 : - :: j ; J :: ! : ,r which we find
reflected in many reading traditions cem be explained as
the product of such a mistaken belief and need not, there-
fore, be taken as historically accurate.
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aramaic J

We have followed current practice in transcribing OId
Aramaic orthographic <5> as .i where etymology (or subsequent
replacement by <s>) dictates. The justification for this
practice, i.e., the proof that <5> was polyphonous in Old
Aramaic (and Official Aramaic as well), comes from the later
graphemic split of <5> along etymological 1ines. In other
words, the fact that <s> Iater replaced precisely those in-
stances of <E> which correspond to l"lSA +, ESA s2, Arabic !,
etc., white <6> remained when corresponding to MSA 3 or h,
nSA sl, Arabic.s, etc., indicates that etymological E and i
must have been phonetically33 distinct in Aramaic all atong.
The alternative solution, that they merged unconditionally
but later re-sp1it in such a way that they re-created the ol-d
word-classes, is impossible, not only for purely statistical
reasons but also because the old word-classes show no phonetic
conditioning whereas .rny new word-classes carved out of the E

word-class by a split would ordinaril-y34 hal " to be phoneti-
ca1ly conditioned.

Aramaic q,2

The justification for distinguishing between e1 and q2
(i.e. the proof that <q> was polyphonous in OId Aramaic)
comes, as in the case of <5> (see above), from the later
graphemic split of (9) along etymological lines, in which
those instances of <q> which c;rme from PS d were replaced by
a91, and those instances of <q> which came from PS g remained.
The former are labeled q,7, the Latter, 82.

The phonetic identity of e2 ts still an open question
(Degen 1969:36) even though the vast majority of Semitists
seems to have accepted Ntjldekers rather half-hearted sugges-
tion (1875:73) -- inspired, no doubt, by the similarity be-
tween the mergers *i ) T (attested in many Semitic languages,
including Aramaic) and q2 ; I -- that it was a voiced uvul-ar
fricative which differed from q,1 primarily in manner of artic-
ulation. That the difference might have been one of place
rather than manner was not even considered until recently when
an Americanist (Jacobsen 1969:152) poj-nted out the striking
sirnilarity between 92 > c and Nootka *q,t > I (where gt is a
uvular glottalized ejective and ? is a glottal stop with
pharyngal constriction resembling Arabic Q, ibid. , L25) ,
and wondered aloud whether g2 might possibly have been re-
alized [qt]. This theory, of course, presupposes another
theory, knovln to ,Jacobsen through Martinet 1953, namely
that the PS emphatics where very much like their modern
Ethiopian ref1exes,35 and, in particular, that gl was re-
alized [kt]. Taken together, the two theories p5rtray Old
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Aramaic as having had a contrast between kt and gt -- a situ-
ation which is not uncommon but which is, nevertheless, suf-
iciently unstable to explain the subsequent shift of 92
away from q,1 (ibid., L52). ft is worth noting that the
same picture of OId Aramaic was suggested to the present
writer (before he came across Jacobsenrs article) by the
fact that in the traditional Hebrew of Georgian-speaking
Jews, <q> is realized [kt] and (Q> is realized [q']
(Garbell 1954:234-5, Morag l-97221133) .

The advantages of Jacobsents theory are several. Not
only does it provide a functional explanation for the shift of
92 to pharyngal position (if we may be permitted to focus only
on the merger prevented by the shift and ignore the one caused
by it), but it also provides an interesting new interpreta-
tion'o of the change *q2 , g Ln gtlk "laugrh" and get "oppress r"
according to which g is the non-emphatic correlate of Q2 and
e2 , g is simply a dissimilatory loss of the emphatic feature
(cf.AramaiczTr''besma11'..u.,,*Eg,andzcq,''Shout''<
*€qg). Finally, Jacobsenrs theory is compatible with a post-
Old Aramaic date for the merger of *g with s in Aramaic,
whereas Noldeke's theory, as Rosenthal (1936:24fn) has point-
ed out, is not:

Das problem des Auftretens von p fur ursem. *d.hat
Brockelmann...durch die Annahme gefiirdert, da3s d bei
der nichtsem. Bevijlkerung Syriens zu einem g-laut
verschoben sei. Allerdings ist es dann nicht ohne
weiters einleuchtend, warum man nicht l, das damals
auch noch den Lautwert f hatte, geschrieben hat.

Whether or not this difference actually represents an advan-
tage of Jacobsen's theory over Niildeke's depends in large
measure upon the correctness of Rosenthal's assertion that g
was sti1l unmerged in OId Aramaic. The present writer is com-
pe1led to admit that he, like Degen (1969237), has been unable
to ascertain what Rosenthalrs basis might have been for that
assertion. In any event, a new basis for the assertion has
now been provided by Ginsberg's discovery (1970:123) that the
scribe of the cuneiform Aramaic incantation from Uruk "seems
to distingruish f from Q, expressing the former by h and leav-
ing the latter unexpressed. " 

v

A problem of considerabl-e interest, but one which has
been largely ignored by Semitists, is the transition pro-
blem: by what route did apical d shift to postdorsaL q2?
It is obvious that there will be at least as many solutions
to this problem as there are theories about the phonetic
identity of Q, but it is worth noting that some of these
theories make for.an easier solution to the problem than
others. In particular, explaining how d was able to travel-
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virtually the entire length of the tongue without undergoing
a single merger is easier with a theory which posits a l-at-
eral d than with a theory which posits a centraL d, for the
simple reason that the lateral route to the back of the mouth
is muqh less crowded than the central route. Once at the
back of the mouth, it would have been a simple matter for Q
to discard its lateral feature and arrive at its Old Aramaic
place of articulation. The entire shift, starting from the
PS value of d reconstructed by Cantineau (t1951-21 L96O2284)
and l,lartinet (1953 :71) and ending at Jacobsen' s e2, woul-d
look something l-ike this:

t*t
glottalized
alveolar
affricate-
lateral

*t*
voiceless
alveolar
affricate-
Iateral

qi'
glottalized
uvular
affricate-
Iateral

*kt
voiceless
velar
affricate-
lateral

sx'
glottalized
uvular
affricate

q'
glottalized
uwular
stop

k
voiceless
velar
stop

)

A striking parallel to the middle stage of this shift is
attested in Zulu (Doke L9262115):

There is an interesting variant to the [glottalized
velarl l-ateral affricate; it is used by certain Zulu
speakers who always substitute it for kh', though its use
by the Zulus is not nearly so widespread as the latter.

In this sound, the explosive element is k, whil-e the
fricative element is the ordinary velar unvoiced frica-
tive x. The sound is produced over the center of the
back of the tongue and is ejective...kxt and ktt are
interchangeable and not phonemically different.

Many other parallels could be adduced from the Northeast
Caucasian Ianguages, where the Proto-North Caucasian lateraL
affricates and fricatives geherally yield palatal, velar, and
uvular stops and fricatives. This characteristic of the
Northeast Caucasian languages has been described in great de-
tail by Trubetzkoy in his study of "Les consonnes latdrales
des langues caucasiques septentrionales" (L922). In this
study (pp. 2OO-2O2), Trubetzkoy reconstructed, the shift

*.kx
voiceless
velar
affricate

for much of Northeast Caucasian -- the major exceptions being
Archi and the Avaro-Andian37 languages which preserve k:h.
Trubetzkoyrs later realization (1930:90) that the diaphoneme
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in question was a glottalized ejective makes the parallel with
Aramaic even stronger.

A second development reconstructed by Trubetzkoy (L922:
2O2) for the same group of languages

(*4)
voiced
alveolar
affricate*
Iateral

*r,
voiced
alveolar
fricative-
lateral

voiced
velar
fricative-
lateraL

Y
voiced
vel-ar
fricative

brings us back to Ndldeke's ql2 and shows us that the latter
could easily have developed out of a velarized voiced frica-
tive-Iateral- d38. A development from a glottalized fricative-
lateral d, i.e. [*t], would require only one add.itional step:
the spontaneous de-glottalization of Q, where the voicing of
the resultant phone could be attributed to the fact that the
glottal stricture required for glottalization is cl-oser to
that required for voicing than to that required for voice-
lessness (Ladefoded 1971:L7). The fact that no other Aramaic
emphatic und,erwent this change does not necessarily argue a-
gainst this reconstruction because [*t] would certainly have
been the least audibl-e of all the emphatics. In any event,
the fact that the MSA languages shifted [+t] to f8: (Fresnel
1838b:546, Yushmanov 1930:384, Johnstone 1970a2296fn) while
retaining aL1 the other glottalized emphatics except [e']
(Johnstone 1975a:156)39 proves that such a development is
entirely possible. A development from Cantineau's affricate-
lateral {, i.e. [t+'], is less like1y, but cannot be excluded
in view of the marginally attested shift of [t+t1 to tf] in
Dargiwa (Trubetzkoy l-930:90), a Northwest Caucasian language
of the Lakk-Dargwa group.

Hebrew .4

It is generally accepted today that Biblj-cal Hebrew had
a phoneme /€/ contrasting with both /E,/qo and, /s/4L, even
though the Hebrew alphabet had no special sign for thi"s
phoneme until the Iulasoretes, a thousand years after the
Biblical period, created one. Moscati's discussion (1964b:
33) is typical:

This consonant appears in Hebrew and in Biblical Aramaic,
but without a graphic sign of its own (the symbol- for 3
is used, and a diacritic mark was introduced at a late
date as part of the Masoretic pointing). Hence it may be
thought that it is merely a secondary differentiation
of E; yet an examination of the correspondences in the
other Ianguages suggests its original autonomy...
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In other words, unless the perfect one-to-ole correspond.ence
of Ivlasoretic 'p with Arabic ! and with ESA "2 ir to be written
off as a mere coincidence, the only possible conclusion is
that b stands for something which goes back not merely to
Biblical Hebrew but al-I the way to Proto-west Semitic. More-
over, says Moscati (ibid., 35) :

There are...indications of an autonomorrs J in the TeII
Amarna glosses and in the Egyptian transcriptions of
North-West Semitic names.

The present writer feels that Moscati presents a fairly
strong case for the existence of a d-phoneme in Biblical-
Hebrew and in Canaanite -- or at Ieast the Moscati of
sections 8.29 and 8.33 does. The Moscati of 8.34 seems to be
a new man:

As for Hebrew, it is, of course, well known that the
Ivlasoretes indicated a graphic distinction between J and
! Uy placing a point either above the left side of the
letter (for i1 or its right (for E), the same symbol hav-
ing always served for both consonants. The distinction
may be based on ancient tradition, but we have no
rel-iable evidence for this: the indications furnished by
the TelI Amarna letter from Jerusal-em are insufficient
(S8.33), and the famous passage in Judges L2,6,according
to which the Ephraimites pronounced E as s, probably
points to a dialectal- differentiation rather than to the
existence of an independent phoneme J. rn any case, the
phenomenon which formed the basis of the Masoretic dis-
tinction must have been of fairly lirnited extent, since
by and large 3 and E appear to have coalesced in one
single consonant (just as they possessed one graphic
symbol only). It has,therefore,been conjectured that the
Masoretes may have generalized a purely dialectal dif-
ferentiation. Indeed, the Akkadian, Greek, and Latin
transcriptions of Hebrew names d.o not distinguish be-
tween,S and,5; and St. Jerome, in a well-known passage
(Onomastica sacra, p. 36), shows that he knows of s, s,
and 3, but not of d.

.::.-.

This passage is puzzling, not only because of the contra-
dictions between it and the preceding passages, but also in
its use of "Akkadian, Greek and Latin transcriptions of
Hebrew names." Kutscher (1965:39) has dealt with this sub-
ject in a devastating critique of Garbini 1960 (without,
however, noticing a footnote where Garbini cites Moscatits
Preistoria e storia deJ- consonantismo ebraico antico as his
source) :
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Garbini's views on p. 45 are incomprehensible:
"The Akkadian transcriptions do not distinguish between
/€/ ana /E/, and the same holds true of the Greek and
Latin transcriptions." After al1 Akkadian had only
one phonene /E/ paralleling Proto-Semttic /€/ and, /Y/
of Hebrew and Aramaic. How, then, could Akkadian dif-
ferentiate in notation between the two? Garbini's
words concerning Greek and Latin transliteration are
even more bewildering; after al-l these languages could
not express even a Semitic /s1, since they did not have
a proper sign for it, s and 6 respectively being their
means of denoting all sibilants in any foreign language.
Therefore, how can any conclusion be drawn from the fact
that they had no notation for the /3/z would Garbini try
to prove on the basis of these transcriptions that Semit-
i,c /E/ has never existed?

Moscati's use of Jerome to impeach the credibility of
the Masoretic testimony is another weak link in his argument,
since, as Sperber pointed out forty years ago (1937-8:I15,
150), ,Jeromers teachers may have been heirs to a tradition of
Hebrew different from that of the Masoretes -- specifically,
a tradition influenced by the dialect of the northern kingdom
of Israel. Sperber's assumption, based (not too solidly) on
Judges L2:6, that ?had only one value in northern Hebrew, is
corroborated by the Samaritan reading tradition (Ben-Ha)ryim
196I:16), which has a good many northern traits, some of which
(but only some) were noted by Sperber himself (op. cit., l5I-
2) . And since northern Hebrew often agrees r"rith Phoenicianr42
additional corroborating evidence for Sperber's assumption may
be deduced from that language -- assuming, of course, that
Harris' arguments for a monovalent O in that language (1936:
22, 1939:33-4) are sound.

It need hardly be added that the present writer agrees
with Sperberts assumption concerning northern Hebrew?, and
yet he cannot help wondering why it is necessary to go to
such great lengths to explain Jerome's failure to mention
the dual pronunciation of !r. It was difficult enough for
Jerome to explain to his non-'Jewish readers that the reason
why the "same" Hebrew word (i.e. the same in Jerome's Latin
transcription) may sometimes be translated in different ways
is that Hebrew has three letters for s. Should he also have
explained that one of the Hebrew letters represents two
sounds? This would have required a good deal of explaining
in a period when letters and sounds were not always distin-
guished. why add this confusing detail to an already confus-
ing picture?

Moscati speaks of a "purely dialectal differentiation" be-
between ,4 and ! which the Masoretes "may have generalized."
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From the slightly fuller discussion in Moscati 1954 (p. 54) ,
it seems cfear that he means by this that the Masoretj-c
reading tradition had its origins in a dialect of ancient
Hebrew different from the one (s) in which the Bible was writ-
ten. Interpreted in this way, Moscati's43 proposal is at
least intelligible, if not convincing.44 In Garbinirs hands
(1960:48), however, r\tloscati's proposal undergoes a subtle but
fatal change.45 The "d.ialect" in which the Masoretic distinc-
tion between b and gi originated turns out to be -- Aramaic:

[I primi segni sicrrri di un'autonomia ai- .4] nascono
verosimilmente in seno allraramaico...In seno a
tale dialetto, provocato probabilmente da fattori
esterni, mi sembra vada ricercata 1'origine della
distinzione tra E e J, distinzione poi estesa anche
aIIa lettura dell'ebraico bibIico.46

This identification of Aramaic as the source of Masoretic'9 provides further grist for Kutscher's miII (1965:40) :

Sti1l, assuming for the moment that Hebrew did not
have a /3/ phoneme, it had somehow mysteriously developed
in Aramaic and under the impact of Aramaic the Ivlasoretes
decided to introduce it into Hebrew. This may be accept-
able in roots containing /€/ which are found both in
Hebrew and Aramaic; for example, 'lBl ; folowing Aramaic,
the Masoretes chose 1'Pf wilJn /€/. But what about the
many roots with /{/ wnicn are not found in any Aramaic
dial-ect, for example words like grrE? r ltDlt/ , ilD|'
't"tE , '11!3 and so many others? Why did the Masoretes read
those u graphemes as /3/z

To fully understand this aspect of Garbini's theory, one
must view it in its historical context, that is, as an out-
growth of the views of Paul Kahl-e. Kahle sar,s the Masoretes
as reformers who, based on their knowledge of Aramaic and
Arabic, attempted to restore long-Iost phonologicaf and mor-
phological features of ancient Hebrew to the official reading
tradition. In Kutscher 1965, the arguments advanced by Kahl-e
in support of this theory are considered together with
Garbini's contributions, and, Iike the latter, are thoroughly
refuted. In the present writer's view, a similar fate awaits
any theory which credits the Masoretes with having played any
sort of active role in shaping the reading-tradition which
they recorded, for, as Schramm (1964:64) has pointed out:

...all levels of analysis would seemingly lead to
the observation that the Massoretes could not have sat
down to their task by deciding which reading made the
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most se.nse at a given point. If they had worked this
wdy, then a highly regularized patterning would have
been likely. It would seem much more probable, then,
that the Massoretes simply reduced to a writing system
the pronunciation of biblical Hebrew that was trad.ition-
aI for them, i.e., that one generation had learned by
rote from the prior generation.

Kutscherrs final rejoinder (op. cit., 4J-) to Garbini is
worth quoting in full as a summary of the traditional view:

Garbini's view in the matter is so far-fetched, and
creates so many problems, that one wonders why he con-
ceived it in the first place. The accepted view regard-
ing this matter has long been quite simple. Canaanite.
Hebrew and Aramaic had adopted the alphabet used by a
certain Canaanite nation (or city) in whose language the
Proto-Semitic phonemes /37 ana /{/ had merged. (This
happened in several Semitic languages, for example
Ugaritic, Akkadian, etc.) It was only for lack of choice
that the grapheme for /3/ was employed to represent /{/
as wel-l (the realization ot /!/ at that period apparently
was closer to that ot /i/ than of /s/) - This process is
quite frequent when one language borrows its alphabet
from another.

This view is an uncomplicated one and Garbini him-
sel-f is quite familiar with it (see, for example, p. 34
regarding Aramaic inscriptions). It is for this reason
that the Aramaeans were forced to use the sign I also for
Proto-semtttc /d/ (in the Aramaic inscriptions). The
Arabs, when they adopted the Aramaic alphabet, also had
to employ a single grapheme for two or more phonemes, for
example e /4/ and, /y/. The diacritical marks came only
later (just as the Masoretes later differentiated between
ufandD). CouLd Garbini, on the basis of the above, &r-
gue that these various phonemes had never existed in
Arabic? Obviously, as mentioned above, /4/ was originat-
ty closer to /3/, therefore the grapheme ot /3/ = !, was
chosen to represent it, but it tended later to develop
towards /s/, vnLil- it finally merged with it. The same
happened in Aramaic as well-. This development in Hebrew
might be due to Aramaic infl-uence.

For aII its brilliance,
flawed by his failure to see
Moscati). Indeed, he admits
the passage just quoted. To
ing the matter has J-ong been
all, Kutscher himself states

Kutscherts response to Garbini is
what is bothering Garbini (and
this faifure at the beginning of
him, "the accepted view regard-
quite simple." But is it? After
that examples of o for v in the
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Bible "clear1y prove that the shift /6/ , /s/ took place to-
wards the end of the Era of the First TempJ-e." How, then,did
the Masoretes, a thousand years later, still know about the d-
phone(me)a Could it have been preserved by tradition after
disappearing from colloquial Hebrew (and Aramaic) ? How could
tradition have preserved an exact list of the words which were
pronounced with this unusual sound rather than with 5? These
guestions, based though they are on a misunderstanding, form
the unspoken background of the ltalian school's doubts about
the reliability of the Masoretic d-tradition.

The misunderstanding referred to above is the assumption
made by Moscati (I964b:35-6; quoted above) and Garbini (1960:
48) that the Masoretes intended their'U grapheme to represent
a 3-phoneme distinct from E and s. As Schramm(1964:I9) has
pointed out:

It is quite certain that for the Tiberians, . J , ,.=
nothing more than another way of writing < s >, since,
in the passage cited above in connection with the pro-
nunciation of < r >, the letter < s ) is cited among
the environments for the lenis articulation, but the
examples illustrating this point are spelled with . J ,
as well as ( s ). and < J > itself is not listed sepa-
rately as one of the environmentaf factors.

Further evidence for Schramm's interpretation comes from
the Babylonian and, (some of) the Palestinian pointing systems
where we find & insteaa of 'p (and Sinstead of Dl) This
slrmbol suggests a kind of kblib-qbre -- k6tip v, q\re o "i is
written but s is read" (cf . Yoma 75b z ktyb ELyu uqrynn 'qLAa)
-- and like the kbtr,b-qdre proper, it has to be understood
against the background of an established reading tradition
(Kutscher 1959:35) which was relatively independent of the
received consonantal- text (cf. the Tal-mudic distinction be-
tween ttle miqr,&.(? ) and, tine m&.sot'et) and which the Masoretes
endeavored to preserve alongside Ehe tatter.47

It is highly probable that the sarne is true of the
Tiberian b, and that it should be seen as an allograph of
O rather than as a representation of a remembered .4. Does
this mean that Garbini is right in denying that Biblical
Hebrew had a phoneme J?

It is paradoxicat that our interpretation of'? as a
siqn for s does not diminish its value as evidence for an
anJient Hebrew !, aL least in the eyes of those who take the
comparative method seriously. It is true that the existence
of Masoretic 'p can be explained simply and directly -- with-
out positing the existence of i in ancient Hebrew -- by t'he
assumption of a conditioned merger of E with t,48 if we are
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willing to ignore the peculiarity of a conditioned sound-
change which shifts the E of

safiaq,
nJ-sba\ ,
EEm, nEEzm, mi9rl(h), hereB, gere

when they mean (respectively)

"laughedr" "hair of," "squeezedr" "he hiredr" "hiredr"
ttof ficials r " "fieLd (s) of ," "choice vines, " "we shall-
become satiatedr" "he caused to become satiatedr"
ttskillful ," "burden," "he caused to bear," tthis hope,"
"to put, t' tthe put (s) , " "we shaf l- putr " "dominion r 

t'

"earthenware,tt t'grits, tt tt"tantt

but not when they mean

"pulverized r " "giate of , t' ttslaughtered 
r " "he became in-

toxicated, " ttintoxicated, " "singers , t' "breasts of , " ttis
hissingr" t'he sworer" "he caused to swearr" "bereaving,
miscarryingr" "lending on interestr" "he beguiledr" "its
interpretation, the breaking of it; his grain," "gar1ic,"
ttthere 

r 
tt ttwomen 

r 
tt tt j uice r tt ttsecretlY r 

tt ttcrop 
r 
tt tt sin . tt

But how can we ignore the peculiarity of a conditioned sound-
change which affects 9n1y those instances of E which corre-
spond to MSA+, ESA s', etc. (plus a number of etymologically
indeterminate cases) and feaves al1 the others untouched?

The answer is that we cannot, and that Masoretic b stiIl
provides evidence for the existence of ,{ in ancient Hebrew,
even if it does not represent it. It is important to realize,
however, that the evidence provided by Masoretic 'uis no dif-
ferent from the evidence provided by the late-Biblical and
post-Bibllcal replacement of ancient It by D where MSA has +,
ESA has sz . etuc.49 The thread which binds ll to .i is
strong,so brrt it is visible only through the lens of the
comparative method.

There is a serious possibility that etymological d and s
were not merged in Biblica1 Hebrew, as is usually assumed,
but that they simply shared the same (polyphonous) grapheme.
This possibility is explored at the end of chapter xiv.

Ugaritic 5

ia car , iinut, El.tar, 53,tur
hiBbiae ,'*)Ykif , mayy|lt l

, Ylrim, 5Ede, Yoreq,
, hi55j (z) , \ibro, Sum,
E, pe5ae

Since Ugaritic 3 is the reflex of the two PS phonemes

Hebrew .5
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! ana j -- most scholars assume that Ugaritic has carried. out
a merger of those two phonemes. However, in view of the wide-
spread practice in the Syria-Palestine area of writing E ana d
with the same sign, the possibility that two phonemes lie
concealed behind the Ugaritic <3> grapheme (Rin 1968:12)
should be kept in mind.

Ugariti-c s

In the standard dialect of Ugarit, { is merged with g;
however, it has been suggested (Harris 1939:35) that Ugaritic
has a second, more archaic dialect in which d was still a dis-
tinct phoneme. The evidence for this dialect comes from the
famous UT 75, a text in which etymological- d appears several
times as z rather than s. According to Harris (l-oc. cit.):

Another possibility is considered by Harris (loq. cit.) in a
footnote:

The al-ternative explanation would be that in the
dialect of [tfris tablet] too the phoneme t+l no longer
existed, but that here it had merged with t*f.

A third interpretation has been proposed by BIau (1970:
43) according to which the appearance of g! for etlzmol-ogical d
reflects nothing more than scribal archaizing. As evidence
for this scribal practice, BIau adduces two apparent hyper-
corrections in UI 77, a text closely related to UT 75 which,
by chance, has no examples of etymological d. Another piece
of evidence comes from the word. dars at the beginning of UT
75. If the customary (Gordon L949:53, Driver 1956:71, Rin
1968:255) interpretation of this word (d-ars "of the earth")
is correct, we have here an isolated but telling example of
s for PS d in UT 75. (Gordonrs statement (L965227) that "in
75 every reflex of ,r appears as ?" is puzzling.) This example
would seem to show that the Ugaritic dialect spoken by the
scribe of UT 75 was no different (in this respect, at any
rate) from the standard dialect of Ugarit.

Akkadian E

Like most sound 1aws, the l-aw which states that pS J
appears in Akkadian as 5 has its share of troublesome excep-
tions. There are cases where s appears to be the Akkadian re-

...the writer of lthis tablet] seems to come from an
area of speakers among whom the phoneme tgl still existed
and was, for l-ack of a sign, represented by the sign for
tal . sl
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flex of PS 3, and, in fact, our chart contains two of them:
bus(s)urtu "tid.ings" and kabsu "young (male) sheep." The
latter is not attested until the Neo-Assyrian period (CeO

s.v.) and even then it is rare; it may therefore be a loan-
word. The former, however, cannot be explained away so
easily, since it is alread.y attested, with an s, in the Old
Babylonian period period (2000-1500 BCE). In fact, the root
of bus (s)urtu has been cited (Harris L936222) as an example
of the rule that:

Every word in a language has its own history, and
single cases cannot be made the basis of phonetic
d,i-scussion.

Today, forLy years later, we cannot claim to have ad-
vanced far beyond Liris "explanationr" but we do have a better
idea of the dimensions of the problem, thanks to a bril-liant
dial-ectological study by Goetze (1958).

Goetzers study established that in the Southern and
Middle Euphrates dialects of oB, the sibilant of bu-su-ur-tum
was neither s (always expressed !V gte set ZA ZI ZU') nor E
(always expressed by the set SA SI SU) but a third sibilant,
sx, expressed by SA SI SU. This sibilant appears consistently
in a rather sma1l set of words:

s*ebe t'sevent'
s*afr,dum t'?"
s*ad-atum ttarrange in rowst'
sxal--J-mum "peacett
s*d.mum t'red"

sx-umum "redness, red spot.
bus*urtum "good tidings"
tabs*irtum "good tidings"
mansx-um ttrulertt
iasrEm "shout, cal1"

and replaces E at the beginning of the third person suffixes
,vvv(.iu, ,3a, bunu, Sina) when they are attached to a word ending
in E (e.g. re6 + !a ---*7'6rs-_s--a "her head") .

The obvious questiorrttS be asked at this point j-s whence
this sibil-ant came and whither it hrent. In answer to the
second half of the question, it is generally agreed that by
the Middle Babylonian period (1500-1000 BCE) s26 wEts merged,
with s, even in southern Babylonia and the },lidd1e Euphrates
region (Goetze 1958:148, Aro 1959:331). The first half of
the question is much more difficult. According to Goetze
(1958:140) the answer boils down to a choice between two
possibilities:

Either titl developed under special conditions which are
to be defined from one of the known sibilants, or it re-
presents an unknown sibilant inherited from PS but not
yet otherwise recognized.
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Actually, there is a third possibility, but we shall for the
moment accept the choice which Goetze offers us.

It should be stated at the outset that we cannot expect
any help from the writing system in making this choice. The
Old Akkadian syllabary had only three contrasting sets of
signs available to express the entire range of sibilants, and,
thus, the lack of orthographic evidence of contrast between
s; and J in ota Akkadian is not in any way conclusive.

That being the case, we are forced to turn with Goetre to
inferences of a very tenuous nature to resolve the issue.
Goetze argued (ibid., 40) that s* must go back to PS since
"no special conditions are observable" in the distribution of
sy -- special conditions which would have justified the
alternative view (later adopted by Aro (1959:331)) that
sx \^/as a conditioned retention of Old Akkadian J. The fact
that Goetze's theory creates a PS phoneme which suffered the
same distinctive fate (namely, merger with 5 in the words for
"seven" and "peacer" merger with,J in tfre word for "tidingisr"
and merger with d or s in the word for "arrange") in a1l- of
the Semitic languages except Akkadian (ibid., I49) seems not
to have bothered him; and, given the prevailing assumption by
Semitists that Akkadian by itself constitutes one of the two
major branches of the Semitic family, there is no reason why
it shoul-d have. What should have bothered him, however, is
the fact that the Assyrian dialect of Akkadian, as represent-
ed by the KUltepe tablets (Hecker l-968:LL7,52,65), has a E

in the words for "seven" and "peace" (and in the E +
pronoun combination) rather than s16 or s, thus agreeing with
West Semitic and proving that s* is a Babylonian innovation.

Another objection to Goetze's solution is that it is
more complicated than the evid.ence requires; for, although the
correspondence of oB sx to both ! and J in west Semitic can
theoretically be attributed to a split of s" in the latter
(Goetze's solution), it can also be attributed to a merger of
3 and i in tte former -- a solution which is far more econom-
ical in that it exploits the fact that a merger of 5 ana J in
Akkadian has been established on other grounds. In other
wordsl s; corresponds to both E and J in west Semitic because
it is a chip off the old Akkadian phoneme (namel-y, d) which
was created through the merger of PS E and J.

Our final criticism of C,oetzers solution is that his
argument-by-elimination is based upon a false choice:

Either [it] developed under special conditions which are
to be defined from one of the known sibilants, or it re-
presents an unknown sibilant inherited from PS but not
otherwise recognized.
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This statement ignores the possibility that OB s* developed
from more than one of the OId Akkadian sibiLants, no doubt be-
cause Goetze, Iike Aro (1959:33I), d,id not realize that one of
the OB s;-words --- ,BasEm -- appears in o1d Akkadian with an s
(cetU 1957 s.v. 3sz; cp. old Assyrian iasE?um with ar, "52;.This possibility cannot be eliminated by noting that the s*
word-class as a whote does not exhibit any "special condi-
tions." It can be eliminated only by showing that the ety-
motogicat subdivisions of the s* word-class (e.g., the srcJ
word-cIass, the s;6<s word-class, etc.) do not exhibit such
conditions. At present, the question is academic since our
knowledge of Old Akkadian is not yet full enough to enable us
to set up these etymological sub-divisions. But the evidence
we have considered thus far gives reason to believe that when
the facts are known, they wiII show that s* -- if it actually
is a phoneme rather than an allophone of /s/52 -- was an oB
innovation.

Proto-semitic J

It has long been an established tenet of Semitic linguis-
tics that PS had three contrasting voiceless unemphatic sibi-
lants z Z, d, and s. Each of these proto-phonemes has been
preserved unmerged (but not necessarily unaltered phonetical-
Iy) in a nrunber of Semitic languages.

Thus, for example, PS J is pr"served unmerged in I,1SA,

ESA, Ethiopic, Arabic, OId and Official Aramaic, and Biblical
Hebrew. In order not to pre-judge the question of the exist-
ence of i in pS, we can re-formulate this last statement as a
purely empirical observation: The MSA, ESA, Ethiopic, Arabic,
Old Aramaic and Biblical Hebrew phonemes which enter into
correspondence set A at the beginning of this chapter do not
enter (regularly) into any other correspondence set.

AII of these facts are wel-l known and would not require
repetition if it were not for a recent claim by Garbini (1971:
34) that "the very existence of a Semitic phonene /!/ is high-
Iy questionable." It is somewhat premature to refute this
claim since Garbini has promi-sed. (ibid., 32fn) a paper defend-
ing it, but the broad outlines of his argument can already be
seen. Having discredited, or so he believes, all of the
evidence for Hebrew d5a and. Aramaic ,i (Carbini 1971:34,37), he
is now free to claim that 3 is a South Semitic innovation,
created by secondary split out of PS E. As evidence, Garbini
can point to the fact that in all languages outside the South
Semitic group -- namely, Akkadian (including OId Akkadian),
Old and Official Aramaic, Biblical Hebrew, Phoenician, and
Ugaritic -- etymological d is orthographically indistinguish-
able from etymological E. Nevertheless, even if we ignore (as
does Garbini) the persuasive evidence that, for Hebrew and.
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Aramaic at least, orthography does not tell- the whole story,55
we can still show, by means of reconstructed minimal pairs,
that the contrast between B and J evidenced in South Semitic
definitely goes back to PS.

One such reconstructed minimal pair is PS EakErum "intox-
icated" : lakd:um "hired" (although the first vowel -- a -- is
uncertajrr56). The reconstruction is particularly solid since
it rests on minimal- pairs in two widely separated languages:
Hebrev EE.tur "intoxicated," , {LXu, "hired" and Geez sakur "in-
toxicatedi : Eakur "hired." Fuithermore, the roots alone are
attested in various forms in a nurnber of other Semitic lan-
guages: Akkadian Ba/rru "intoxicated," Ugaritic Ekr "become
intoxicated," ikr "hire," Syriac Skar "become intoxicated."
Arabic sakira "become intoxicated,i Sakara "thankr"57 Mehri
3.kor "thank." It should especialty be noted that our recon-
struction is solid even if we accept Garbini's thesis that
Hebrew i ,." artificially differentiated from E by the
Masoretes. In that case, the words for "intoxicated" and
"hired" would be homonyms in Hebrew, while contrasing in
Geez. The standard procedure in such a situation is to
assume that the homonymy is an innovation and the contrast, a
retention (Hoenigswald L960:L2L-2) .

Another minimal pair which can be reconstructed with some
confidence is PS Eabl (at)um "seven"58 : labr (at)un "satiety."
This time, our evidence comes from a wider variety of lan-
guages: shaharL E(i)nSey59 "seven" : iea|6t "satiety," ESA
sfbs "seven" , s2bc "satietyr" Arabic sabc t'seven" : Eabst'satietyr" Syriac Sbae t'sevent' : s.baQ "satietyr" Hebrew Eebac
"seven" , llrlr "saEiety" (not a mlnimal- pair, of course60f
and Ugaritic SbTt "seven" : Ebst "satiety." We might also
mention Akkadian se.be "seven" (with s instead of the expected
;61) and Yebu "to satiate oneself."

Another minimal pair worth mentioning is PS Earaq,a "he
stole" , taraqa "he combed." Unlike the others we have dealt
with thus far, this one cannot be reconstructed solely from
minimal pairs in the daughter languages, since actual minimal-
pairs are attested only62 in shahari, where we find Eerdq "he
stole", iur6q "he combed," and in Socotri, where we find
h6raq63 "he stol-e" z €6roq "he combed." Nevertheless, both
members of the pair seem to have, individually, a good claim
to PS pedigree:

"he sto1e": Shahari Zer6q, Mehri hir\q, Socotri
h6raq, ESA sJrg, Geez s'drHgli, arabic saraqa,
Akkadian Sardqu (inf.)
"he combed": Shahari !"r6q, Socotri !6roq, Syriac
s:rdet Hebrew llriq (pass. part.)

(r)

(2)
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Qur last minimal pair is PS paraBa "horse (accus.
c=tr.641 " , patula "he spread.r" reconstructed from Arabic
farasa "horse, mare (accUs. qgtr.)"2 fara3a "he spread" and
Hebrew ptrEi "horse" , pErrib' ']be spread. " Evidence for this
reconstruction comes from Mehri66 firain "horse, marer" ESA
frsf "horse," Geez fAr'As "horse," Syriac para;a "horsemanr"
pras "spreadr" and, according to Brockelmann (f928 s.v. pras),
Akkadian rapaEu "become wide."

Any of the minimal pairs we have discussed suffices to
show that PS already had a phoneme J di"ti.r.t from i. Gar-
bini's final assault on the.4, if it is to have any chance of
success, will have to be directed against these minimal pairs.

INot. t]r.t we occasionally find B for k before front vowel-s in
socotri.

]cf . r,estau 1958 s.v. ispEf al .
3For 

"r, 
explanation of the unusual- correspondence, see the section

entitled "Akkadian E" in this chapter.
4Por .r, explanation of the unusuaL correspondence, cf. Leslau t937:2t5

and Beeston 1951:8.5Not. th. s in this word., presunably reflecting the rather early merger
of 5 wittr s; see the section entitled "Ethiopic 3 and d" in this chapter.

6The metathesis here is probably at l-east partiaily the result of con-
taminagion with sbar

/For an explanation of the unusual correspondence, see the section en-
titled^"Akkadian !" in this chapter.8cf . Lest.u 1938 s.v. d-/oi.9gta aXk"aian Ja?Emum and o1d Assyrian Ea?amum.

Iocf. l,eslau 1958 s..r. Jjrrp.
I]Not" that c > h after conEonants or in finaL position in socotri

(Ieslau 1938:19).
I2"1r, * and H the sound change 5 > h > h is not infrequent" (John-

stone 1973:100). Actually, two independent sound-changes are invol,ved
here, both of which are discussed at the beginning of chapter ii.

13this form i-s from Johnstone 1975b:IO.
14fhi" is probably a mistake; see chapter ii, fn. 35 and chapter xiv.
t'Note the S in this word, presumably reflecting the rather early mer-

ger of-d with E, iee the section entitled ;'nttiopi. E and d" in this chapter.
lbNote that c > ? i-n the vicinity of I in Syrj-ac; cf. the discussion of

I'landaic ahk in chapter xiv.
f7cogrr"t"" in some of the modern Ethiopian languages (Gafat, SeLti-

Wolonerand Zway) preserve the meaning "wash" (Leslau L958 s.v. rihas).
"This is probabty a mistake, see chapter xiv"
'-For an explanation of the unusual correspondence, see chapter xiv.
20For the analogical process which produced this form, cf. Barth 1902:

I.
] lsee cfrapter xiv , f n . l-5 .zzActuall-y, Fresnel- thought tinat gz had developed from a palatalized

geminated -1, but Yushmanov j-gnored this minor detail and rightly so, since
the same sequence appears in Thomas' qhogL; (alongside gnuli) "dear" as the
reflex of a simplex l. (cp. the cognates cited above ). Moreover, the option-
aI nature of the g in the word for "dear" seems to suggest that it is a non-
phonemic on-glide to a palatalized fricative-lateral rather than the refl-ex
of the first half of a geminated -Z as Fresnel believed. Note that the op-
tional r in the word for "indigo" is synchronically j.dentj-cal with the y of
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gnorlLi and that, even though j-t is to some extent historically motj-vated, it
is not exactly the reflex of the g of *nigl > *nag7. One could say that the
original glide (of *nig1 > *nagl) was "stored," in the neighboring segment
(the fricative-lateral) in the sense that it palatalized rL, and that it is
free to reappear (non-phonemically) whenever it ]ikes.

23/E/ nas a variant (or variants?) which Fresnel transcribes ch or si,
e.g., lich?n "tongue" (cp. pS lj;anum) and ch?ro "navel-" (cp. rS Surrun); /k/
has a variant tch or tsy, e.9., -tsi "you both, we both" (cp- Mehri, Harsusi,
Socotri -kj (Johnstone I970b));/g/ has a variant dz or dj; and /g/ }ras a
variant ttch or tss (note that the gemination in these two allographs de-
notes glottalizatj.on), €,9., ttchin "scorpion" = Thomas' ichi?in (1937:282)
(cp. Mehri qubdin (Thomas 1937), qa.bfn (Jahn 1-902), kabeen (Carter 1847))
and scloutssi "he drank" = Thomas' shidzi (cp. PS Sage).

24"7 > ! in *re contiguity of close front vowels;" cf. also 1970a:
305fn.

25see chapter ii.
26this may be due to the fact that some of Jahnrs informants came from

Mahra-l-and (rr,rest of ZufEr) where the influence of Arabic is very strong (von
Maltzan 1873:253, quoted in chapter ii, above) or it may be simply due to the
fact that Thomas elicited less sophj-sticated Lexical iterns.

27Th" o". of this Arabic name (rather than some reflex of the ancient
name ,Sla?,kaJhan) by aII of the MsA-speaki.ng tribes d.oes not necessarily mean
that they are new-comers to the region. In fact, there is another place-
name -- Hanun -- which suggests the contrary. Hanun is a spot just north of
the Qara Mountains of Zufdr where Bait Kathj.r tribesmen go during the harvest
season to pick frankincense and where pre-Islamic frankincense storage bins
have been uncovered (Phillips 1966:196-7). An- ESA inscription at the spot
gives the ancient name of Hanun as Sf?nn, or S7a?nAn as vocalized by Jamme

(cf. Hebrew Ea?Znan "untroubl-ed," used several tjmes in the aible of
"abodes" and "resting-places"!). It has not hitherto been noted that
I{anun is the expected outcome of SJa?nAn j.n Mehri, where 5 (tfre reflex of
sse rf) j-s weakened to h between a word-boundary and a vowel (also inter-
voca1j.ca11y), and etymological E is raised to E. Arabic medj-ation
between EsA and l4sA is of course conceivable here, assuming that the ESA
place-name passed into Arabic after the sound-change ! , s had ceased to
operate in the latter (otherwise, ESA Sla?nan = [5azn?n] would have been
transformed into *Sa?nAn in Arabic, a form which could not have yielded
Hanun Ln Mehri), but j-t would be gratuitous to assume such mediation
since no Arabic form of the name (i.e. wi.th E rather than h) has been
reported.

28In other areas, these two phonemes merged., but there is no reason to
assume that in aI1 such areas the merger product was real-ized [5] rather
trran tdl .

29In order to avoid confusion, I have substituted [*] for Beestonrs
lsl .
' 3081.u (1970:59fn) writes that "sibavraihi's descrj-ption, on which

Beeston relies..., might, pace Beeston, well exhibj-t !..." Blanc (personal
communication) is even more sceptical: "That Sibawayhi meant his descri-p-
tj.on of ! to convey an ich-Laut seems highly unlikely."

3lsee chapter iv.
32Cf., for example, Cantineau tl941l 1960:56, Ir{oscati. 1954:31, and the

reference cited by the latter-
"And probabfy, but not necessarj-Iy (Labov, Yaeger and Steiner 1972:

255) , functional-Lq distinct as well-.
34ch.r, and wa.rg (19'75:259,263) have found unconditioned sptits in

Chinese and Swedish, but it remains to be seen how general thi.s phenomenon
will turn out to be.

35see chapter ij-, fn. 5.
36rhe traditional interpretation is that the presence of two postdor-

sal fricatives in these roots vioLated Semitic incompatibility ruJ.es and led
to dissimilation (Yushmanov L926244).
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37It should be noted, however, that one dj.aLect of Avar (the Jar dia-
lect) has carried out the same shift (Gudava 1964:133,I35).

38Cf. the realization of old Arabic d discussed in chapter iv.
]feccora:.ng to Johnstone (1975:156fni, only Shahari preserves [6'].

-- 
{uMinimal-pairs (for the meanings, see below in this section), Elhao ,

ii+is,5e1.' , ,|u_r"r!33t.ag ,, !34aq, Eixar , !2!ar,5ikur , €it:ut-, Eirim'..
sArim, .6Eg!e ; i6ae, Zo.r9e , ioreq, nilrIc , ni{Eac, i':,Zbiac , iiitiuq, nagkil :*a!xil, ,"i53 7't1-: na1420) , n#8i1t1 , ni6!i(?) , iibto , libro, t"*', i"^,'- 

'
wC -rO Cv.'iam: iim, nliim: nEii^, niZrl(il , miiri(D, herei-: here{ gereE : gere!.
we must, of course, keep in mind that when the history of Hebrew is better
known, many of these minimal pairs will be judged anachronistic, either be-
cause their members come from different periods or because they did not be-
come rninimal pairs until after .d merged with s, The minimal p.ir J3rl, ',offi-
cia1s" : Eirim "singers" may be an example of the ratter type of anachronism
since the word for l'offi"i.l"," unlike the word for ,,singers,,'originalry had
a geminated r.

, 4lMinima1 pairs. [ur, lZrirfU "offj-cial" . sar, .lr;.(il "sul1en,"
niikar "was hired" : niskar "was shut up," ni.4taro"broke out" : njstar
"hid" (Ben-Hayyim 1959:I5) , sapaq "sufficed" -, sApaq "slapped, cIapped,"
hiikil "acted prudently" : hiskiL "acted. foolishly," rome! "creeping":
romes "trampling."

42cf. th. forms gn "wine" and it "year" in the Samarj.a ostraca, and
tfre *EEib bhgdh "in rhe fj.eld" in rr Kj.ngs 7:I2.

43The proposal realty is Moscati's aLthough one would not know it from
the formulation in Moscati 1964b ("It has therefore been conjectured"); cp.
the original ItaLian formul-ation in Moscati 1964a:38 and L954:54. We might
add that a similar idea was consi-dered by Schrarun (1964:19): "...it may be
that the manuscript tradition, where Tiberian < 6 > and < ! , are both rep-
resented by the same skeletal Letter, was based on a dialect of Hebrew in
which, as in Samaritan Hebrew, the sound val-ues of . J > and. < ! , fel1 to-
gether, while the oral tradition stemmed from another dialect, where the
sound values of < j, [and] < s > instead, merged."

44since the Bibl-ical- text itself already shows s for etymological 3 and
vice versa.

4Scarbini's close adherence to Moscati's presentation makes it easy
to see where Garbini has re-interpreted an idea of Moscati's.

45"The first certain signs of an autono.o,r" J probably appear in
Aramaic...It is in this diaLect, it seems to me, probably under the influence
of external stimulj-, that we must look for the origin of the distinction be-
tween 3 and .d, a distinction which was then extended to the reading of Bibli-
ca1 Hebrew. "

47Th" pr."unt writer's view of the kElr&-gEre system thus coincides
vrith that of Morag (1960zl2l-2, 1963a:xxiv-x-xvfn, 1969:I83-4), Goshen-
Gottstein (1963:94), Schramm (L964:64-5), and Reve11 (1970:6-7), rather than
that of Orlj-nsky (1960) or the "generaf consensus of schol-arl-y opinion"
criticized by the latter (ibid., 185) .

48In fact, this is precisely the way Garbini (197I:34) interprets the
partial replacement of p by o in Aramaic after the Persian period -- a pro-
blem which, as we shal1 see in a moment, is the same as the problem of the
Masoretic b .

49Cf. our dj-scussion of the parallel phenomenon in Aramaic in the
section entitLed "Aramaic 3" (*ris chapter) and the arguments presented
there.

SoNevertheless, it is entirely conceivable that there were sporadic
cases of 5 > s in Hebrew due to dissimilation, contamination, or what-have-
you. These woul-d also show up as b in the Bible. Consider, for example,
the hypothetical case of a Yiddish-speaking Masorete assigned the task of
pointing the word UD!2 in the Mishnah. Originall-y, this wcrd was pronounced
t5ammiSl but j.n Eastern Europe the word became tEamasl. Thus, our hypothe-
tical Masorete -- faithful to his oral tradj-tion -- would have to produce
the form ipf
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5ONevertheless, it is entirely conceivabLe that there were sporadic
cases of 3 > s in Hebrew due to dissimilation, contamination, or what-have-
you. These would also show up as '? in the Bibl-e. Consj.der, for example,
the hypothetical case of a Yiddish-speaking Masorete assigned the task of
pointj-ng the word uDt? in the Mishnah. Originatly, this word was pronounced
tEammill but j-n Eastern Europe the word became tIamasl. Thus, our hypothe-
tical Masorete -- faithful- to his oral tradition -- would have to produce
the form irpf .

51For simplicity's sake, I have substituted d anddl for Harris'd and
t, respectivel-y. -i =

52thi= form (Hecker 1968:65) confirms that the sx of EasrEm is a reflex
of s, since s* < oAkk i shows,.rp." J in oA, as we saw a}ove.

JJThe latter possibility is suggested by the fact that the Akkadian
word for contaj-ned an /s/ before and after the OB period. The as-
sumption that the OB r,rord for "ca11" a1so had an /s/ (i.e. that sx
rras an allophone of /s/) would make for a simpler historical picture,
but this consideration is not necessarily decj.sive.

!!see the section entitled "Hebrew J" i., thi" chapter-
55see the sections entitled "Aramaic d" ana "xebrlw J" in this chap-

ter.
5lSince ceez a d.oes not ordinarily come from PS a.
57Th. 

=".u.rrtic change from "wages" to "reward" (cf. HeUrew i3*!r
"wages, reward") to "thanks" ( = "verbal, reward") is transparent.

58We should, however, admit the possibility that the first vowel- of
this word was i.

!? fhe metathesis of e and I in this form may be non-phonemic.60Th. prob.ble proto-forms -- *!abf and *iaaaq -- .oi" much closer
to being a minj-ma1 pair.

61see the section entitled "Akkadian E" i-n thi.s chapter. old
Assyrian, however, has 3 (Hecker 1968:115).

62 Arabic does have a minimal- pair saraqa "he stole" : laraga "he
split"-put the latter meaning is not close enough to the required one.

bJ Not" that ! > h in Socotri between an initial word boundary and a
voweI, and intervocalically (Lesj.au 1938:32-4)- Cp. the conditioning of the
correspondj-ng llehri merger j-rr footnote 27, above.

64From Arabic and Akkadian we reconstruct the fact that, in PS, nouns
dropped thej.r final nasal in the construct state. This rule can also be in-
ternally reconstructed from the Hebre\^r al-ternations of tlp, r24,43^ (abso-
lute) yith ?ebi, ')Xhi, I.t:ani (construct and suffixed).

65thi" Is not'quiie a minimal pair in the Tiberian vocalization due to
a difference in the V2 position. Since this difference j.s apparently the re-
flex of a contrast bett^reen verbal and nominal stress in Hebrew (Nyberg 1952:
33-4. but cf. Blau 1972t65 for a different interpretation) which could be
very oId, we cannot simply side-step the issue by appealing to the Sephardic
reading tradition or the Palestinian vocalization. And if the accentual con-
trast between verbs and nouns turns out to be a PS feature, we may have to
exclude this pair from our list of PS minimal pairs.

66rhe shafrari form, according to both Bittner (l%,722'7) and Thomas
(1937:302) i-s ferh!.n. Thj-s is one of the few Shahari forms which have h
as a reflex of Ps J.



IV.
Evidence from the Arab Grammarians for Lateral ,r in Arabic

Our search for fricative-Iaterals outside of Modern South
Arabic quite naturally begins with Arabic -- first, because
Arabic is geographically and geneal-ogical1y close to MSA;
second, because Arabic preserved al-most the entire stock of
Proto-Semitic phonemes until comparatively recent times; and
third, because we possess some excellent native decriptions
of the Arabic sound-system in the eighth century and }ater.

The targets of our investigation are ,r da-d and .,. Ein,
for, as we have seen, they are the Arabic phonemes which
correspond to MSA I and *. In the case of .9 we do not have
far to fook. tt is widely accepted today that the normative
Arabic ,r described by the grammarians was a voiced emphatic
fricative-Iateral or lateralized fricative (the difference
will- be discussed later) . The l-ist of schol-ars who subscribe
to this view is as impressive for its quality as for its
quantity:

Bosworth (L974:135)
Fischer (1968:56)
Blanc (1967a:296)
Fleisch (L965275, 1968:16)
Gaudefroy-Demombynes and Blachbre (1952:25)
Rabin (1951:33)
Cantineau ( t19411 1960:55, [1951-2] L96O:284)
Leslau (1938:30)
Bravmann (1934:53)
Colin (1930a:92)
Bergstrdsser ( t19281 1963:135)
M. Cohen (L927:173)
Yushmanov (1926:42, [f938] 1961 : 9)
Riribka (r909:r7r)
Vollers (1893 :L45, 1906:13)
K6nig (1877:33)
Lepsius (186I:136)

It is one of the ironies of scholarly history that Richard
Lepsius -- a brilliant linguist whose bibliography includes
books on Ethiopic, Egyptian history and hieroglyphics, Nubian

57
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and the cl-assification of African languages, Persian cuneiform
and the Zend alphabet, and Oscan and Umbrian -- has gotten no
credit for his id.ea. Leslau, for example, call-ed it "f idde
de VoIIers" (1938:30), no doubt because Vollers himself was
l-ess than consistent in citing the source of this idea.
Yushmanov (L926:42) quoted K'dnig's definition of dEd as an
"emphatisch assibiliertes J" (L877:33) without real-izing that
it had been taken word for word from Lepsius (1861:136) with-
out acknowledgement. And despite Yushmanov's citation,
Fischer (1968:55) was able to cl-aim that:

Zweifel- an dem Ansatz ,r = d Husserte zuerst N. JuEmanov
1926 wobei er die laterale'Realisation { als fiir ,r
urspriinglich ansetzt.

The same erroneous attribution (stated somewhat arnbiguously,
however) is found already in Moscati 1954 (p.3I).

Lepsj.us' accomplishment cannot be fu1ly appreciated un-
less one realizes the great handicaps under which he worked,
more than a century ago. Sibawaihi's Kitab, which contains
the earliest (eighth century), fullest, and most reliabl-e
discussion of c, was not yet known in Europe. (The first
European edition of the relevant portion (book 2) did not
appear untiL tSgg.) Similarly, zamaxEari's rVufagpal. and
rbn YacIE's commentary on it (vo1. 2) did not appear until
1879 and 1886 respectively. Instead of these classics,
Lepsius worked with two late digests of the Arab grammatical
tradition. The study of phonetics was also in its infancy.
The first edition of Sievers' crundiige did not appear until
1876 and Sweetts Handbook was not published untiL 1877. I\'lost
remarkable of all is that Lepsius made his discovery without
any help from MSA (although Fresnel's description of the
fricative-laterals in Shahari had already been published. and,
moreover, hras quoted in Wallin 1858, one of Lepsuist sources).
In other words, he had absol-utely no reason to expect to find
a lateral ,r when he first approached the grammarians -- on
the contrary, he had every reason to expect to find a des-
cription which would fit one of the two "classical" pronunci-
ations of ,r current in his time. In spite of these handi-
caps, his presentation (1861:135-6) of the case for lateral
& has never been surpassed:

Am meisten Schwierigkeit dagegen hat jederzeit der
dem Ze j-chen nach entsprechende weiche Laut ,r 2 gemacht,
auf dessen richtige Aussprache die Araber soviel
Gewicht legten, dass, wie Fleischer zu Wallin
bemerkt,r Juwaini den SEf:li "den am reinsten redenden
derer, die das z aussprechenr" d.h. der Araber, nannte;
und es vom Kalifen lumar besonders angemerkt wird, dass
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er zwischen s .{- und ,l' z keinen Unterschied machte.2 Es
scheint nicht niithig, auf a1le die erkl'drungen und
Vermuthungen einzugehen, welche von den neueren Gelehrten
'riber diesen Buchstaben aufgesteLl-t worden sind. Auch
hier sind die Orthoepisten unsre untriiglichen Leiter.
Sie rechnen den Buchstaben zu den t6nenden3 Frikativen.4
Dari:iber herrscht keine Ungewissheit. Die Schwierigkeit
liegt vielmehr in dem Orte der Friktionsbildung.

Schon XaLil rechnet diesen Buchstaben zu den
Intermaxil-l-ares, d.h. zu denen, welche in dem Raume
zwischen den Backz'dhnen gebildet werden. Der Verfasser,5
der d.ies anfiihrt, trennt ihn von den beiden andern, die
XaJ-iL dazu stellt, n'dmlich von i una 3, und verbind.et ihn
mit f zu einer KJasse...Die Ir{aroniten6 ,r.rrrr"., z eine
litteta extensionis, quia sese extendit usque ad atganum
Titterae -2., eine unklare Bestimmung, welche aber
gleichfalls auf die Nehe der l.-Bil-dung hinweist. Diese
Ietztere wird noch genauer so angegeben (Sacy p. 32):
"Es wird gesprochen von dem Eungenrande tdd'a-Bu l66ps,
ora, marqo Tinguae. Sacy 'ribersetzt statt dessen partie
ant|rieure de La Tangue!, aber von dem Thei]e des
zungenrandes, welcher der Spitze am n'achsten liegt."
Nach Wallin (p. 634) wird der ArtikulationsplaEz des c z
als "zwischen dem Anfange der Zungenr{inder und den diesE
Stel-Ie der zunge ber'rihrenden Backz'dhnen liegend"
angegeben. Von den orthoepisten wird gesagt (W. p. 6T7)
dass die '6stl-ichen Araber den Laut wie ein emphatisches L

aussprechen, und dass diese Aussprache als die normal-e
gelte, wdrhrend einige die der westl-ichen Araber
vorz'6gen.8 Aus allen diesen Zeugnissen geht unverkennbar
hervor, dass der Laut g z ein emphatisches assibifirtes f
war, was sich nun...unschwer und sehr genau aussprechen
I'isst. Man formire ein L mit gteichzeitiger
Guttural-ste11ung der hintern Zunge, und lasse den Hauch
an den Augenz'd,hnen zur t'dnenden Reibung gelangen. so
spricht man das vorgeschriebene normal-e z.

We see here a five-point argurent for a voiced fricative-
Iateral .r:

1. Its place of articulation is said to be the edge of
the tongue (lfrffatu l--7isEn) , and it is said to be
voiced and a fricative.

2. The place of articulation of Ldm is also said to be
the edge of the tongue, and no other consonant is so
described. (This provides a check on the literal-
meaning of hZffatu l--l-isdn and shows that the Arab
phoneticians did not mistakenly identify as lateral
any phonemes which we know to be centraL.)
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3. It has the property of tistitALa which has something
to do with -Z (an explanation will be offered below).

4. It was pronounced as an emphatic { in some areas of
the Arab worl-d.

5. It was a very unusua1 sound -- so unusual that it
characterized not only the Arabic language but the
Arab nation as well.

There is not much one can add to Lepsuis' brilliant in-
terpretation of the grammarians except in the one area where
he himself admits to bewilderment: the problem of {Ed's
tistitaLa. Before dealing with this problem, however. we must
aeat riittr a related problem.

Lepsius and the scholars who followed him concentrated on
explaining the simiJ-aritg between the muxraig "place of artic-
ulation" of Sd and that sf JEm, without attempting to inter-
pret the difference between them. That there is a difference
is obvious from a comparison of sfbawaihi's descriptions (re-
produced in the later digest used by Lepsius) of the two
places of articulation (p. 453). The muxraj of 7am is:

min $affati l--Lisdni min ?adn2hd ?il-d muntahd tarafi
L-l-isdni md bagnahS. wa-bagna nd galihd mina L-fianaki
L-? ac fd wa-m7 f uwaiqa {-#biki wa-n-ndbi wa-r-rabae iggati
wa-t-tanigga

between the tonguers edge, from front to tip, and the
corresponding section of the palate together with the
area just above the first premolar, the canine, the
lateral- incisor, and the centrai incisor.

The muxra j of Qd.d, on the other hand, is:

min bagna ?awwal-i Sdttati L-l-isdni wa-md. galini
mina 7-? aQr6.s

between the beginning of the tongue's edge and the
corresponding molars.

It is clear that "this beginning is to be taken as starting
from the root of the tongue" (Fischer 1965:75) since

a) the corresponding teeth are called "molars."
b) {Ed precedes -ZEm in the order of the places of artic-

ulation (from back to front).
c) Zamax5art's paraphrase of Stbawaihi actually reads

?s.2. "root" instead of ?wL "beginninn."lO
d) the beginning of the tonguers edcre at the opposite

end seems to be calIed ?adnd haffati l--l-isdn.
e) according to Zamax5art (Al-autasfal p. 188), -7.Em's

place of articulation is the tongue's edge up to its
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tip but minus its beginning (ma ddna ?awwal_i hdffati
l--fisdni ?iL6. muntahl tarafini) -- rhis impliSs that
the beginning is in the back.

Assuming that Lepsius was right in concluding that {Ed
was an "assibil-ated ]" (i.e. a friqative-Iateral), we can
easily explain why {Ed was made further back on the edge of
the tongue than -ZEm. We need only quote Doke,s description
(1926:I00) of the Zulu voiced fricative-lateral-:

As has been noticed already, B differs from l. in that
the side of the tongue is raised sufficiently to produce
friction with the palate. The air escapes unilaterally,
but somewhat further back in the mouth than for i..

In other words, the raising of the side of the tongue to pro-
duce friction bLocks the passage of air over the front of the
tongue's edge, making it impossible for air to escape in the
vicinity of the incisors, the canine or the first premolar.

With this in mind, we can attempt to interpret the mys-
terious term ?istitd.La. Iulany interpretations have already
been offered. According to Yushmanov (L926242) , 2istit-aJ-a
means "i. passage lat6ralr" but this cannot be right (Cintineau
[195I-2] 1960:284), since it makes no sense in the relevant
contexts and since Efn also has ?:.stztE-Za (Slbawaihi pp. 462,
467,47Lr477) 11, a fact ignored by most modern scholars.
Fleisch (1965:75) follows Wallin (1858:634) in taking
?istitEJ.a as temporal length indicating "not...a great extent
for the place of articulation but rather a dwelling on it, a
special prolongation of it."

Most scholars, however, take '?istitdLa as a spatral.
property, referring to the long muxraj of.p (e.g. Jahn 1900:
854,876,882, Schaade 19II:74, Cantineau II94I] 1960:55) .

These scholars are certainly on the right track since, in
one place @. 462), the noun muxraj occurs as the subject of
the verb ?istatdLa (7i?anna i-Eina stap?Ta muxrajuhZ); but
they seem to think that Sibawaihi was talking about an un-
usually long muxraj (?istitZla: length). sibawaihils own
description (p. 452), however, seems to refer to a muxraj
that gets longer and longer (listitdla = lengthening):

I

wa-?innah6. tuxE.lifg muxraja jagrild basda xuriiinl
fa-tasfatiTu 4ina'z taxdTigu hurEfa f-fisdn.

And it merges into the area of articulation of other
consonants after it is articulated, and gets Ionger
and longer until it merges into lthe area of articula-
tion ofl the consonants of the tongue.
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This passage states quite explicitly that the ?rst-z.tEla
does not take place until- "after articulation" or, more
literally, "after [the air used in producing] it passes out
[of its muxrajf ." Presumably, the muxraj is of normal ]ength
during articulation; it is only later, in passing or "g1id-
ing" to the fol-lowing vowel (or consonant), that it becomes
Iong.

Since Sfbawaihirs next point is that ,r can easily be
articulated on the left side of the tongue by simply perform-
ing the same articulatory motions on the left side as one
usual-ly does on the right, he repeats his description of the
off-glide in describing (p. 453) the left-sided. &:

fa-sahul-a tahwiLuh-a ?ila 12ugsari Li?annahZ taslru fl
S1ttati L-LisEni fi 1-? agsari ? iLZ mitl-a mE xinat t1
J-?agman; tumma tansal-l-u mina L-2agsari hattE tattasil-u
bi-hurtfi L-Lisdni ka-ni6. kd.nat ka-{al-ika fi 7-?agman.

And deflectingl3 11 ti.e. the airstream of dadl to the
Ieft is easy, because it goes to the same part of the
tonguers left edge as on the right edge. Then it slips
away from the l-eft until it joins the consonants of the
tongue, just as on the right.

Here again we see the two stages: first it is articu"
lated, then it glides. But where? Schaade's g"uess (1911 :70)
that "bei hurif aJ--l-isdn (II, 453, 1) denkt Slbawaihi hier
wohl in erster Linie an Laute wie d,.d, u. dgl." only points
up the vagueness of the above descriptions. Fortunately,
these descriptions are not the only sources of information
about dEd's ?istitdl-a which we possess. The same feature is
discussed twice more by Sibawaihi (as Schaade 1911:74 points
out, cf. also the Grammatica Arabica Maronitarum, cited by
Lepsius above), once to explain why -ZEm is assimilated by dEd
(p. 467) and a second time to explain why te? t td.c, and dEJ
are assimilated by ddd (p. 47O). The first of these passages
uses the verb ?rstatd.La explicitly:

wa-l--?abada sa5ara harfan an-nd,nu wa-r-rd.?u wa-d-ddLu
wa-t-td?u wa-s-sddu wa-t-td?u wa-z-zdgu wa-s-sinu
wa-z-zd? u *u-L-La, u *u-a-aaU wa-l--Laddni xdLat-ahd. d -dddu1Avv-I?wa-S-Sfnu Li?anna d-ddda statel-at" 7i-raxdwatihd lattd
ttasal-at bi-muxraji l--fdni rnza-E-3inu ka-ddl-ika hattd
ttasaLat bi-muxraji t-ta? .

And the eleven consonants of the tongue-tip arez ndn,
v6?, ddTt td?, sd.d, Ed?, zdg, si,n, ?e?t td.?, and ddJ; and
the two which merge into them are da-d and Efn, because
dEd qets longer and longer on account of its weak con-
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tact15 until it joins the place of articulation of l-am,
and the EIn does likewise, joining the place of articula-
tion of tE?.

One is immediately struck by the fact that in this pas-
sage Sibawaihi names l,Em rather than the "consonants of the
tongiue" as the target of ddd's off-gIide, and one is l-ed at
first to suspect that the substitution was motivated by
Sibawaihi's need to explain why JEm is totall-y assimilated by
q"d (Sibawaihi's principle being that total assimilation
should take place only between consonants which are already
somewhat similar). That such a suspicion is unfounded is
proved by the description of !7n in the same passage, and by
the last of Sfbawaihi's descriptions of {a-d's ?istitdLa (p.
47O):

wa-qad tudjamu t-ta?u wa-t-tdlu wa-d-dd.Lu fA d-dedi
Li?annahd ttasdJat bi-muxraji blani wa-ta?ta?at 9anr
L-fdmi hattd xdLatat ?usE.La md J--Ldmu fawqahu mina
l-?asndi wa-Lam tiqae mina t-taniggati ^uiairu E-+a?
Li-nbi r6.t ihe Li? annaka taaaTu li -t-ta? i Lis-anakA bagna
t-tahiggatagn-

F? , ta? / and ddf are sometimes assimj-lated by dEd be-
cause it joins the place of articulation of fdm and then
turns away from -ZEm until it merges with the roots of the
teeth which LEm is above. It does not fall upon the part
of the central incisors which is the place of articula-
tion of 65?, because of its lverticalty? horizontally?]
displaced tongue-tip, and because for tE? you place your
tongue between the central incj-sors.

It is quite obvious that the reference to LEm in this descrip-
tion is not motivated by any ad hoc considerations. Moreover,
there is an additional detail here which seems to explain why
cirapter 565 speaks in general terms of the "consonants of the
tongue," instead of simply saying "l-dm.u

The passage describes in great detail how the laterally-
deflected airstream which is characteristic of ddd returns to
its normal course (along the median line of the palate) as the
articulators are separated. First the side of the tongue is
lowered, allowing the air to escape further forward -- from
the muxraj of Lan. Then apical contact is broken, aIlo\^/ing
the air to escape between the tongue-tip and the front teeth,
slightly above or to the side of the nuxraj of tE? , td?, and
daJ-. It is clear, then, that Stbawaihi needed a term general
enough to cover both of these stages; his use of the term
"consonants of the tongue" must be judged in the light of
that need.
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LATERAL OR LATERALIZED?

In discussing the I,1SA fricative-lateraIs, we encountered
Thomas' description of them as "lateralized consonants or
lisped sibilants" and Murtonen's paraphrase "lateralized
variants."rb Cantineau, who seems to have been unaware of
Thomas'work, used the same term to describe Arabic,r (tt946l
1960:L69,2OO, [195]-2] 1960:285), and like Thomas, he used it,
in place of the traditional term "Iatera1 spirant" (Yushmanov
l-926..42, [1938] 1961:9, Bergstrdsser [1928] 1963:135), to con-
vey his view of l-ateralization as something secondary or
tacked on -- a "travail accessoire" (Cantineau [1946] 1960:
169) .

Some scholars have accepted this new term (Fleisch 1965:
75, 1968:16, BosworLh L974:135); others have explicitly re-
jected it (Martinet L953271) or quietly ignored it (Gaudefroy-
Demombynes and Blachlre L952225). However, it is difficult to
avoid the impression that most scholars have failed to grasp
the full- import of the term (as used by Cantineau, at least)
and, specifically, the fact that a lateralized fricative is
not simply a fricative-tateral seen from a different perspec-
tive.

Cantineau views lateralization as the "marque" of a

"rapport d'opposition privative" ( t1946l 1960:169) , which
means that it is superimposed on consonants without re-
placing any of their primary features ([I941] 1960:155-6).
Consequently, when faterafization is added to a consonant,
the central passage of air has to be retained along with the
lateral passage (ibid., 139):

Les consonnes Lat6ra-Z.es ou fat6raLis6es, et surtout,-Labiov6l-a-i.res ou labiopostpaTatales. ...sont des consonnes
ayant en somme deux points diarticulation: un point
drarticulation principal aplsal, postpalatal ou r6lai.e,
et un second point d'articulation 1at6ra1 ou tabial; Ia
tupture de ces d.eux obstacles se produit b peu prbs en
mtme temps.

Or again, earl-ier in the book, where .l" is first described
(ibid., 55) :

...la pointe de la J-angue srapprochait des incisives
sup6rieures conrme pour un d et 1e souffle expiratoire
st6chappait non seulement par 1a pointe, mais aussi
par Ie c6td ae la langue.

These descriptions reveal a profound but easily overlook-
ed difference between Cantineau's lateralized fricative gf and
the fricative-latera1 !. No air escapes 'rpar Ia pointe"'in
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the production of I or any other lateral. Given this inter-
pretation, it is highly unlikely that ;, was a lateral-ized
fricative since

a) the muxraj of ,r, as described by Stbawaihi, does not
include the tongue-tip.

b) to the best of the present writer's knowledge, no
such phone is attested in any other language.

c) the existence of such a phone is physiologically un-
likely because of the great effort that would be re-
quired to produce friction at the tip of the tongue
if the sides of the tongue were lowered.

Blanc's restatement (L967:296) of Cantineau -- "{ ({Ed) was an
emphatic spirant with lateral release" -- el-iminates the last
of these objections by making the central passage of air and
the lateral passage consecutive rather than simultaneous, but
does nothing for objections (a) and (b).

It is clear then that \^/e must reject Cantineau's con-
ception of ,r. It is a conception which was designed to ex-
plain the alleged compatibility of ddd and -ZEm in Arabic roots
by distinguishing the primary lateral articulation of the
Iatter from the allegedly secondary lateral articulation of
the former (Cantineau t19461 1960:200). But are dEd and LEm

really compatible? The present writer's own investigation,
summarized in chapter xiii, indicates that they are not. If
ser it follows that Cantineauts characterization of ,r is not
only untenabl-e but r:.nnecessary as well .

Iwallir, (1858:633).
2Zamax5arl has a different tradition about cumar's pronunciation of j,

in his Qur?anic colunentary Al,-KaEEEf (,Siirat al-Takwlr, verse 24). According
to this tradition c[rmar was able to execute ;, on both sides (i.e. either
side) of his tongue because he was anbidextrous. The connecting link be-
tween the two traditions twry have been one which associated sumar with the
d-Ed dacffa "weak dEd," which originally referred to some unkt:own variant of
.b (possibly a left-sided .p if the expression wa-hur+a ?axaffu "it is weaker"
in Stbawaihi, p. 452, refers to execution on the left side) and later came
to refer to the ,? which had shifted to l;.

3More recently, the traditional equation najhE.ra = voiced has been
called into question by several scholars (cf. Blanc 1967) because of the
appearance of !, e and especially ? 1r, Slbawaihi's list of the najhira.
Still, for our purposes, it is not necessary for majhira to actually mean
"voiced.'r It is sufficient that when this feature occurs in fricatives, it
is always accompanied by voicing. The l-atter is a fact which has not, to my
knowledge, been questioned.

4Actually, the term rjxwa is not exactl-y equivalent to our term "fric-
ative," since the latter is basically an acoustic term referring to the noise
of friction, while the former is an articulatory term for the second of three
degrees of stricture: lidda "firm closure," raxdwa "weak closure," -l.fn
"feeble closure." Itris interpretation is based not only on the literal mean-
ilS of the \,rords and the lists of consonants in each class, but also on
Sibawaihi's explicit statements (eg. p. 454) that the characteristic of the
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rixwa which distinguishes them from the SaiEda is that they ,'shun, shy away
from" (tatajdtd. ean) their place of articulation. The fact that slbah'aihi_
crassifies m, n, and.l. as iadrda is further evidence for the articulatory
nature of this system. rt is worth noting that some mod,ern phoneticians
(e.9. Abercrosrbie 1967244-5, but cf. Ladefoged 197r:55) arso speak of three
degrees of stricture: "comprete closure" (characterizes aL1 stops including
the nasals), "cIose approxj.mation', (characterj.zes all fricatives), ',open
approximation" (characterizes the semivowers and l). The only difference
betvreen this system and that of srbawaihi is in the classification of -2, and
even here we see from Abercrombie's language (ibid,, 5O) how close.Z is to
the category of complete closure: ',A lateral is a type of segment produced
by a slricture of complete closure in the center of the vocal tract...',

5The anonltrnous author of a treatise on the pronunciation of the Arabic
consonantg published by de Sacy (1813).

6The two Lebanese authors of Grarmnatica Arabica Maronitarum (1716).
Tlepsius has "p. 663" here but the statement in question appears on

p. 633.
8Thi. do.s not seem to be an accurate sunmary of the tradition cited by

tialrin. see chapters vii and viii for a discussion of this tradition and a
similar tradition, reported in lbn Jinni's Kiteb aL-Tan.bf.lr, about the
zay61i!.

-lhis is the vocalization found in the manuscripts of Sibawaihi; nouns
of place derived from the "derived" forms of the verb are identical in form
with the passive participles (Wright 118961 1967:l-29).

loru-rirnu ddda min lapli }attati l-Tisdni wa-md. ga7lhd mina 7-?adrdsi
min gamani l-Tisdni ?aw gasdrihZ. This statement is cited by Wallin (1858:
635) from the Qur?anic commentary of Baida=wf but Professor Haim Blanc was
kind enough to j-nform me that BaidEwI has here, as elsewhere, followed
zamaxEarfis commentary AL-KagEEf is[rat aL-Takwir, verse 24) word for word.
Professor Blanc also points out the curious fact that "in Zamaxsart's
Mufassal, where he puts on his grammarian's hat, the wording is exactly that
of the Kitab, vi,z. min 2awwaL, etc.i sErme in lbn YalfS's comnentary on the
passage." Now, the word for "root" differs from the word for "beginning" by
only one letter, and sj-nce Sfbawaihi uses ?asL (and its anton)rm, taraf "tip")
in speaking of the incisors, one might suspect that he used it in referring
to the tongue's edge as well- (?awwal does not appear elsewhere as a subdi-
vision of an articulatory organ). But according to Professor B1anc:

"There is no reason to think that this might be Sfbawaihi's wording:
the KitEb and all later grammarians, so far as I recal.i-, all have
lawwali in general, quotes in the .l-ater grammarians irom the (itEb
are remarkably uniform, showing that the text was solidly established
quite early. Of course there are occasional elaborations or paraphras-
ings, and I imagine your quote, or rather Wa1lin's, i.s something of the
sort. "

Another point in favor of the present text is the fact that the phrase min
?awwal hd.ffati L-lisdn occurs again in the Kjt5b lp. 467, line 17).

lfrt ir curious, however, that in rbn Yaci! (p. 1461), the ?istitEla
(or rather tafaSlf) of ;fn connects it with .lEm rather than tE? as in
Sibawaihi (p. 47O, see below) : linna 5-5fna tatafaEEa ft l-iani natta
tattasil.u bi-muxraji 7-fdmi "STn spreads in the mouth until it joins the
place of articulation of ]em." I am grateful to Prof. Federico Corriente
for bringing this passage to my attention (cf. his forthcoming article in
lche JournaT of Semitic Studjes: "From O1d Arabic to Classical Arabic through
the Preislamic Koine: Some Notes on the Native Grammarians' Sources, Atti-
tudes, and Goals"). Prof. Corriente believes that "some earlier grammariart
might have heard the Lateralized /Z/ and, reported it in a scarcely circulat-
ing work." But even if he is right, ?istitdla per se has nothing to do \4'ith
the lateral feature, because it is mentioned in connection with tE? as weII
as JEm.

l2schaade (1911:70) emends to hattE, which is graphically quite simi-
Iar. The emended phrase makes much more sense and is attested several times
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in the Kitdb: ?istatdLa muxrajuha...hattd ttasa-la (p. 462), tltsutelat-.-
hatte ttaFatat (p. 467), ?istateTat hatta xalatat (p. 477). The same emenda-
tion woul-d seem to be necessary on p. 471: l.j-stjtE-latihi Eina ttasa-Zat bi-
muxrajihd.

l3"Def1ecting" rather than "transferri.ng" since ta}lr{f-l is also involved
j.n articulation on the right side -- the usual side -- according Lo 452.20:
7i?annaka tuhawwiLuhE mina l-gasdri ?iLd 7-mawdiri 7-ladl fi l-gamln "be-
cause you deflect it from the left to the place [of articulation] which is
on the right." It would not make sense to transl-ate "because you transfer
it..." since there would be no need to transfer it to the normal side.

14Note the use of the perfect instead of the expected imperfect here
and in many other places in the Kiteb G.g. after l.j?anna in 462.10.15,
467.LO.15, 471.7.9, 473.7.10). According to Prof. Haim Blanc (personal
comrnunication) :

"The tenses are not exactly in free varj-ation...at least not
totall-y free in all possible cases, but they do alternate rather
freely in given verbs describing general properties of sounds and
other lj.nguistic elements j.n the KitE.b...
"An)rvray, descriptive statements which are, on the who1e, in
the Kjteb and most of the tradition, synchronic or rather
anachronic, can have either tense."

15Cf. frr. 4 above, where I transLated "weak cLosure." Slbawaihj,
apparently believes that vreak contact between the articulators leads to
slipping, while firm contact keeps them in p1ace. The same phrase appears
again on p- 462, line 1.

l6see the end of chapter ii.
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Evidence from Loanwords for Lateral .j, in Arabic (I)

ARABIC LOANWORDS IN THE IBERIAN
PENTNSULA (SPANISH, PORTUGUESE, CATALAAI)

Lepsiusr revolutionary view of the Arabic ,r as an
emphatic assibll-ated J. was published in 1861. In the same
year willem H. Engelmann published the first edition of his
Gl-ossaire d.es mots espagnols et portugais diriv|s ae l-'arabe.
Among the loanwords collected in this book are s.ix in which
Arabic ,r seems to be rendered by Spanish l,d or l.:

al-cal-d.el ljudge"2 <caL-qE{i3 or taJ-qACA
aLbagalfle' "white lead, ceruse" <lal--bagZ4
arrabaL- "suburbtt <?ar-rabaC
ATbel-da1 (toponym) <?AL-BagF? "The White,
aLd.ava6 "Iatch" <2ad-d.abba
aLdeag "hamlet" ,, ul-iurll u

The first edition was of course too early to benefit from
Lepsius' insight," brt the second edition. put out by Dozy
(1869), was not. It is therefore not unfair to feel that a
great opportunity was missed when one reads the explanations
of the L (d) rendering offered in that edition (p. 23) t

"Devant fe i, ...on intercale un J euphon5-que...Au reste ce -2.

sert i exprimer le son emphatique d.u ,f ..."
As vacuous as these two explanations seem today, they

have managed to infiltrate two of the three most influential
subsequent studies of Arabic foanwords in Spanish: Eguilaz
1886 (which reproduces the first explanation on p. xxi) and
Neuvonen 1941 (which reproduces the second explanation on p.
282, with an obviously mistaken reference to Steiger 19322
162). Steiger 1932 is the only one of the three which in-
corporates Lepsius' insight (though the reference is to
Vollers ]893 rather than to the actual discoverer). Arabists,
understandably, have a better record in this respect than
Hispanists. The first scholar to see the significance of the
1(d) rendering was Rizi;ka (1909:17I) -- al-though we must ig-
nore his assumption that al-caLde, etc. refl-ect a sound change
d{r14 -- fol-Iowed by Yushmanov (1926242), Colin (I930a:101)
and Cantineau (t194ll 1960:56).

In evaluating the importance of this rendering as evi-
dence for lateral- c, it is important to note that several of

68
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Engelmann's examples have been challenged by subsequent schol-
ars. According to Asin PaLacios (1944:47) and Malkiel (1950:
115), the toponyn ATbelda reflects Arabic ?aJ--baLda "town"
rather than ?aL-fagF? . AJ-dea and aLdaba are also problem-
atical as Eguilaz (1886:xxi) points out:

aplicable, como creen Engelmann y Dozy, a al-d
aLdaba, cuya J es, en mi humilde sentir, la d
d.. qr.r. precede aI nombre, d eI primer o (daJ
duplicado por eI texdid, transformado en la f

no es
'ea y
el art.
)

i quida
referida. Lo mismo ha de decirse de1 Lam que antecede
al .-r (dal) de aLdargama por ad-dargama, aLdebaran de
ad-debaran, aLdiza de ad-diza, y aL L (thi) enfitica
d,e aLtabague de attabaque.ll

In other words, the 7 of aTdaba and aldea seems to re-
flect the L of the Arabic definite article ?a-2, rather than the
lateral feature of Q, for, in spite of the fact that d is one
of the so-called "sun-letters" which assimilate the l, of the
definite article, we find several examples of loanwords where
the sun-letters have not done their job. In addition to the
examples cited by Eguilaz, which are taken from Dozy and
Engelmann(1869:23) , we find: aJ-dufe (Steiger L932:L62) ,
aJ-tamla, ald.icar, altramuz (ibid., 376) Aldeire, ALdovara,
Al-dovareta, Aldover, Aldovera (Asin Palacio s 1944:56-7).

Steiger (L932:L62), on the other hand, argues that
Eguilaz is wrong in his analysis of aJ-dea and aldabaz

creo muy dificil asentir a Ia opinidn det sabio
orientalista. En primer lugar, porque su explicacidn
deja sin.abarcar eI hecho de1 paso de i, a L, l-L, fd,
en posr-cr-on final ,L2 y luego porque, aI igual de los
actuales dialectos magrebies, Ia asimilacidn solar se
extiende en hispano-irabe al propio a. Si 1a -Z de1
articuLo vuelve a encontrarse en algunos arabismos
(al-dufe, frente a adufe; al-debarin, etc.), esto ha
de explicarse por analogia con sustantivos que
principiaban por letra lunar (alcintara, etc.);
analogia facilitada por Ia aparente contradiccidn en
el- tratamiento aef aitfc,.lo.13

Three arguments are presented here:
(a) Eguilaz needs a second explanation to account for

the rendering of ,f with L,LL, -Zd in final position,
while Steiger accounts for b in all positions with
one explanation.

(b) Assimilation of the article is more extensive in
Andalusian Arabic (where initial- a assimilates the
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L of the article) than in classical Arabic (where a
does not assimilate the L of the article) -- not
Iess extensive.

(c) The appearance of the unassimilated article in
aLd.ufe, aLdebarin, etc. is due to analogy with
words which begin with phonemes which never assimi-
late the article.

None of these arguments has any force. The economy of
Steiger's explanation (Argument (a)) disappears as soon as
aLdufe, aLdebarin, etc. are taken into account. Argument (c)
fail-s to explain why the same process of analogy could not be
behind al-dea and aLdaba. Point (b) is obviously intended to
suggest that it would be inconsistent for a dialect to ex-
tend the domain of the assimilation rule on the one hand,
while restricting it on the other; but this argument is
undercut by Steiser's own admission in (c) that the -Z of
al-dufe, afdebaran, etc. represents the -l of the Arabic def-
inite article. The appearance of l. in these words is also
inconsistent and yet it is a fact. Furthermore, the incon-
sistency becomes comprehensibl-e once we recall that the
immediate source of these loanwords was not the Arabs but
Lhe Mozarabes (Neuvonen 1941-:29-30), the Spanish-speaking
Christian population in the areas conquered by the Arabs.
These l4ozarabes (Arabic mustasrabi "Arabized") did not be-
come native speakers of Arabic for centuries (loc. cit.;
Menendez Pidal 1956:4l6ff) but they must have begun acquir-
ing an imperfect knowledge of Arabic soon after the Arabic
conquest of 711. Forms like al.dufe and atdebarln exhibit
just the kind of mistake-by-analogy which one would expect
to find in the broken Arabic of the first generations of
Ilozarabes. Alternately, the words may have been originally
borrowed without. an l, (cf. adufe and addebaran) only to be
later "corrected"
Arabic loanwords.l

bv
4-

Spanish speakers who recognized them as
This latter alternative is recommended by

the fact that forms with unassimil-ated -Z before d seem to be
rather Late. Afdea is an exception to this rule -- a fact
which suggests that Steiger may be right after all in dis-
tinguishing the Ld of this loanword from the -Zd of aTdufe,
aLdebartn, etc. Until the question is settled, however, it
is best to omit these problematic examples.

We are left with only three of Engelmann's six examples
of 7d for s, but they are, as Malkiel (1950:114-5) remarks,
"tres palabras de gran importancia" and "de derivacidn in-
controvertible." Part of the evidence that makes the etymol-
ogy of these words so certain comes from a Spanish-Arabic dic-
tionary published in Granada in the sixteenth century by
Pedro de AIcaIi ( tl5o5l Lg28). This dictionary, the
Vocabulista arauigo in letra casteJ-Lana, renders ,Spanrsh
ArrabaL with Arabl-:c Rabdd, arbdd,l5 and Spanish ATuagaTd.e
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with Arabic aag[.d.L6 Alcal-de does not appear, but its origin
is so transparent (especially since taf-qa4t was borrowed by
practically every language which ever had contact with Ara-
bic) that it requires no special proof.

CHRONOLOGY AND SOURCE OT THE LOANWORDS

We have very little information on when the l-ateraf real-
ization of ,r was replaced by the modern central realizations
in various regions, due to the fact that the Arab grammarians
did not change their description of the,r when the,r changed.
They simply sontinued to repeat Sfbawaihi's words, apparently
without realizing that the description no longer fitted.l'
There are of course exqeptions to this rule, for example, the
eleventh century philosopher Ibn Sfnd (Avicenna), whose com-
pletely independent treatise on the speech sounds describes ,r
as a stop (elanc L967a:304); the tenth-century linguist Ibn
Jinnf, who reported several colloquial pronu.nciations of
,? in his Kit-ab aL-Tanb1h (apud Al-Jazarf , Kiteb a7-Tamhid,
43) including tql ("they make ,r Ings.t "I8), md tql in Egypt
and North africf ("mixed with !"); and the ninth century
author A1-J-afiz, whose Bag-an contains an anecdote about con-
fusion between ,r and l" in BaEra (Fiick 1955:89). But these are
only isolated reports and, moreover, give no idea of how long
the lateral realization persisted alongside the colloquial
realizations. Thus, any light which the loanwords might be
able to shed on this question would be very welcome.

Unfortunately, the loanwords we have gathered are ex-
tremely difficult to date because of the strong possibility
that their earliest attestations (alcaTde L062, alraual LL46
but also arravalde 95O, aTbagaTde L439; Neuvonen 1941 s.v.,
Corominas 1967 s.v.) in our documents are considerably later
than their real dates of entnf into the language. This pos-
sibility is due not so much to a scarcity of documents or (in
the case of aTcalde and 47raba7, at least) to any unusualness
of the words in questionfe as to the fact that the Spanish
doquments which we possess come from the Christian kingdoms,
whose inhabitants did not begin to use Arabic loanwords on a
large scale until the Reconq,uista broke down the political
and social barriers which separated them from their fellow-
Spaniards, the Mozarabes. In other words, aTcaTde may have
been in use for centuries among l'}l.e Mozara-bes before it be-
gan to show up in Castillian documents in the eleventh cen-
tury, and, thus, we have no assurance that Andalusian,r was
still a lateral at that time.

The source of the words, i.e. the dialect from which they
were borrowed, is even less certain. Colin (1930a:102) sug-
gested that the words had originated with the large South
Arabian segment of the Arab community in Spain, and, indeed, a
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LCp. aTcalde in Old Portuguese and Old Catalan, where it is a Spanish,
rather than Arabic, loanword (Neuvonen l-941:1I0, Batlle Y Prats 1954).

2Throughout this chapter, the meanj-ng given for the l-oanword applies to
the Arabj-c original as weII, unless a separate gloss is given for the Arabic
word.

3Cf. Steiger 19322341-2 for the rendering of Arabj-c i \{ith Spanish e,
and ibid., 312 for the Moroccan form q,8de.

4Cf. B1^, L96!a:94 and l-961-b:2ll-2 fot Middle Arabic forms Like ?a-Z-
qd.d, and Birkeland 1,940:68-9 for the pausal origin of such forms.

5Cp. Portuguese a-Zyaiade (Steiger 1932:165).
bCp. OId Spanish ravald.e, arrabalde alongside arravaL(e), arraba-I,' old

Portuguese arravalde; old CataLan (ar)raval (!la1kie1 1950:115).
'alongside Albaida (Steiger 1932:165) .
8Cp. Portuguese a.Z.draya, aTdraba (Steiger 1932:163). Do these come

from *a.ldlava, *aldl-aba by dissimilation?
9Cp, Portuguese a.ldeia (!{alkj.el 1950:115) .
loatthough the tradition that some Arabs pronounced dEd as an emphatic

Ldn, tn Wallin 1858:634 (see chapter ii above), would have done just as
well. l1"thi" rule [euphonic -1 is inserted before d] does not apply, as En-
gelmann and Dozy believe, Lo aTdea and aTdaba, whose.Z., in my humble opinion
is either the -l of the Arabic definite article which precedes the noun or
the first [d of the] doubled d transformed into the above-mentioned lj-quj-d.
The same can be said of the l. which precedes the d of aidargama for ad-
dargama, aldebaran from ad-debaran, aTdiza from ad-diza, and the emphatic t
of aLtabaque from attabaque."

I2st.ig"r treats 'tal-qd4A as an example of ,i, in final position,
apparenll-y ignoring the final long vowel,

J'Jrr1 61114 it very difficult to agree with the opinion of the learned
Orientalist, in the first place because his explanation does not take into
account the shift of d to l-, Ll-,.ld in finaL position, and then because in
Andalusian Arabic, as in the modern North African dialects, "soIar" assimila-
tion extended as far as e. If the -Z of the article happens to appear in a
few Arabisms (a-ldufe alongside adufe ; aTdebarin, etc.), this has to be ex-
plained as an analogy with nouns that begin with a "Iunar" letter (ai.cantara,
etc.) -- an analogy facilitated by the apparent contradiction in lthe lan-
guage's I treatment of the artj-cle."

I4Nerr.ror, (1941:285) proposes a similar process to explain why the
Arabic definj.te article seems to have been exempt from the Spanish sound
chanqe al > o/ consonant.- I5afcaf6G consistent transcription of "i, with d or a (= 6) as well as
the fact that he does not include ,i, in his lists of letters which have no
equivalents in Latin or Casti-11ian (x, t, d and c according to Arte c iiii
side 2; x, d, !, c and i according to the Vocabulista a iii side 2) shows
that by his tine ,r was no longer a lateral.

l6strangely, Dozy and Engelmann (1869:70) and Steiger (1932:165) no-
ticed the ALuagaJ.de entry but missed the Arra.ba.l entry. Perhaps the editions
they u99d omitted this entry by accident.

r/Cf. the remark of Colin (I930a:92) that "il est assez plaisant de
voir de nombrerxx auteurs arabes modernes continuer de se vanter d'6tre de

recent history of the Maghrib (Abun-Nasr L97Lz87) states that
"the majority of the Arabs who settled in the peninsula were
Yemenites." If so, Colin's suggestion is quite plausible, but
nothing definite can be said until a thorough investigation of
the non-classical features of Andalusian Arabic is made.
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'ceux qui prononcent Le b (?an-netiqEna bi-i-Fd) ' et parler avec emphase
de leur langue, 'la seule qui posslde 1e ,r ' (TuQatun-a d-dddiggal."

I8thi" cannot be intended solely as a report that j, was merged with
5, for if it were, it would apply equally well to the Egyptian and North
African J, which is described next. The statement should be understood,
rather, as a phonetic description of the ,j", and '!i* should be taken as a
phonetic symbol equivalent to tgl, i.e., they make i, into t+1.

l9According to Neuvonen liOaf:SOS), alcaTde is the third most common
Arabic loanword in the thirteenth century Spanish documents, occurring 1038
times in a sampLe of 4.4 million words; arrauaT is in the top thirty.
ALbagaTde, of course, is much rarer.
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Evidence from Loanwords for Lateral ,? in Arabic (II)

ARABIC LOANWORDS IN THE I,,IALAY ARCHIPELAGO
(UAZEY, MINDANAOI AND SULU)

The first schoLar to adduce Arabic loanwords in Malay and
the Moro dialects of the Philippines as evidence for the lat-
eral hypothesis was Karl, Vol]ers (1892:I45fn):

I am much indebted to Dr. Rost (India Office Li-
brary, London) for the suggestion that in the l'lalay lan-
guage the i, of Arabic words is transliterated d7, or 7,
and on the Philippine rsland Mindanio by t onty.

Yushmanov included Malay kadLi t'judge" < qddf (cf. Spanish
al-caLde\, in his sunmary of the case for lateral ,r (L926:42) ,
but Cantineau conspiciously avoided any mention of Malay in
his discussions of the lateral hypothesis, despite his ac-
knowledged reliance upon Yushmanovrs work. Cantineau I1941]
1960:56, for example, passes directly from a dj-scuss
the Arabic loanwords in Spanish to Landberg's report
lateral realization of ,r in parts of South Arabia.

The reason for this omission is no doubt to be sought in
another of Cantineau's sources -- an article by Colin (1930a)
which theorizes that Arabic words in Ma1ay like rel.a "con-
sent"2 < ride(?) and J.ohor3 "noon" < zuhr must have been
transnitted by traders from Sguth Arabia. This is a plausible
theory, for strong commercial ties existed between South
Arabia and Sumatra in the Middl-e Ages, as we know from the
writings of Chau Ju-Kua (Hirth and Rockhilt I9I1:12I,195) and
other contemporary anthors. Cantineau must have been convinc-
ed of the South Arabian origin of the Arabic loanwords cited
by Colin and decided that Landberg's description of the South
Arabian ,r made them redundant. He may not have realized just
how redundant they are, for Colints reference to "traders"
("ndgociants") suggests that re-la and -lohor have been a part
of the l4alay lexicon since the Middle Ages -- an unlikely
assumption, as an examination of early l,lalay dictionaries
reveals. Rel-a (also pronounced redJa according to Hendershot
and Shellabear 1945 s.v.) appears in Marsden's dictionary
(1812) as rid-lE, but is not to be found anlnohere in Bowrey
1701, Haex 1693, Houtman t1603?41 1680, or Neck I6O1.in spite
of the fact that all of these independently composed' dic-
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tionaries (except Neck 1601) are fairly large and full of
Arabic loanwords. Lohor does not appear in any of these
dictionaries, nor does it appear in the Iater dictionary by
Crawfurd (1852).

The same picture emerges from a study of the other
Arabic loanwords with (d)-Z for i, - E found in recent dic-
tionaries like Winstedt 1962 (=W) 6 and Hendershot and
Shellabear l-945 (=H). rn the following list, each word is
followed by the date of the earliest dict,ionary (of the eight
mentioned above) in which it appears, together with its spell-
ing in that dictionary:

r:a-Zat (W) "self-mortif ication" <rigdQat (7962)
meLarat(W) "loss, injury" < madarrat (1812i medlerat)
dLoha (H) , -toha (H) "forenoon" ,lubd (1945)
hafal(W), hapal(wH), apaJ(H) "memorize" <SafaVa (1852;

Haflt-)
apaTkan (H) "memorize" <pafaVa + kan (1852; aafilkAn)
l-a7im(H), dlaljm(W) "tyrannical" <zd.Lim (18.12 ; tfELin)
dLa?if (H) , La?if (H) "weak" <{asrf (1812 i d1eLil
dTarwna (H) , Tanmah (H) "volilel points corresponding to o

and. u" <darmna (1812 i dl-annah)
d.l.arurat(W) "compulsion" <Qarirat (1812i dTaritat)
dljl (W) "shadow" <ziLl (1812; tliL)
Lahir (WH), dlahjr(W) "to be born" <z1hir (1812i tldhir)
Iafal (W) "correct pronunciation of Qur?an; word" <7afV

(1812 i LefetJ-)
hadJ-ir (H), ha-Zrr(H) "present, preparedtr <$dQir (1812;

hddlir, hadler)
hadLerat(H) "royal presence" <hadrat (I8I2i hadTirat)

The only one of these examples which may appear in a pre-
nineteenth century dictionary is JaJ.:m "tyrannical" if it is
identical with Bowreyts ".LaJim, Lo Pervert the Sence of words,
Perversion"; however, the definition given by Bowrey makes the
identif ication uncertain.

Thus, one gets the impression that the rendering of ,r
s with (d)l is a recent innovation in Malay. This impression
is reinforced by the appearance of several- loanwords with d
for s in the earliest dictionaries. Significantly, one of
them -- hadir(kan) "prepare" -- represents the same Arabic
original as hadLir "present, prepared" in the list above.
This loanword is attested in Bowrey 1701 (Hddir, Prepare,
Make ready; uddirawn, Preparation; H1ditcan, to Prepare),
Haex 1631 (Hadir. Paratus, veluti cibos apparate'7), and Hout-
m;ul I1603?l 1680 (toerusten/gereet makenS/hadirken). A second
loanword with d for,p -- feduTi (Winqtedt 1962 s.v.) a tu4E,li
"meddlesome" and tuQiT "kindnesses?"9 -- is attested in Bowrey
1701 (F-adoolee, to Med,d1e, Concern, Regard, Observe, Visit)
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and Haex 1631 (Fadouli. asse-reret tutari, aTicui ben
facereL?l. Lastly, the name of the ninth month of the Islam-
ic calendar is given by Bowrey (in an appendix) as Rarnasln or
Ramadan-

There is another fact which reinforces our initial im-
pression even more strongly: the presence of a large Arab
colony (numbering 70,000 in L955 according to Phillips 1"955:
29) in the Malay Archipelago in recent times. A study of
this-golony carried out in the 1880's for the Dutch govern-
mentll shoived that it was composed almost entirely of natives
of ga{ramawt (van den Berg 1886:1) who spoke a d.ialect in
which,p "est un dh ou d-2,, articule avec emphase" and l" "se
prononce presque comme le Dhad, et lton Ie confond souvent
avec cette dernibre lettre, .6*" dans Ia langue dcrite"
(ibid., 239) . The study also qoncluded that the colony prob-
ably did not pre-date the beginning of the nineteenth century
(ibid. , 104) .

It appears, then, that the dictionaries give us an accu-
rate picture of the chronology of the loanwords we are study-
ing and that the Malay Archipelago at the beginning of the
nineteenth century saw both an influx of Ha{raml araUs and. an
influx of Arabic loanwords with (d)1 = b - J;. This conclusion
is in perfect accord with the judgement of Ronkel (f904:I89)
that "the Arabic loanwords which are really part of the l,lalay
lexicon do not come from Arabic but rather from one of the two
... literary languages of Indian Islam, principally Indian
Persian,t' since Arabic loanwords in Persian never have (d)l
forc-}i.

It should be noted that our d.iscussion up to this point
has centered around Arabic loanword.s Ln modern Malay -- spe-
cifically, loanwords found in Winstedt 1962 or Hend.ershot and
Shellabear 1945. Once we broaden our investigation to include
Ioanwords which appear in the early dictionaries but not in
the more recent dictj-onaries, we discover that our earlier
conclusion represents only one part of the total picture and
that the rendering of ,r with -2. was not totally unknown before
the nineteenth century. Two early examples of this render-
ing have turned up in^the course of this investigation: hil
"menstruation" ,4aC4'" and Ramal.an "the month of Ramadd,n."
The former .pp".is in Bowrey I7O1 (HiLL parampoan, th;
Monthly courses of Women) and. Houtman [1603] 1680 (maen stondt
der vtouwen/hi7 parampouan) but appears to be obsolete now,
having been replaced by other forms of the same Arabic origin-
aI (haid7, haidz; cp. rndonesian haid, hail). The latter
appears only in Houtman [1603?] 1680 (p. 77; Ramalan,
Rarwnalien) out of aI1 the Malay d.ictionaries consulted, but
the fact that it occurs in Bahasa Indonesia (Poerwadarminta
and Teeuw 1952 s.v.) and Javanese (Pigeaud 1963225; nam6lan)
suggests that it may occur in some modern dialects of Ma1ay as
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well -- either as a survival or as a re-borrowing.
Ivluch less certain are the supposed examples of L for j, -

l" in a sixteenth-century I"la1ay translation of an Arabic reli-
gious poem published by G. Drewes (1955). The Arabic Araphsl3
in question -- LfV and zdhr -- are read 7apa7 and Lahjrl4 by
Drewes (ibid., 43) , which is the way they would be read today
by some speakers; however, there is absolutely no guarantee
that they were read that way in the sd-xteenth century. We

have already seen that some Arabic words have been borrowed
three or four times by the Malay language -- each time in a
different form. In fact Lfz and Ehr are cases in point.
Even tod,ay, the former Arabic graph can be read iapa7, 7afa7,
7afaz, and l.afat (perhaps also LafatL) and the latter can be
read Lahjr and. zahir (Poerwadarminta and Teeuw 1952 s.v.).
Similarly, there is no way of knowing whether frd "obligation,
obligatory" is to be read pErJu, pZrdu, fardu or farat (ibid.,
s.v.) in the Trengganu inscription from the fourteenth cen-
tury, the oldest Ma1ay inscription in the Arabic script which
has yet been discovered in Malaya (Paterson 1924; Rauf 1964:
78 and frontispiece). The Arabic orthography of Arabic loan-
words in Malay is no guide since, in all periods, writers have
tried to conform to the classicaL spelling. Of course a
writer who used a different alphabet would not be bound by
Arabic orthographical traditions and it is therefore with
great interest that we examine the l{alay poem in Old Sumatran
characters inscribed on a tombstone dated 1380 (Stutterheim
1936; I,larrison 195I). Unfortunately, though it has several
Arabic words and even phrases, it has no words containing ,r
orJ".

It is clear, then, that the native inscriptions and man-
uscripts do not and cannot be expected to provide any une-
quivocal answers about the history of the Arabic loanwords in
I,lalay. Another possibility might be to date the loanwords by
their (phonological or morphological) shape. This method, of
course, depends upon a knowledge of the linguistic history of
the Arabic dialects from which the words were borrowed. Thus,
for example, we may assume that words with L for l" were bor-
rowed after the merger of l" with ,r in South Arabia. As it
turns out, this criterion is not too helpful, since we have
evidence that the above-mentioned merger had already taken
place by L225, when Chau .fu-Kua wrote his treatise on inter-
national trade. We learn from this work that "Ju-hiang
[frankincensels] comes from the three Ta-shi tArabl countries
of Ma-Io-pa [Mirbat, Murbap.J, Shi-ho tshihr], and Nu-fa
lZutarl" (Hirth and Rockhill 1911:195; cf. also pp. 116,121).
The commonly accepted identifig4tion of Nu-fa with puGr
(ca1led Tsu-fa-6rh, Tso-fa-Ernrb by later geographerslT) must
be considered virtually certain, if only because frankincense
was (with one exception) produced nowhere else but ?uflarl8
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(van Beek 1964:103-4 and cf. also the description of Dufar and
its frankincense industry by Marco polo, II, 44L). The pro-
blem of the rendering n = 3 was solved long ago, in a
brilliant book-review, by Gabriel Ferrand (L925:309):

...si, en outre, on se rappelle que Ies Chinois
emploient assez souvent un caractLr. I n initial pour
Ies mots dtru.ngers pr6sentant un -Z I initiate, on
peut ainsi poser: chinois nu-fa <ancien *nu-fat :
fu-far. L'emphatique arabe s 7 sonne quelquefois comme
un J'{ dans Ia langue parlde de l'Arabie mdridional-e; 1es
Malais rendent ce phonbme graphiquement par un ,r qu'iIs
pronouncent dl., et ici apparait la liquide que les
Chinois ont pu entendre dgalement et noter par un
caractbre h n initiale. soit zuf-ar >*Dufdr >*Dl-ufar >*Lufar >Nu-far.

This explanation, which, inoidentally, was accepted by
Colin (1930:I02), provid,es us with a termjnus ante quem for
the merger of L with.l, in zufir; however, since the termrnus
pre-dates the spread of Islam in the Malay archipelago and
hence (presumably) also the spread of Arabisms, it is even
less useful as a tool for dating than are the inscriptions
and manuscripts. We are left, then, with the European dic-
tionaries and our original conclusions: a) the Arabic loan-
words in modern Malay with (d)7 for b - E were borrowed with-
in the last two centuries from the {adramt dialect spoken in
the Malay Archipelago's Arab colony; b) earlier contacts be-
tween Malay and the Arabic d.ialects of South Arabia left a
few traces in seventeenth century dictionaries in the form of
loarrwords with -l for b which are today largely obsolete.

Turning now to the second half of Vollersr footnote,
concerning the Philippine IsLand Mindanao, we find that this
evidence has been completely ignored by later scholars, p€r-
haps because the vagueness of the reference makes it difficult
to substantiate. Vollersr informant may have been refering to
the Moro (Spanish for "Muslim") dialect spoken by the
Magindanao of Southwest Mindanao,19 which has Arabic loanwords
with L for ,r - l":

-Z.ad "the letter dEd" (Porter 1903:73)
J.a ,,the letter zE? (t"),, (l_oc. cit.)
RamedTan, RamadJan "the month of Ramaddn"

1893 s .v. )

lapal "word" (loc. cit. ) <l-af z

(Juanmarti

The same is true of the Moro dialect spoken by the Sulu of
the nearby SuIu Archipelagor2O
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led "the l-etter ffid" (Cameron L9L7:.2O)
fa? (alongside sa-?) "the letter 7E? (Ioc. cit.)
Lamal-an "the month of RamadEn" (ibid., 34)
Luhul "noon" (ibid., 35) <zuhr

These loanwords cannot, it seems, be considered inde-
pendent witnesses to the pronunciation of Arabic i, - -b since,
according to Cameron (I9I7:131-), they were not borrowed di-
rectly from Arabic (just as alcaLde in Old Portuguese and Old
Catalan probably did not come directly from Arabic):

The (modern) l,lalay element, which came in with Islam
[five centuries ago 1p.1) ] has furnished the terms
referring to days of the week, months of the year,
religious, governmental, and many abstract terms, so-
cial titles, compliments, terms relating to writing
and agriculture, and in general those new words re-
quired by a people developing along commercial and
agricultural 1ines. Most of the words from non-
Philippine languages have come through Ma1ay.

Nevertheless, they may some day turn out to be useful in
separating the older stratum of Arabic loanwords in Malay from
the more recent borrowings, if it can be established that
Cameron's dating of the Malay loanwords in the Moro dialects
is accurate.

lsee above, chapter ii.
2colin translates "satisfaction" but most dictionaries translate

"consent, approve, willing."
3th" .I, in this word represents classical ! rather than classical ,r but

this does not mean that x was also a l-ateral. It simply means that in the
Arabic dialect from which .l.ohor was borrowed, -!; and J, were merged, as they
are in,every modern Arabic dialect (ibid., 92) .eAlthough the book is dated 168O, the card catalogue of the New York
Public Library gives the date of Houtman's death as !627 and mentions an-
other book by him ca]led Spraek ende Woorboeck in de Malegsche ende
Nadagarskarsche talen, Amstelredam 1603. There seems to be some connectj-on
bet\"reen this book and the one I used, since the latter, in explaining the
Islamic calendar on page 77, talks about the years 1600, 160I and 1602.

SArroth". dictionary, Howison 1801, turned out to be dependent upon
nowrey_I70I, and it has therefore been excLuded from the discussion.oI h..r. avoided, wherever possible, citing examples of d7 for ; from
Winstedt 1962, since this dictionary uses d.l. as a conventional Ronanization
of .? (but not 5, which is -.ritten t]) in any Malay word, whether or not,r
is actually pronounced [d1] in that word by Malays of non-Arabic origin. The
method adopted by Hendershot and Shellabear (1945:14) is much better suj-ted
to our needs:

"Malay lexicographers have usually romanized words of foreign origin in
harmony with the spelling of the language from which such words are de-
rived rather than wj.th the way in which they are pronounced by Malays.
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This plan of having a different system for romanizing foreign words ...
has been avoided as far as possible in this work. Such words will be
found spelled according to the l,la1ay pronunciation."

TPrepared, as, to prepare food.
SPrepare,/make ready.
Yfu6l- is one of the plurals of faQt, but the plural generally used for

the fa{t ,rhi.h ^"ur,r "(act of) kindness" ts tafdlL.
lOAssert, observe, do good to someone.
llcf. also van der Meulen and von wissman ltg32) 1964, commissioned by

the Dutch government half a century later-
l2The change ag > i is also reflected in sa-Zamaf-aLicum < salimat

calagktnn (Houtman t1603?l 1680 s.v. yaert-ye-l). Note that l{ausa hag.Z.a "men-
struation" and SomaLi hdgl "id-" represent the same Arabic original.

I3t,t.Lay has of course been written with the Arabic alphabet since the
conversion of the Malays to Is1am.

\lCt. UfA and Lahjr in the l-ist at the beginning of this chaprer.1sl,iterally, "miIk-incense;'r cf. Arabic Lu.ba-n "frankincense" from the
sane root as Taban "milk." Ju-hiang is quite possibly a loan translation.

16thes" spellings may reproduce the name ?ufer as it sounded in a dia-
Iect \'rhich did not have lateral !; cf. Marco Polo's Dufar and Barbosa's
Dofar (Pelliot 1903:637) .

17Ma guan (c. I43O) and Fei Sin (1436). For references, cf. Pell-iot
L963:637 .

18I.e., Ehe region which is today known as Zuf5r and which contains the
modern village of Mirbat or Murbat (-- the city of Shilr j.s 400 miles to the
west, outside of the frankj-ncense producing region but no doubt one of the
ports from which frankincense was expgrted). Chau Ju-Kua and Marco Pol-o were
referring to the rnedieval citg of ZufEr (cf. cuest 1935 for its history)
which gave its name to the region and then disappeared.

l9No doubt the Lanao of Central Mindanao also have such loanwords, but
I was unable to obtain Charles El1iot I s A VocabuLarg and Phrase Book of the
Lanao Moro DiaJect, l'laniLa 1913, or any other description of their dialect.

"This area has been in the news in recent years as the center of a
llosIem insurrection against the Philippine government.



VII.
Evidence from Loanwords for Lateral i, in Arabic (II!

ARABIC LOANWORDS IN WST AFRICA (CENTRAL SUDAN : HAI}SA,
SONGHAY, KANEILBU, KANURII TEDA, DAZA; WEST SUDAN: DYUI'A,
MANDINKE, TEMNE, WOLOE, FT]LA, ?NAGA) NID NORTH AFRICA

(BENI-SNOUS ,KABYLE )

The first scholar to adduce Arabic l-oanwords in an
African language as evidence for l-ateral .r was N.V. Yushmanov
(L926243). The language was Hausa, the Tingua franca of much
of west Africa, and the evidence was the 7 = c rendering which
we have encountered so many times. Yushmanov did not give
examples, but twenty years later Greenberg made a study of the
Arabic loanwoords in Hausa, in which he gave two examples of
this rendering (1947:88) :

calki.l.y'',iudge,' <eal-q5.4f
higla "menstruation" < nagaa

Other examples appear scattered throughout the literature:

lddi "the letter dEd" (Krause 1884:38)
aLwaL(J)a "ab1ution" <?al-wadd?a (Robinson 1899 s.v.)
LuLf o "purif ication" <L-wudd.? (loc. cit. )

fuLuluwa "exaggerated, superfluous" <fuddL (loc. cit.)
ligaf a "hospitality" <dig-af a (Bargery 1934 s..r. ) 1

lahiga, Tagga "the Moslem festival of the 10th day of
Muharram [=the Feast of Immolation] " <dahigga "immo-
Iation" (1oc. cit. and Delafosse 1955 s.v. Lahiga)

RamaLan "the month of Ramaddn" (Dianoux L962-3:6I0)
1/i'f i_ "sexually impotent man" <daf 7f (Abraham L962b

s.v. )

TanTri "personal pronoun" <damTr (Ioc. cit.)
lar-ura "necessity" <darEra (Ioc. cit.)
JIddi--"opposite" <diad (Hiskett L965 z2^5)

LarJ-i "country" <tltar4 (Lacroix 19672:197)

The only other study of Arabic Loanwords in an African
language which tras hitherto appeared in the Semitist literature
is a paper gi-ven by Dianoux (1962-3) at the T\renty-fifth Inter-
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national Congress of Orientalists in l-960 containing three ex-
amples of the f = ,r rendering in Songhay (spoken in Ma1i,
Niger, Upper Vol-ta, Dahomey and Nigeria):

aTwala "faire les abLutions" (verb) <?aL-wadd.?a
ablutions" (noun)

alkaTi "Ie juge" <ca7-qd41
alfaLitTa "pridre surerogative" <2aL-f-a4i7a

"the

However, other studies have been available in African language
journals and grammars. Gouillyrs list (1952:2L6) of Arabic
loanwords in West African languages includes a7ka7i "juge" in
Dyula (a dialect of Mandinke on the Atlantic coast of Senegal)
and aLjkal,i "chef du territoire de Poto-Lokko" in Temne (Sier-
ra Leone). Mouradian's study (1940:278) of Arabic loanwords
in Wolof, today a close neighbor of D1zula but originally spo-
ken in Mauritanian Adrar (Trimingham 1962:13,164), gives hali
(for {<afu?) as a borrowing of Arabic Seqi. The same Arabic
word appears as zal-kdl-i or ?afgafi "judge" (Labouret L952:
248; Lacroix 1967:191) in FuIa (spoken almost everlnohere in
West Africa; cf. Dunstan 1969257), as al.'kali "magistrat,
juge, cadi, chef de police, agent de police" in Itlandinke
(Delafosse 1955 s.v.), and as fagi1i "judge" (Lukas 1937:
221) in Kanuri (spoken west of Lake Chad in the Bornu Pro-
vince of Nigeria).

FuIa has other examples as weLl., Krause (1884:30) re-
ports that the letter {Ed is called vEdj (with v perhaps
rend.ering velarized. l,) or l6ai. A search through two Fula
dictionaries (Taylor 1932 and Labouret 1955) turned up the
following additional examples:

J.afa "be in construct state, annex, join to" <?addfa
(verb) or ?idefa (verbal noun)

l-amdri, Tamiri "personal (or impersonal) pronoun; con-
science" <damlr
liddi "opposite" <didd
-Z,uha "forenoon" r4u4e
mufd.ria "the present tense" <mudEri$
farifJ-a "dime Coranique" <fari:d) "religious duty"

(Labouret 1955 s.v. d?ne)

Examples from It{andinke (Delafosse 1955 s.v.) include (in
addition to al.'kaTi) :

Ramafdna "mois de RamadEn"
Tahiga "mouton offert en sacrifice" <dahiqqa
sblaiuwalua "pribre de la matinde" ,q)lit:u" u4-4uhe

The Arabic loanword,s in the language of ar" .rrar-Kanembrl
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(in Kanem, east of Lake Chad) have been treated by Lukas
(1931:22) and includ.e one example of l- for cz wg-lQi, w9-19_f

"to wash oneself (before prayer)"<.wuQi?. FinaIIy, the Kanuri
Ianguage has (in addition to legili, mentioned above):

armaLAn "the month of Ramadan" (Lukas 1937:215)
,6-Zb "thu religious abl-uti6ns" (ibid., 248) <wud-u?
g!.llu "menstruation" (ibid., 25O) ,}aCq

and the related diaLects of Teda and Daza have 1ehi77e,
fefiJ-l-e "silver" <L-fiQQa (Greenberg 196022L2; cf . perhaps
Kanuri Litilla).

It is remarkable that , pace Greenbergr3 ,o genuine ex-
amples of L for .l" have turned up in any of the languages of
West Africa -- a fact which sharply distinguishes them from
the languages of the Malay Arohipelago. Thus, the Hausa
name of the letter }; is not -Z.E as in lt{agindanao and SuIu,
but sidj (contrast the Hausa name of the letter .r above); and
in rula, ,r is call-ed vtadi or l6ai, whil-e L is ca1Iea sSjli
(Krause 1884:30,38). This fact should be of great interest
to historians of the Arabic Ianguage once the words in ques-
tion have been traced back to their dialectal- source, espe-
cially if that source turns out to be one of the (South Ara-
bian) dialects in which J" later turns up as a lateral (i.e.,
merged with .r) .

CHRONOLOGY OF THE LOANWORDS

The problems we encountered in dating the Arabic loan-
words in Spanish and Malay are mild in comparison with the
problems we encounter here. Arab authors tell us that the
spread of Islam among the bLack peoples of West Africa began
early in the eleventh century (Trimingham 1962:28, Gouilly
L952247), but there are no native documents from this early
period in which we could look for Arabic loanruords; and when
the native chronicles finally begin, in the sixteenth century
(Trimingham 1962:5), they are in Arabic and therefore even
Iess useful for our purposes than the lulalay documents were.
The Latter, since they are written in a language other than
Arabic, at least reveal to us the identitg of the early Arabic
Ioanwords, even if, being written in the Arabic script, they
do not reveal- their phonetic shape; the former, since they are
in Arabic, can naturally teII us nothing about Arabic loan-
words.

In the absence of evidence on the loanwords themselves,
we might adduce evidence on the diffusion of Islam. The date
of islamization of each peopte could be taken as a terminus
post guem for the Arabic loanwords in its language. But these
dates would be of dubious value for the history of Arabic,
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since, as we shall see shortly, many of the Arabic loanwords
we have examined did not come directly from Arabic.

SOURCE OF THE LOANWORDS

The first scholar to deal with this question r.7as Green-
berg (L947). Greenberg posited a North African origin for the
ol-der Arabic l-oanwords in Hausa, and in view of the geograph-
ical (not to mention historical and linguistic) facts, it is
difficult to imagine any alternative.4 Indeed, the present
writer would go further than Greenberg and claim that even the
Later loanwords, for which Greenberg posited a bookish origin.
could not have assumed phonetic shape without a reading
tradition, which once again must have been ultimately of
North African origin. (f say "ultimately'r because Greenberg
(1960) and Hiskett (1965) have shown that this reading tra-
dition and/or the loanwords did not come to the Hausa direct-
1y from North Africa but rather by way of other West African
peoples).5 Hiskett's theory (1965) that all- of the Arabic
Ioanwords in Hausa have a bookish origin is naturally subject
to the same qualification, namely, that the phonetic shape of
Ioanwords, unl-ike their phonological shape, cannot have a
bookish origin.

It would seem, then, that the Arabic loanwords with L
for c spread. thoughout West Africa are evidence for the exist-
ence of a lateral ,r (probably an approximant rather than a
fricative) 6 i., some North African reading tradition or col-
loquial. Further evidence pointing in the same direction
comes from the ,r-isogloss tradition discussed in chapter ii
and repeated here for convenience:

The llaster (sUmar?) used to say: It is the dEd of the
westerners which is the true dEd -- the dd.d of the east-
erners is an emphatic -1. Sheikh cTa aiffered with him
and said: It is the ddd of the easterners which is the
true dEd. The consensus of the scholars favors this lat-
ter opinion.

In utilizing this tradition, it is important to realize that
the two conflicting views presented. are really two conflict-
ing versions of one tradition -- otherwise one may fail to
see that the view of Sheikh sfd is not presented in its en-
tirety. Sheikh sfd holds that it was the easterners who had
the genuine ,r and conversely that the -Z-like ,f was the prop-
erty of the westerners (i.e.the North Africans excluding the
Egyptians). Sheikh sTd's version, which was the one accepted
by native scholars and which is rea1Iy the only logical one
(since the grammarians who set the standards in the first
place were easterners with little interest in the North
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African dialects) , seens to confirm the existence of a lat-
eral approximant ,r in some North African readj-ng-tradition or
colloquial. And yet, several questions remain. why is there
no trace of this Latera1 ,r today? Why does Ibn Jinnt, whose
dialect survey of the various realizations of ,r includes
North AfricarT kno, nothing of this lateral- ,r? Worst of all-,
why don't the many Arabic Loanwords in the Berber dialects of
North Africa reflect this lateral ,r? The dialect of the Beni-
snous (Destaing 1914 s.v.), for example, has 1$4il "ab:-utions"
(cp. Hausa LuLl-o), (fif"e rr5ff1.rr (cp. Hausa Jigafa "hospital-
ity") and edsEf "faible" (cp. Hausa l-a?ifi "weak") but no ex-
amples of f for ,e. A search through a dictionary of the dia-
lect of Kabyle (Ministlre de ]a Guerre L844) in atgeria was
likewise fruitless.

It appears, then, that the lateral North African ,9, assum-
ing that it actuaIly existed, was not nearly as widespread as
the present-day distribution of the L = ,yo rendering in the
Sudan leads us to believe, and that we will not get far by
searching at random through the dictionarj-es of the various
Berber dialects. Let us, instead, focus our attention on the
dialect of the first Muslim missionaries to the bl-acks of
West Africa.

Historians tel-l us that the isl-amization of West Africa
is due in large part to the efforts of the Almoravids (t a7-
mufrbitin). Gouilly (1952247), for example, writes that
"f islamization ne commence en effet dans ces r6gions qu'avec
les Almoravides." The Almoravids were not an ethnic group but
rather members of a militant Islamic movement founded in the
eleventh century j-n Mauritani-a by eAbd Afleh ibn YEstn. They
were recruited almost entirely from among the SanhEja Berbers,
in particular the Lamt-una tribe of Mauritanian Adlzr (Gouilly
L952:48, Trimingham 1962:23). The first goal of these Berber
warriors was to convert their own people by meaas of persua-
sion and jilfad. The movement then turned its attention to
Ivlorocco and Spain, and conquered both under the leadership of
visuf ibn fashufLn (1061-1106). At the same time, Abt Bakr
ibn cumar, after losing control of the movement to Ibn
T-ashufin, went back south to wage holy war against the blacks
of the Sudan until the powerful black state of Gana was sub-
jugated. As a result, "the Soninke of GEna were compelled to
adopt Islam and they not only did so en masse but began to
spread, it amongst the many peoples over whom they stil-l ruled.
. . .Its acceptance by the peoples of the Sahil and l,lasina is
due primarily to their efforts. Their traders converted and
blended with the colnmercr:i.al and industrious Mande Dyula who

carried it to the edge of the equatoriaf forest" (Trimingham
L962230-1). About a century and a half later, these same

Mande Dyula (cal-ted wangEra by the Kano Chronicle) brought
Islam to the Hausa city-states (ibid., 32, 54fn).
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It is clear, then, that the Saheja Berbers played a
decisive role in the islamization of West Africa through the
Almoravid movement -- especially its southern branch under Abh
Bakr. But when we examine the Arabic loanwords in the Berber
dialect of their modern descendants -- the ZnEga (= SanhEja)
of Mauritania -- we find no trace of a lateral ,r. According
to Bassetrs treatment (1909:17) of the Arabic loanwords in
Zndga:

f,e dh t,rl se maintient: tabiodh "plume de 1a flLche,
ar. c L+ Par affaiblissement, iJ- peut devenir un d':
etchfarad.' "obligation" de I'ar. V;il1

A search through Nicolas 1953 turned up three undoubtedly old
Ioanwords with d for cz

ejwbQl "ablutions" (p. \27) <?aL-waE?a
abtar\a\. "obligation" (loc. cit.) <?al--far4

"qE[ 
ith" t"tter dEd" (p. 117)

but no Loanword.s with -Z for e. Nor does it do any good to
point out that Arabic L is rendered by j or its voiceless
counterpattr 6, in these and in many other loanwords due to a

Qnd.ga sound-change J , j (Nicolas 1953:24) , for there are no
examples of j or 6 for ,," either.

The literature on the Arabic dialect of t'tauritania has a
litt1e more to offer, but not much. Cohen (1963:12) reports
that the merger prod.uct of ,rp and l" is a voiced emphatic inter-
dental fricative in Mauritania today but adds the following
footnote:

I1 faut signaler L'existence en Mauritanie d'une
tradition tendant I rdaliser Ie ,? colrEtre une latdrale
emphatique. Te1le que nous avons pu ltentend.re, e1Ie
rdpond parfaitement I Ia description gu'en donnait
Cheikh Sidia au ddbut de XXe siLcl-e: I'extr6me bord d.e

la langue touche les molaires "sans toucher aux dents
de devant. Le milieu de Ia langue doit venir s'appliquer
au milieu [des incisives de Ia m8choire supdrieure] .. . "

AlL of the hedging (e.g., "tendantr" "telle que nous
avons pu Itentendre") makes one reluctant to rely on this
report. The reference to Sheikh Sidia's lfasft compounds this
reluctance since, according to Colin (I930b:138), that work
describes ,r as an emphatic . (qEf ). However, Cohenrs report
is not isolated. Kamffmeyer (189,9:2O4) has pointed out that
".r vielleicht = -2." in the word md.rdl-a, which l-he PoTggl-otta
Africana (Koelle I8542L49) gives, as the word for "sick" in
the Arabic dialect of Adirar. Edirar is, of course,
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Mauritanian AdrEr, the old homel-and of the Lamt-una tribe men-
tioned above. Kamffmeyer could have omitted the "perhaps"
since there is anotler example of I for,l, in the Polyglotta's
iair.r cofumn z ladda pt. litau "frog" (Kamffmeyer's #21-0 =
Koelte 1854:141) <dafda9. of course, this is only one of sev-
eral- different renderings of the AdrEr ,e in the PoLygLotta,
including d, r, | (=S) and dE (=;). And other sources go-ve

mrLdh as the word for "sick" in Mauritanian Arabic (Basset
1909:306, Faidherbe 1887:L26-7) .

It must be admitted that we have not had much success in
our attempt to show that the Berber tribes from which the
Almoravid warriors were recruited pronounced ,r as -1, in recit-
ing the Qur?-n. But not alI of the ALmoravids were SanhEja
Berbers -- some of their leaders, in particular their reli-
gious leaders and teachers, were brought in from the outside.
We know, for example, that the founder of the movement him-
self, Ibn YEsfn, was brought from Morocco by the QanhEja
ruler Yatrya ibn IbrEhfm to "teach his semi-pagan tribesmen
the true doctrine" (Trimingham 1962:22) . Similarly, when
the SanhEja chieftain Ab[ Bakr ibn rumar returned to the
desert from I'lorocco, he brought with hiun a man who had al--
ready estabLished himself as a teacher of theology in the
Maghreb: Muhammad ibn al--Hasan a1-Hadramf (Moraes Farias
L967:855) . This Almoravid teacher and holy man is mentioned
in severaL medieval works and he is a major figure in the
legends and historical traditions of many Mauritanian tribes
today. These traditions associate the "Imdm al-Hadramf"
with Abii Bakr's battles against the Negroes,.and one of them
states that he came from l4orocco to the Sahara with Abtr Bakr
"to islamize the Negro and white unbelievers" (Loc. cit.).
In light of these traditionsr l,loraes Farias (ibid., 86I) be-
lieves that the Imdn al-Hadramf "may have been as important
as Ibn YEsfn, as far as religious teaching and proselytism
are concerned.," especially among the blacks.

The Imam's nisba -- al-Hadramf -- refers of course to
his (or his parents') place of origin in South Arabia. A
second nisba reported by a medieval source (ibid., 855)
a1-MurEdi -- refers to a tribe known to have lived in South
Arabia (Levi Della Vida 1933). ttas the loanword-trail led
us back once again to South Arabia and the l-ateral Hadramf
;p? Naturally it seems fantastic to attribute so many loan-
words in so many languages to one man (although, in actual
fact, we may be dealing with the diffusion of one reading
tradition rather than many loanwords).

On the other hand, we must keep in mind that the Im-am

al-$adramf lived at a turning point in the religious history
of West Africa -- a turning point marked by the fall of the
Soninke empire of Gdna. He may even have presid.ed over the
mass conversions that ensued. These forced conversions, as
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we have seen, set off a great chain reaction in the Sudan,
for the Soninke became missionaries themselves, and their con-
verts in turn converted others (Trimingham 1962:31).

Thus, it is just barely possible that one very active
teacher in the right place at the right time could have left
his dialectal imprint on a huge nrrnrber of converts who had
known nothing of Arabic before their conversion. Certainly,
there is at l-east one l-oanword which can be plausibly traced
back to him: the omnipresent 'taL-kdl-i. This is by far the
most widespread. of all the loanwords we have collected with
L for ,r and therefore probably one of the earliest. It may be
only a coincidence that, according to both of the extant me-
dieval sources about the Imam al-Hadrami, his position was
that of qd{i, or, as he himse}f would have pronounced it,
Se+a. But it seems more like1y that the name of this high re-
ligious office, in its present phonetic shape at least, was
given to it by one of its first and most famous occupants.

Appendix

During the time when the abve chapter was being written,
the present writer was unaware of Kampffmeyerrs theory (1899:
16) that "nach Centralafrika hin eine Einwanderung von
SUdarabien her stattgefunden hat, die von dem Einfluthen d.er
Araber in Nordafrika ganz und gar zu trennen ist. " This
theory, brought to the writer's attention by Prof. Federico
Corriente, seems to account for many of the facts discussed in
this chapter (especially the abundance of evidence for lateral
,r in the Sudan versus the absence of such evidence in North
afriaa), but more facts are needed before any firm conclusions
can be reached.

lB.rg.ry did not, however, recognize the Ara.bic origin of ligafa.
2I am greatly indebted to Professor Haim B1anc for this reference and

for the reference to Gouilly further down on this page.
3The one example that $ras cited by Greenberg (1947:88) -- Hausa nuliddi

"envious person" < muzidd -- does not hold water since no root zdd occurs in
the Arabic dictionaries. Greenberg apparently copied this etymology from
Bargery 1934, his acknowledged (Greenberg )-94'7:9) source, without realizing
that Bargery transliterates ,r with z instead of { (cf. az-zuhag in Bargery
1934 s.v. Tagga). Interestingly enough, he was not as faithful- to Bargery,s
gloss: "a cantankerous person, one with whom it is hard to get on.,' This
translation, given also by Abraham 1962 (s.v.), makes a relationship between
nuLiddi and ljddi "opposite" | < didd) almost certain. Most of the standard
dictionaries do not give ddd in the fourth form, but Dozy l-967 (s.v.) has
three references for mudidd, the most pertinent of which is a reference to
A1ca15's Vocabulista (t1505l 1928). AIcaIi uses Arabic didd ( < d:.dd) to
render both porfia en ma! "stubbornness in a bad sense, pig-headedness', ancl
porfia en bien "stubbornness in a good sense, perseverence," but the parti-
ciple mudid, nudidi.n seems to mean "stubborn" only in the bad sense, for it
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renders porfiado en esta manera "stu-bborn in this way" which comes immediate-
Iy after porfia en maL. It is well known that Andal-usian Arabic was closely
related to the Arabic spoken in Africa, and so there can be no doubt that
nuLiddi "cantankerous" = mud;d "stubborn in a bad way" = nudidd.

lert "f. the appendix to this chapter.5Cf. .1ro Lacroix 1967:188.
6I karo, of no j-nstance where foreigners have transcrj.bed a fricative-

lateral vrith a simple I.
TSee the beginning of chapter viii.
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ARABTC LONNWORDS IN EAST AFRICA (GEEZ, GIJRAGE, HARARI, TIGRE,
SWAHILI, SOMALI)

After aLl the examples of L for i, in west Africa, the
absence of such examples in East Africa is very striking.
Several languages of Ethiopia, both ancient (Geez) and modern
(Gurage, Harari, Tigre), have been combed for Arabic loan-
words by Leslau (1956a tbtci 1958)1 b,rt no examples of f for
,r have turned up (the usual rendering is with d).

The Arabic loanwords in Swahili have been treated many
times (e.s., Krumm L932, ntEiEt<a 1953, wald n.d.; cf. also
Snoxall 1938) but, so far as I know, no genuine2 examples of
f for ,r have been discovered.

The only East African language for which I have found a
report of Arabic loanwords with I for b is Somali. Reinisch
(1903:12) has a list of twelve examples, including:3

irJ.r "countrY" rlat4
hEyl "menstruating" r4ag4 "menstruation"
rial7i "content" <rE,dl'

Unfortunately, these loanwords have little independent value
as evidence for l-ateral ,r in view of the proximity of Somali-
land to South Arabia.4 The same is true of the report,, con-
tained in a remarkable mini-dialect survey by the tenth cen-
tury linguist fbn Jinnfs Viteb aL-Tanblh apud AI-Jazarl.,
Kiteb aL-Tamhld, 43) that the ZayEIie pronounced ,) as an em-
phatic 1:

mina L-9arabi man gajtalu d-ddda zd?an mutLaqan fi jantti
kaf-anihin. . .wa-minhum man Jd guwassiTuhd ? ifd. muxrajihd
ba.L guxrijuhd dinahu mamzd,jatan bi-!-td?i l-muhmaLati Id
gaqd.ar-una c alE &agri ddTika wa-hum ?aklaru 7-mistiggina
wa-baq4u tahli 7-jarbi wa-minhum man guxrijuhd Tdman
mufaxxamatan wa-humu z-zagd.li9 wa-man ddhdhum.

Some of the Arabs make da-d Lnto z-a2 unconditionally in
all of their qtterances...And some of them do not make it
at its place of articulation; rather they articulate it
elsewhere mixed with tE?, being incapable of doing
otherwise. These are the Egyptians and some of the
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Westerners. And some of them articulate it as an em-
phatic JEm. These are the Zayalie and people like them.

Several scholars6 have quoted this passage without iden-
tifying the ZayElis, Professor Haim B1anc was kind enough to
inform me that the ZayEIie are the people of Zaylac,7 and that
they are discussed at some Iength by YEqilt 1n l4urjam aJ-
Bul-ddn (s.v.). Zaylac was a little state "formed and ruled
generally by local dynasties of Somalized Arabs or Somali
strongly influenced by Arabic culture" (Cerulli 1927 2468) .

A distinctive Zaylaf culture emerged in the course of time as
well as a Zaylas dialect "which was a blend of Arabic, Somal'i
and cAfar" (Lewis 1960:218). Its port -- one of the chief
ports of early Abyssinia -- was still in use in the early part
of this century (Grohmann 1933b:1198) and the name Zeila still
appears on the map (near the western bord,er of the Somali
Republic, facing South Yemen across the GuIf of Aden), but
"today Zeila is deserted, an empty place of crumbling mosques
and saints' tombs and its ancient population has almost com-
pletely disappeared" (Lewis 1960:218) .

Could this ancient outpost of Arabia have been the source
of the Arabic loanwrods in Somali with -Z for ,r? Now that the
people of Zaylas have disappeared, and with them their dia-
lect, we may never know.

ILi"h to thank Professor Haj.m Blanc for providing me with the refer-
ences fo these articles by Leslau.

'By a curious coincidence (if it is indeed a coincidence), F. Stuhl-
mann, Beitriige zur KuLturgeschichte von Ostafrika, Berlin 1909:l-12, derives
serma.l.a "Zilunermannnfrom a non-existent Arabic sirmaQQ, according to Krurun
(L932227). Like Krumn, I have been unable to find this word in the diction-
aries (.LjsEn al-rArab, TEij a7-cArEs, etc.), but I still feel that there must
be somq kernel of fact, however small, in Stuhlmannrs d.erivation.

'These are three of five examples whose meaning I was able to verify
using Abraham I962a. The other two were nbol. "al-ive" and Liba 'rt\^rorrr

4Orre receives the impression from modern travel accounts that natives
of the two areas often visit and reside j.n each otherrs countries. Thus,
Krapf collected his Mehri and Shahari word-lists from native South Arabians
Iiving on the Somali coast (Er'rald 1846:310), while Phillips describes in sev-
eral places (L966:L64,166,2O3,23O) his contacts with Somalis in ZufEr.

5Bravm.nn (1934:53) and Bouvat (1913:307) quote the same text -- the
former citing Mulranunad Maki- as his source, the latter citing AbE Motrammad
Sayyid fAlf Al-NUri. I am greatly indebted to Professor Haim Blanc for in-
forming me that the text also occurs in Al-Jazarlrs KjtEb aJ--Tanhid and for
sending me a photostat of the text-

lct. ttre preceding footnote.tZayelic is, of coulse, the broken pluraI of Zaglarl.



Ix.
Evidence fuom Ruldayu - Rdy for Lateral i' in Arabic

By far the oldest piece of evidence for lateral ,r dates
from the reign of the Assyrian king Esarhaddon (680-669 BCE).
This king restored to the Arabs of Adumatu (Biblical Or*i(t),
the Dtimat al-Jandal of the Arab geographers, modern Jawf )
deities which his father, Sennacherib, had taken from them.
The deities are actually named in a contemporary royal in-
scription (Borger 1956:53, Pritchard 1969t29L) : Atarsamayin
(A-tar-sa-ma-a-a-in), Day, Nulay (Nu-ha-a-a), R.rldayu
(Ru-u1-da/!a-a-a-u), Abiri1lu, Atarquruma.

It was probably obvious from the start that Atarsamayin
was fAttar (earlier cattar) of Heaven, known throughout the
Semitic world under the names tBtar and sA5tart (Astarte).
But it was not until 1955 that Jacques Ryckmans (1956:5) and.
Riekel-e Borger (1956:53) identified more of them.

According to Ryckmans, Ruldayu and N.$.y are the same as
Rdw or R$y'^and Nhy, pre-Islamic deities who are often invoked
in Thamudicz and Safaitic inscriptions. This identification
was strengthened by the fact that ngw-R{V had already at the
beginning of the century (Dussaud 1903:60) been equated with
the Rabieite and Tayyite deity Ru$E3 (Lane tl874l 1968 s.v.,
Wellhausen 1961:58) whose vowels are nearly identical with
those of Ruldayu -- the one difference being the result of a
well-known sound change in Arabic, agu > d.

Borger's 1956 rendering of Ruldagu as RudSu (p. 53, Iine
11) makes it clear that his discovery of the h.uTdagu = Ru4-a4
equation was independent of Ryckmansr, but it was not until
1957 that he published an article explaining his rend.ering.
He went further than Ryckmans in ad.ducing this equation
(1957:10) as a proof that "d damals,wenigstens in Nordarabien,
lateral ausgesprochen wurde."

Other scholars have been noticeably cautious in report-
ing this discovery (Fischer 1968:56, Winnett and Reed 1970:
76). It will not be superfluous, therefore, to present fur-
ther evidence in favor of the equation.

First, there is the rendering of i, with l-d or lt. This
is paralleled in the Spanish and Portuguese borrowings from
Arabic:) al-caLd.e < caL-qd41 "the judge r" azrabaZ,de <

?ar-raba4 "the suburb" and albagaTde < ?al--bagad "white lead."
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It is also paralleled in transcriptions of the MSA d made by
field workers over the last century. Bent (1900 t44L) , for
example, gives KaLdi as the word for "judge" in Socotri. The
word for "glest" in Mehri is Ldif (or dlif) according to von
Maltzan (1873;259) . Matthews (L969223) reports a name ?Aldi
in Sh4hari which is obviously identical wilh the Shahari name
A;i <2 = ql reported by Thomas (1937 z28L) .6 tt is clear then
that Ld is a perfectly normal way for foreigners to represent
"p and that the equation Ruld,ayu = Rgy = Ru$E is phonetically
unimpeachable.

In addition to the linguistic evidence, there is epi-
graphic evidence which strongly supports the Ruldayu = R{E
(R$w) equation. lrlinnett and Reed (I970:75,80) have published
four inscriptions from the Jawf area which invoke Rdw. The
reader will recal-f that it was from Jawf (ancient Adumatu)
that Sennacherib carried off Atarsamayin, Nuhay, Ruldayu, etc.

one of the four inscriptions, found only thirty miles
from Jawf (in SakEkah) and written in the Jawfian script,
reads (according to Jamme L972:524) as fo]lows:

hrdw wnhy wTtrsmn scd ncl wddy
O RSw and Nhy and Ttrsmn, help uel and Ddy.

In this remarkable text it is clear that Ttrsmn and Nhy are
Assyrj-an Atarsamayin and Nuhay. There can be no doubt, then,
that the third deity invoked in this inscri-ption, Rdw, is also
one of the deities carried off by Sennacherib from this very
area.

l"Th. s.f^itic Arabs worshipped the god under two aspects, RDw and
RDY, possibry the evening and morning stars respectively." (winnett and Reed
1970275.) Only Rdw occurs in Thamudic inscriptions.

"I'lore precisely, Thamudic inscriptions of the Najdf type as opposed to
HijEzf^and Tabukf (Winnett and Reed 1970:76,80).

rThere are two spellings of this name in Arabic z \f) n4y (witfr hj.stor-
ical I still preserved in the orthography but not pronounced), corresponding
to Ruldayu and Safaitic R{y, and to: RdE ( with E reflecting original final
-ar*u) corresponding to Safait,ic Rdw.

eBorger speIls the name RudE? but I have been unable to find this
spellipS in the sources.

-See above, chapter v. I shoul-d point out, however, that the Spanish
examples may not be exactly comparable to Ruldayu if ld in the former comes
from d-I by metathesis as Martinet (1953:74) supposes. As Martinet points
out, d-Z > -Zd is a regular Spanish sound-change. It converted Vulgar Latin
sequences like duJ,, ti7, ttuJ., tu-I and tftu-l into O1d Spanish -ld instead of
the expected dl. (Malkie1 1950:105,110). cermanic di.i. was also metathesj-zed
into Id it TueLda < TheodiTa (ibid. , I12). Most important of all for
Martinetts argument, but overlooked by hi.m, is the treatment of Araloj_c t-Z
and frl in Old Spanish: arreTde < ?ar-ral7 "a weight -- 4 l/2 grams in
modern Egypt" and ba.i.de < batil- " (in) vaj-n" (Neuvonen 194l:296, Griffin
1961:57, Malkiel 1950:116) .
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It is also interesting to note, for the purposes of comparison, that
Arabj.c L is on rare occasions also rendered by Jd in Spanish and Portuguese:
OId Spanish galdifa (alongside the more common (aJ)califa) < xaflfa "Caliph";
and Old Portuguese cabil-da (alongside cabila in Old Portuguese and O1d
Spanish) < qablla "tribe " (Malki.el- 1950:116). This is a very marginal ren-
dering, however.

6Both *.., report that the name is the Shahari equivalent of Ara.bic
cAlf. This is comprehensible in light of the Shahari. sor.rnd-change 1 > 2 / i;
see the section entitled "Shahari l" in chapter iii.



x.
Evidence fuomQilda - Qilda for Lateral ,-i in Arabic

We have already pointed out that the Arabic phoneme which
corresponds etymologicalty to MsA /+/ is ,i;. Though pronounced
tEl today, ana .[E] or tEl in the standard Arabi-c of
Sfbawaihi's d.ayl, there is evidence that at an earlier period
(or in a different dialect) Arabic # was a fricative-l-ateral.

The evidence comes from a pair of doublets reported in
Lisdn al--eArab s.v.q'iJda on the authority of the ninth-
century grammarian AI-KisE?I:

guqdlu 7i-tuf7i s-samni 7-qiTdatu wa-7-qi6datu
wa-L-kudddah-

The sediment of clarified butter is called qiTda or
,v-qJ-saa or Kuaaaa.

Brockelmann included these doublets in his Grundriss (1908:
235) but it was not until- Cantineau's masterful- Cours ( t19411
1960:63) that the doublets were adduced in support of the lat-
eral hypothesis.2 The doublets were of crucial importance
for Cantineau's argument since he had no other evidence for
the existence of a voiceless fricative-lateral in Arabic , ot,
for that matterr dry other Semitic sub-group besides I,1SA.

Strangely enough, in spite of the crucial importance of this
evidence, he failed to exploit it fu1Iy.

As an isolated phenomenon, a pair of doublets like qiSda
- qiTda may be interpreted in many ways, not all of which
strengthen the lateral hypothesis. But taken together with
two other pairs of doublets (one of which is cited by
Cantineau in another connection), it provides compelling evi-
dence for the existence of a lateral ,-i at some undetermined3
time in the history of Arabic or even Pre-Arabic:

ciqqajaea - eiTtajaea4 "he ray down (on his side) "
jr4d5 - jaTd "hard"

At first glance, ju4d - jald seems different from
?idtajaca - tilfajaca and qi5aa - qilda -- so different in
fact that Brockelmann dealt with it separately and Cantineau
ignored it completely. tn ti4tajaea - ?iTtajaea the change
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was clearLy to J., since the root which appears in all other
environments is {je. The same is true of qiEda - qiLda, where
the root of qiEda appears in the form qu3Eda while the root of
qilda appears nowhere el-se. Tn jadd - jald, on the other hand
the doublet with -l seems to be original, judging from the syn-
onyrm jatld "hard" and plural- forms l-ike ?ajfEd and jiTdd alrd
from the lack of such forms corresponding Lo jadd. According-
Iy, native grarnmarians and modern scholars present jadd and
?ifiajaqa as the products of two different sound-changes.

Actually, the difference is only apparent. Assuming
that the direction of the sound-change is .r > J, we can
easily explain l- > ;e as a hyper-correction. Whether jadd is
only a hyper-correcl speTTing (and is to be read [ja1d] ) or
whether it represents a hyper-correct pronunciation (and is
to be read tja$al ) cannot be decided.

Again, at first glance, 'tidtaiaqa - ?illajala and jadd -
jaTd do not seem aII that similar to g:Eda - qi7da, since they
involve ,i" and l. rather than & and l. Closer examination, how-
ever, reveals that they are tied Eo qiEda - qiTda by the fact
that in all of them the free variation occurs before apical
stops.6 The importance of this similarity cannot be exagger-
ated, for it is only this link which aIlows us to explain the
more obscure doublets involving ,.i and -2. in the light of the
other, better understood doublets with i, and J.. I say that
the doublets with j, and f are better understood because
Slbawaihi's description of the ,r as a fricative-Iateral pro-
vides a clear phonetic rationale for the change from ,r to l
before homorganic (i.e. apical) stops: since r was basically
a velarized J. plus audible friction, a shift from ,r to l, in-
volved only a Loss of friction. Such a change is perfectly
in ord.er before a homorganic non-fricative.

This is where the link established by the apical stops
comes into play; for if loss of friction is the operative
mechanism in ,r > 7/ apicaL stop, it is reasonable to suppose
that it, is the operative mechanism in # , 7/_apical stop as
wel1. Now, a loss of friction will" not ordinarily turn 5 into
J,, but it wiLL turn * into -1,, which could then easily become
voiced to f before d. o

Thus, seen in the context of ;r , 7/_apical stop, the
sound-change ,. > 7/_apical stop becomes a convincing argu-
ment for the lateral hypothesis. Cantineau failed to point
out that context, thereby leaving the grlda - qiTda doublets
open to many other interpretations.

Cantineau also overlooked crucial evidence from what may
be7 the only living Arabic dialect which has preserved & as a
frisative-lateralr-?ppdr€ntIy because he was unaware that such
a dialect existed.o Rhodokanakis' description (1911:82) of
the (North) Arabic dialect of ZufEr contains the following
remarkable statement.
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Vorrnichtspirantischem Dental (t) wird Q zu 7, z.B.
eltldget 72,LO Ca4lAS l-O9,2L (Brockelmann 85a3, in
unserem Falle s.o. wohl nur, indem schon d die
Zungenstellung von trt vorbereitet); meist wird aber
eTtldget, gaTtag gesprochen.

Here we see precisely the same altemation of ,r with L that
we found Ln ti4tajara - ?iltajaca, in precisely the same en-
viron:nent. The parallel was also noticed by Rtrodokanakis, as
we see from his reference to Brockelmann.

Another example of this alternation is found in Socotri
where the root dbc occurs unchanged in Zeaifcek "j'ai
considdrd comme peu nombreux" but alternates with Lbc in
cl-tibe?en "j'ai une petite part" (Rfi;idka 1909:171, Leslau
1938:360). Surprisingly, Socotri has the same alternation
of d with l, before s and 3 as well:

*Tirha{ "to wash" (literally: "that he may wash") -
7irha7-s "to wash her" (Lesl-au 1938:30)

*imerod. "il a soign6" - imeroL-i
cit. )

"iI 1'a soignJ" (Ioc.

Socotri also has an alternation of i with J., a parallel
we would have taken up sooner had it not been for the fact
that this alternation apparently takes place only before s
and i:

*i?oi "ir pousse" - i?ol--Z "iL le pousse" (ibid., 32)
*ilei "iI aide" - ifeJ-s "il r'aide" (l-oc. cit. )

Leslau gives no examples of ! t l7_upical stop and a serarch
tlrrough his .Lexigue reveaLs only counter-examples z mistihi
"trisle" ( , i6c" "se soucier" ibj-d., 423-4) and mjitef
"qui a la tLvre fendue" (ibid., 428) .

AII of these parallels overlooked by Cantineau and
mutatis mutand,is by Leslau give q':.Eda - qiTda great weight
as evid.ence for lateral ,-i. They also have an interesting
by-product: a possible explanation for the Arabic doublets
rakaQa - rakaLa "kick (esp. a horse, to make it run) " (Lane
1L874) 1968 s.v.) and markad - matkal "the place on a horse's
body which the rider kicks to make it run" (loc. cit.).

Let us assume that originally only rk{ existed. When
this root was conjugated in the perfect, where half of the
suffixes begin with t, it was no doubt affected by the sound-
change (( > l1_apicaT stop) which we have discovered. If so,
the fol-Lowing paradigm resulted:
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rakaLtu
takaLta
rakafti
rakada
rakadat

rakala originated
with (velarized) 7

Thus rkL (which today occurs in aII environments) may have
been created out of forms like rakal,tu, etc. on the other
hand, it is just as possible (and sinpler) to assume that

rakadnd.
rakaLtum
rakal-tunna
rakaQi
rakadna

in one of those dialects which merged {
9

lsee chapter iii, fn. 30, and chapter xi, fn. 2.
2Both Brockelmann and Cantineau give the meaning of qiBda - q'iJda as

'ra kind of plant full of milky sap" but .LisEn a.l-tAraD has this meaning only
for gilda. The meaning common to both giSda and qilda is "sediment of clar-
ified butter. "3a]-fiseei's life-time provides, of course, a terminus ante quem for
the change qiEda > qilda, but no terminus post quem can be given.

4This form occurs in a verse by Manztrr ibn {abba al-Asadl (Cantineau
[1941] 1960:55), presurnably of the tribe of Asad located near the Euphrates
(Caskel 1960:684).

-According to AI-SuyUtL's Muzhir (p.228), this form occurs in the
oiwZn al-Ada.b of AI-FEr-abf, who may be identical with the famous Turkish
philosgpher of the same na.me.

6Th" gra*marians who reported these doublets differ from the present
writer concerning the conditioning of ,r > L or I > b, e.g. Sfbawaihi (p.
480) :

wa-mitlu frLika qawlu bardi -Z-faraDi .ltajaca fi iiajaralabdala f-ldna makdna 4-Fda karahigata Ttiqdti
L-mutbaqagni fa-?abdaTa nakdnahE ?aqraba 7-Surifi ninbd
fr 7-muxraji wa-7-1in4ird.fi wa-qad buggina fr7ika.
similar to tirat is the utterance (?ilgalaca for ?idfajaca)
of some Arabs \,rho put J-am in place of fid out of an aversion
for the meeting of two emphatics [i.e., in sequences like
dfl, replacing {Ed with the consonant closest to it in
place of articulatjon and "deviation" lfrom the median
line of the palatel -- this has already been explained.

We need not worry about contradicting Sifbawaihi on this point. It is
true that Sibawaihi had an intimate acquaintance with the fricative-
latera].}, but he seems to have had no evidence for a sound-change ;? , f/
_ enphatic beyond the word ?iltajaca taken from a poem. As a result, we are
justified in wondering whether the supposed aversion of Arabs or Arabic to a
sequence of two emphatics is not in reality an ad J:oc explanation. For A1-
suyEgl's ait hoc explanation of jaild - jaTd see chapter xi, fn. 3.

'But cf. chapter ii, fn. 32.
Ecf. hi" statement (1960:56): "En dehors de ces deux dialectes

[Andafusian Arabic and Datfnf Arabic], j-]. ne reste plus de traces de la
prononciation lat6rale du {ed. En conclusion, qu'il soit passd i glou I -2,

on peut dire que fe {Ed a disparu des dialectes arabes modernes."
Ycf. chapter ii.



xI.
Evidence from a Ninth-Century Grammarian for Lateral ,-'" .

in [Pre-] Arabic

We have seen that there is evidence that ", was a lateral-
at some undetermined time in the history of Arabic or even
Pre-Arabic. Additionat evidence for lateral .i:, this time of a
more historically concrete nature, comes from a hitherto neg-
Iected statement attributed to AI-KisEzt (born c. 805), Stba-
waihi's famous contemporary and rival.1

Sllcawaihi himself knows nothing of a lateral J. In his
"approved" phonetic system, !in, Like jim and qd?, is produced^
between the middle of the tongue and the middle of the palatez
(Sllcawaihi, p. 453) -- not between the edge of the tongue and
the corresponding adjacent teeth as in the case of dEd and
Len. Slcawaihi also reports an approved voiced variant (the
v-5fn which is ]ike j-tm, p.452) but no lateral variant, dp-
proved or unapproved. It is important to realize, however,
that this omission does not in any way damage the credibility
of the tradition we are about to cite, since what the tradi-
tion reports is a dialectal pronunciation and Slcawaihi was
not particularly interested in the Arab dialects (Rabin 1951:
7).

The tradition in question, reported by Kofler (1940:92)
from 

"Ej 
aJ.-cArEs (s.v. mu{!), is in the form of a comment-

ary on the word mu{!:

QdJa 7-Kisd?I: higa Tugatun l-i-rabTcata wa-7-gamani
V V? - V V-'gaJ\ aluna s-sfna dadan bayna s-s-rnL wa-cl-clad.)- gagra

xdlisatin, ?ag lagsat bi-Qddin sahlhatin wa-Ld Efnrn
sahfhatrn; wa-gaqil-ina ?agdani dtari 71 nit-La Starj lf .

Al-Kise?f said: It is a dialectal variant of Rabicah
and the Yemen(ites) who make Ein into a d]ad which is be-
tween lfn and dEd (and is) impure, i.e. neither a real-

- 
t-

dd.d nor a real 3fn; they also say ?:dtari fI. = ?istari
ir "bry for me."

Now, statements like gajcaltna E-bTna dddan "they make
5fn into dEd" in medieval works on Arabic arammar cannot in-
v4riably be accepted at face value, for, though they sound
like general rules, based on empirical data which the author
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has simply negJ-ected to report, they can at times be ad hoc
rules (Blanc 1967a:299) possessing no more empirical val-ue
than the doublet they were made up to explain.'

This is evidently not true of our passage, however, for
it goes beyond what anyone could reasonably have inferred
from the nuqt - muEt doublets. One cannot hetp but notice
that the author of this passage was trying his best to des-
cribe a phone which he had heard with his own ears -- a
phone which did not exist in standard Arabic but which was
close to j,. That phone can only have been [*], as I shall
now try to show.

We know that j, was 1) emphatic, 2) voiced, 3) fricative,
4) lateral in AI-Kis5?i's time from the description of his
contemporary, Slbawaihi. If the Rabisite and Yemenite .;;

sounded to Al-KisEzi like an "impure" c, it must have lacked
one or two of these features -- but not just any one or two.
It cannot have lacked the lateral feature for, if it had,
AI-KisA?i woul-d have said, "they make dEd into zd2!'4 It ..rr-
not have lacked the fricative feature, for in that case, he
woul-d have said, "they make da-d into LEm mufaxxama (velar-
ized LEm) . "5

The point is that these two features are essential in-
gredients of the ,r and dny phone which did not have them both
woul"d not be aptly compared to the ,r. Voicing and the empha-
tj-c feature, on the other hand, are redundant in the,r, for
no other Arabic phone is classified as both ruxrara "fricative"
and rn:n hZffati l--Lisdn "lateral-" -- de-voice or de-emphasize
a c and it will remain recognizable as a ,16 albeit an "im-
pure" ,p. It follows that AI-KisE?I must have been reporting
a voiceless and/or unemphatic fricative-lateral.

This also follows from the phrase "between 3:-n ana qad."
Since both of these are fricatives, anything between them
woul.d certainly be a fricative. Combining the other features
we get l>,) (emphatic or unemphatic) and [1] (emphatic or unem-
phatic) as possibilities. The former phone is an unlikely
choice, however, since it would have been easily and more
clearly described. as ?aE-Efnu L-Lati ka-7-j-tm "the 3In which
is like jfm" (Slbawaihi, 452).

The reference to Yemen clinches the point, for Yemen,
which classical-Iy included Zufar and the Mahra country
(Grohmann L933a:L250), is precisely the area where ,i is
realized t+l until this very day. of course, it is not
Arabic # which is so realized but MSA ,.i -- or rattler the MSA

phoneme which corresponds to Arabic .i and is written with the
same symbol by MSA speakers (e.g. Carter's informant). But
the ancestor of MSA may have been intelligible to Arabs in
the ninth century C.E. Even if it wasn't, individual cognates
are and were easily recognizable, so the correspondence of
MSA + to Arabic ! must have been widely known, especially to
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bilinguals. It is even possible that native speakers of MSA

used * in their Arabic as wel1.
We see, then,that AI-KisE?I's description of the Yemen-

ite ,r,, when interpreted as above, accords with what we know
of .i: in that area today. If the Mesopotamian tribe of
Rablqah had the same ,., it follows that the realization of ,-i

as tE] is an innovation, since the common ancestor of MSA and
the Fableah dialect must be the ancestor of every Arabic
dialect, and in that ancestor ,.i was realized t+1 .

lcf. 
"1"o 

the passage from Ibn yaetE quoted in chapter iv, fn. 11.
2Many students of Slbawaihi have interpreted this description as re-

ferring to tgl (i.e., a sound like spanish g, Polish J or the German "ich-
Laut") rathei tfran [3], but two leading experts (Blanc and Blau) are scep-
ticaI, see chapter iii, fn. 30. Everyone agrees, however, that since it
contains no reference to hAffatu 7-Lisdn, it does not describe a lateral.
Eurthermore, Snrawaihi tells us explicitly that i, has no non-emphatic
counterpart, although this is not decisive since voiceless 3 would not be
the exact non-emphatic counterpart of the voiced i,.

JA good example is found in Al-Suytrtfts Kitdb a7-Muzhir (p. 228):
wa-ft dAwdni J--Tadabi Li-7-fatdba rajuTun jaddun'tag
jaldun, gajralEna L-f-ama dddan mara 7-jani ?idd. sakanati
7-7d.m.
And in the DfwEn a7-?Adab by al-rfrEbit rajuL jadd,,
that is jaTd I a hard man I ; they rnake .2,-am into dEd in
the vicinity of j1.n when the l.-am is not followed by a
vowel.

Thj-s very detailed rule seems tailored to fit the doublets jaQd - jald
and no other. It cannot even be considered a general rule about the doublets
(i.e. "they habitually pronounce jaTd as jadd") for, by A1-SuyEtirs own ad-
mission, he found the form jadd in an older titerary work. In conclusion, it
is interesting to note that the Arab grammarians had the terminology for dis-
tinguishing a general rule from an ad hoc one, as we see in the following
passage by Ibn Jinnl, quoted by A1-Jazari in Kitd.b al-TaLnnfd (p. 43): mina
7-rarabi man gajtaTu 4-Fda zd?an mutTaqan fr jamfci kal-amihim "some of the
Arabs make d6d into.zE? unconditionally in all of their utterances."

fcp. iU" Jinnl's statement quoted in the previous footnote.
'Cp. Ibn Jinni's statement quoted in chapter viii, the anonymous tra-

dition quoted in chapter vii, A1-Suyiit=rs statement quoted in fn. 3 of this
chapter, and Sncawaihirs statement quoted in chapter x, fn. 6.

6sIbawaihi, who was interested mainly in standard pronunciations ap-
proved for Qur?En readers, says that it "goes out of the languag"" 1p. 455),
i.e. ceases to exist.
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Evidence from Arabic,i- j, Doublets for Lateral,i;

in [Pre-]Arabic

We have already considered two pieces of evidence for
Iateral .i in (ere-) Arabic. We now turn to a third piece of
evidence for lateral op which is similar to the first
(AI-KisEaf 's statement that the Rabfcite .i; sounded like an
impure ,i") in that it depends on a prior demonstration that j,
was a lateral, and to the second (qi\da - qiTda) in that it
consists of doublets. Specifically, we will be examining
pairs of ;e -.i doublets, collected by Kofler (1940), Rabi-n
(195I), Fischer (1958), and Kurylowicz (1973) , for the pur-
pose of showing that, if ,r was a lateral , ". must have been
one as well-.

Kofler's doublets muEt - rrruq|, have already been dis-
cussed. In the light of AI-KisE?I's explanation (whether our
interpretation of it is right or not) it is questionable
whether there ever was such a form as mu4t. Al-KisEzf (or
someone else) may simply have written this word with a .r in
an attempt to render the Rabicite-Yemenite phone which was
between 4 and i;, even though this phone was etymologically a
;. On the other hand, Al-Kise?f may have just been guessing
about the origin of this word. If his guess was wrong, and
mu3t - mudt are genuine doublets, the sour.rd change which pro-
duced them was probably ,; > b /_emphatic.- This would
strongly suggest that ,r was the emphatic counterpart of ,r
at some time in history.

Two more pairs of ,r - .i; doubLets were d.iscovered by
Rabin (1951:33) : e illawq - s j-Zl.araE 

" jackal" (Ibn Durayd,
s.v.) and nEda - nEEa "carry" (NaEwEn s.v.). Both ciTlawq
and nEda are Yemenite forms, according to nabints sources,
but we need not be unduly concerned about the possibility
that the ,r in these words is a rendering of the lateral
Yemenite ,.i, for the simple reason that 9z-LJ,aw! and nEEa
(unlike muEg) are also given as Yemenite forms. Unless the
ir of ndda and the .i of nEEa both represent ,i as it was real-
ized in two different dialects or as it was transcribed by
two different field workers -- which is quite unlikely2 -- we
must assume that it is not ,r but .i which represents the
voiceless lateral fricative in thiS pair. The same is true
of giltaw4 - cillawE. Moreover, only a non-Yemeriite would be

lo2
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like1y to render the lateral- .i; with a ,r, because only a non-
Yemenite would make acoustical similarity the sole criterion
for his choice of a rendering. A native South Arabian like
NaEwEn woufd know that the lateral .r, was simply a dialectal-
form of the standard non-1ateraI .r, and would probably repre-
sent it accordingly. On the other hand, it should be kept in
mind that, even if these doublets are genuine, they can tell
us only about the North Arabic dialects of South Arabia,
which may have been subject to South Arabic influence.

Another collection of & - .F doublets, and a rather ex-
tensive one, was published by Fischer (1968:59-60):

Sarr "B'cises"

ma5e " (zu Fuss) gehen"

darr "schaden, Schedigung"

mada "hindurchgehen,
vergehen"

Eummaxr "hochmiitig"

EalJ-at gaduhu "seine
Hand mijge verdorren,
verschwinden"

-vbagga1a l--fdhu wajhahu
"Gott miige sein AnLIitz
gliinzend machen"

xafai "krankhafte
Verengung der
Augenlider"

gama\ I'schwachsichtigkeit "

haiara " (zum letzten
Gericht) versammeln"

xalaca "demUtig sein'l

racaEa "zittern"

nagaEa "wackeLn, sich
bewegent'

dunanaxr "hochmiitig"

dafLa "verloren gehen"

baggada "weiss machen"

xafada " (die Lider)
senken"

?agmada "die Augen
schliessen,
bIinzeIn"

hadara "anwesend sein,
ans'dssig sein"

xadata "demiitig sein"

raca4a "zittern, beben,
sich winden"

nagada "hin- und
herwackeln, unruhig
sein"

This is also a collection of uneven quality. The best
doublets in the list are naturally those reported by the na-
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tive l-exicons themselves l.Summaxr - d.ummaxr3; note also the
very distinctive shape and length of the two words) or at
least hinted at by them (baggaEa - baggada4l. uost of the
word-pairs, however, were matched up by Fischer on the basis
of dictionary definitions, and they range from near-perfect
synonyms (xaEaca - xadasa) to words whose meanings bave been
subtly distorted to make them match (xafai - xafadas).

The largest collection of b - e doublets is that of
Kurylowicz (1973:28):

baEaka "to cut" badaka "to cut off"

hada?a "idem"ITaZa?a "to set f.ire"

xa3aTa "to be humble,
subservient"

Eabila V (sic, for
Eabata?) "to sieze"

Eaxaza "to tear out oners
eyett

Eafaza "to kick"

jaYEa "to cover"

fa5a "to spread"

q,a3afa y "to be
scattered"

maYaja "to chew"

naBifa "to be sucked up"

xadaca "idem"

dabata (sjc, for dabata?)
ttidemtt

daxaza "idem"

dafaza "idem"

i"4a

fadd

ttidemt'

"to be spacious"

qadata 7 "idem"

madaga "idem"

nadafa "to suck
udder) "

dry (the

haEama t'to breakt' hadama "idem"

waEiaha "to comment a
text"

waddaha "to make cleart'

The following j" -.i doublets are rejected by Kurylowicz (1oc.
cit.) on the grounds that root-final ,1" and,r "could represent
independent'determinativesr (enlargements of biconsonantal
roots) rr:

baggaEa "render one's
face fair"

baggada "idem"



It is very difficult to evaluate this list. because many of
the items on it do not appear in standard dictionaries like
wehr 1966 and Lane 1L874) 1968. It is a pity that the author
did not cite his sources. Suffice it to say that
Kurylowiczts use of so many rare and unusual words and his
readiness to exploit derivative meanings are danger signals,
which lead one to wonder whether he has heeded the admoni-
tions of Kopf (1954) concerning the proper use of the native
Arab dictionaries.

Fina11y, my own independently collected list includes:

jahaia "flee"

hara3a 1I "edge on,
instigate"

qara\a "cut off"

gaeaEa "bend"

naQaEa "be loose, shake"

ja53a "noise"

harrada "goad, prod,
incite"
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jahada IV "make flee;
hasten "

harada II "idem"

qarada "idem"

qa9ada "idem"

naQada "idem"

i"44" "idem"

harraEa "instigate, prod,
incite "

qarada "sever, nibble" qaraEa "gnash teeth,
nibble"

ndqada "contradict,
oppose"

ndqaBa "argue \^/ithrr

daccafa "double" Bafaea "double"

It must be admitted that, taken as a group, the doubLets
we have examined exhibit no regularity, no coherent set of
environments pointing to a conditioned sound-change. Never-
theless, there are enough unassailable doublets to justify a
claim that ,-e and ,i were phonetically similar -- probably
emphaticr/unemphatic correlates -- at some time in the Pre-
Isl-amic period. If so, the fact that,r was a lateral would
seem to imply that ". was a lateral. But there is one loop-
hol-e here. It is still possible to hold that,r became a
Iateral after, or as part of the process by which, ,r and.i
ceased to be paired -- indeed this is precisely what Fischer
holds (cf. also Brockelmann 1908 zI29) .

Fischer believes that ;, was realized as an emphatic lil
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during the period before it became a lateral, and that his
doublets were created during that sarne period. This sol-ution
would certainly make ,r and .F phonetically similar (especial-
Iy since he makes the ancestor of u" an unemphatic Z) and
would furthermore,as Fischer himself points out, greatly in-
crease the symmetry of the Proto-Semitic sound-system (PS E

would in that case possess voiced and emphatic counterparts,
and there would no longer be a gap in the d-!-z triad).

Unfortunately, this solution, though superficially
attractive, raises more questions than it Ernswers. If PS J
was voiced, why are all of its modern reflexes voiceLess?
Why, for example, did J *".ge with s in Hebrew and Aramaic
rather luhan z? Secondly, if PS d was realized 111 and PS J
was realized tZl, wtry are these phonemes so extremely un-
stable in the Semitic languages? -- after aLL, Z ( < classi-
cal j) is not unstable in the modern Arabic dialects. Why
should a J realized lil be any less stable than its voiceless
counterpart Ea

Even the gain in s)4nmetry turns out to be more of a
liability than an asset, once we attempt to explain the
asymmetrical treatment of the interdentals in Hebrew and
Phoenician ('tt > E but d > 

"6). Why didn't the voiced. in-
terdental foIlow the lead of the voiceless interdental and
merge gith Z if, as Fischer claims, Proto-Semitic had this
phone?' A" much as the idea of a symmetrical Proto-Semitic
system appeals to our esthetic sense, it seems that the sim-
plest explanation for the asynunetry of the above-mentioned
mergers is ttrat the sound-system was not symmetrical to be-
gin with.

Finally, Fischerrs hypothesis seems to ignore the fact
that, while there is as yet no evidence that the lateral
realization of ,r goes as far back as Proto-Semitic, the
occurrence of lateral ,1" in both Arabic and IvISA does seem to
constitute evidence for a lateral d i-n Proto-South Semitic
-- evidence that is corroborated, by the transcription
RuTdagu from the first half of the seventh century BCE.
Since it is unlikely that the d.oublets we have collected,
including Fischer's, are older than Proto-South Semitic (if
only because most of them have no cognates outside of the
South Semitic languages) it follows that they were probably
created in a Pre-Arabic dialect with a Iateral ,r. If so,
we have one more reason for believing that Pre-Arabic ..i was
a lateral.

Appendix
A pair of d-s2 doublets from ESA (Qlr-s2qr "cover") re-

ported by Beeston (1962a:15) could similarly be used to show
that ESA s2 was a lateral. Doublets are apparently to be
found in MSA as well (Leslau 1938:30-1; Thomas l-937 passim),
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but they have no particular value for us since we have direct
information about both of the MSA phonemes involved.

ITh. f".t that mu3t has a by-form mulutt with the 3 separated from the
.t, whereas mudt has no by-form, is evidence that the .i is _original. Cf. also
Akkadian muEtu "comb."

2since'NaBwen was a Yemenite, there is no reason to doubt that he him-
self heard and transcribed both forms. And if the ,i, of nEda and the ,- of
nEEa both represent .F as it was realized in two different dialects, how is :t
possible that a native South Arabian lexicographer was not a\^rare of the hun-
dreds of other pseudo-doublets to be found by comparing these two dialects.

3ct- rai a-l-cArEs and ,isEn al.-cerab s.v. Eummaxr.
a_--Ct. Mj al.-sAriis s.v. baggaBa: baggaEa L-lehu wajhahu wa-sarrajahu

bi-7-j1n lag baggadahu wa-hassanahu (but cf. also iisEn al.-cAra.b which has
the same definition minus baggadahu). It seems that the bagga\a which means
fuggada occurs only in this formula and that the change 4 , 5 is conditioned
here by the presence of emphatic J. We are reminded of Al-Jazari's warning
1p. 43) that one should be especially careful in pronouncing the b of ?ar4u
bTehi "Allah's land" because of the emphatic l.-am which follows. On the
other hand, Al-Jazarf gives so many examples with other consonants folloirj.ng
that the parallel is less striking than it looks.

5cf. wehr's definition (1966) of xafa! -- "dayblindness, hemeralopia"
-- and xafaQa -- "to lower" (i.e., in position, magnitude, loudness, etc.).

6r o.it the merqer d > s since it is not known whether the Pre-
canaanite d merqed fiist [itn's or with d.

-?/If the question is asked in the opposite direction ("Why didnrt t
merge with s?") an answer is readily avail-able: the pitch of t is closer
to that of E than to that of s.
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Evidence from Incompatibility for Lateral,-i;

and ,p in Pre-Arabic

The compatibility of PS d and d with J, as reflected
in the lexica of daughter languages like Hebrew and Arabic,
has been investigated more than once. Cantineau ( t19461
l-960:2OO), Greenberg (1950:173) and Koskinen (1964:45-7 ) have
alI tried their hand at some aspect of this problem.

A11 of these scholars started with the reasonabl-e as-
sumption that a lateral d or ! would tend to avoid the compa-
ny of lateral L, just as dental t avoids dental d, pharyngal
h avoids pharyngal T, and so on. Unfortunately, most of them
failed to use statj-stical techniques to evaluate the data
they had collected, and it is therefore necessary for us to
re-examine their conclusions.

We have alreadyl discussed Koskinen's claim (loc. cit.)
that Hebrew J and -l are incompatible and pointed out that
Koskinen's data do not provide compelling evidence for that
claim. Conversely, Cantineauts (no doubt reluctant) admis-
sion (loc. cit.), cited approvingly by Fischer (1968:59), that
neither d nor ! is incompatible with -Z in Arabic, and his
unsuccessful attempt to explain away this difficulty' are
both rendered entirely superfluous by considerations like
the ones that follow.

Greenbergrs tables (1950:L64-6) show that, of 3775
tril-iteral Arabic roots, 163 have initiat E, I08 have medial
3, and 86 have final E, while 229 have initial -2, 160 have
medial -2,, and 249 have final 1.. Based on these data, the
number of roots containing both E and -l which we would ex-
pect if 5 and -2, were totally lacking in aversion for each oth-
er is L63xl6O/3775 (El-) + a63x249/3775 (r--Z) + LO8x249/3775
(-gl) + 229xLO8/377s (15-) + 22ex86/3775 (l-;) + 16Ox86/3775
(-lB1 = 4O.2. This must be compared with an observed frequen-
cy of only 19. The X2 formula yields (21.Lg735ogg)2/
40.1973s099 + (21.1e73s095127 1Gs7-4O.1973s09e) + (2t.Ls73sossP
/ (638-40. 19735099) + (2L.te73sos9)2 / (377s-638 -357+4O.1973s099)
= 13.5. This is an extremely high value of X2 for one degree
of frgedom -- so high, in fact, that it is beyond the range of
the X2 tabtes consulted by the present writer. It is, thus,
almost inconceivable that the difference between the expected
nr:mlcer of roots containing 5 with -2. and the observed number is
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due to chance afone. We conclude that the existence of incom-
patibility between 3 and L is virtually certain.

The figures for { and i., while less dramatic, are never-
theless guite significant. Greenberg's tables show 75 roots
with initial {, 68 with medial 4, and 57 with final {. (The
figures for 7 are given above. ) The nunrlcer of roots contain-
ing d and J, which we would expect if d and L were totally
lacking in aversion for each otJrer is 75x16O/3775 (41-) +
75x249/3775 (4-rl + 68x249/3775 (-4rl + 229x68/3775 (14-) +
229x57/3775 (1-{) + L6Ox57/3775 (-14) = 22.6. rhe observed
number is 11. The X2 formula yieldi (I1.60980J32)2/
22.6098OL32 + (11.60980l32)z / rc38-22.60980132) +
(11.60980 ]3,)2/ QOO-22.60980132) + (11.60980 2)2 / (377s-
638-200+22.60980132) = 7.O. This value of X2 corresponds
to a probability of less than .01 and is, thus, quite sig-
nificant. Our conclusion is that we may, for all practical
purposes, exclude the possibility that the difference be-
tween the expected number of roots containi-nS 4 with L and
the observed number is due to cl:ance rather than incompat-
ibility.

This conclusion is different from the one reached by
Greenberg (1950:I73) using the same data. According to Prof.
David Segal (personal communication), the main reasons for
this discrepancy are the following:

Greenberg's percentages refer only to a normally dis-
tributed variable and only to a two-tailed test. In
calculations of incompatibility, one encounters var-
iables which are only approximately normal, so there is
some slight imprecision here. Our problem will be two-
tailed if we are testing for both affinity and aversion
simultaneously, without an a priori assumption as to
which form of non-randomness should be present if the
process is in fact non-random. If we are testing only
for aversion (versus absence of aversion), we can halve
Greenbergrs probabilities. It must be stressed that,
in such problems, the one-taiL versus two-tail choice
will depend on the exact hypothesis to be tested and
the background information of the researcher. The
net effect of the above remarks is that Greenberg is
slightly conservative in his assignment of significance
IeveI.

In conclusion, we might mention an intriguing fact about
the incompatibility of d and L which emerges when we divide
the six different permutations of d and L which are possible
within the triliteral root into two groups according to the
order in which d and J appear. The group in which I precedes
Qq-, bd, -1q) shows strong evidence of incompatibility with
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a X2 of 8.7, but the group in which { precede" (91-, 4-f,
-df), with a Xz of only .6, shows none. This difference of
X2 values, assuming that,it actually corresponds to a differ-
ence in incompatibility,' may some day provide insight into
the nature of the processes which created d in Pre-Proto-
Semitic.

1
See the section entitled "The problem" in the introduction to this

book.
]see the end of chapter iv.3rhis is impossible to prove however, since (as prof. Segal reminds me)

the 12 test, by its very nature, never provides evidence against incom-
Patj-bility but only a fack of evidence for j-t.



xry.
Evidence from Doublets that PSp and iwere Phonetically

Similar: Semitic Words for "Laugh"

In the preceding chapters, we have presented evidence in
support of Cantineau's contention that the lateral realiza-
tions of d and 3 attested in l,!SA and (Pre-) Arabic go back
to PS. In this chapter and the one that follows, we sha1l
attempt to prove (using doublets, etc.) a weaker claim: that
the phonological pairing (i.e. phonetic similarity) of d and
J in uSa and (Pre-1 Arabic goes back to PS. If we succeed in
proving this weaker claim, then the burden of finding evi-
dence for Cantineau's thesis wiII be greatly lightened: we
will need, only to find evidence that one of the PS phonemes
in question was a fricative-lateral and the other one will-
folfow automatically.

Hebrew A4s-!4s

This pair of doublets has been discovered and re-
discovered by alert students of Hebrew through the ages.
Ivlenahem ibn Saruq (10th century) gives the roots as

=yrror,1 "1 
in his Mahberet (s.v.), and Yonah ibn,tan5h (IIth

century) in his Seper ha-Riqmah (p. 113) uses them to show
how "letters interchange" in Hebrew. The dictionaries of
Gesenius(t19151 1962 s.v.) and Koehler (1953 s.v.) caff dfe
a "Nebenform zu ?4q," while BergstrHsser (1918:88) labe1s the
roots "Doppelformen." Similar statements are found in
Brockelmann 1908 (pp. 238-9), Haupt 1909 (p. 36lfn), Nyberg
L952 (p. 23), Kutscher 196l (p. LOA) , Moreshet 1968 (passim),
Rin 1968 (p. xlv) and Hetzron L972 (p. 37), just to name a
few. And yet, in spite of all the attention which these dou-
blets have received, their potential as evidence for the
lateral theory has been noticed only recently (by Diakonoff
(1965222), Hetzron (1972237), Kurylowicz (L972;29), and the
present writer). rn the past,2 th" dissimilatory change
which created dhqwas formulated in terms of Hebrew s and d,
in spite of the'fact that the usual non-emphatic altirnant of
s in Biblicat Hebrew is 2,3 and the problem inherent in this
Supposedly ambivalent behavior of Hebrew s was almost totally
ignored. Several solutions to this probl6m are possiblef but
the only convincing one is Ben-Hayyim's observation (1959:15)
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that all of the examples of s which alternate with z are de-
rived form PS s,5 while tf,.3 which alternates with d is the
reflex of pS d]b Naturally,'this does not mean that d some-
how remainea iiistinct from s even after merging with lt. If,
as it seems, one of the doublets was not created until the
Biblical period, the single grapheme . : , must conceat at
least two phonemes -- one of which was the emphatic counter-
part of z (and the reflex of PS g) and the other of which was
the emphatic counterpart of d (and the reflex of PS {) . If,
on the other hand, both doublets already existed in PS, as
Diakonoff (op. cit.) and Hetzron (op. cit.) believe, we would
not have to posit the polyphonous use of < f > in early
Hebrew. We shall return to this subject at the end of this
chapter. Here it suffices to raise the question and to point
out the answer, though crucial to an und.erstanding of the
development of the Hebrew sound-system, has l-ittle bearing on
the main point of this chapter.

Hebrew 199

The startling sinilarity between this root and glq - 345
was pointed out to the present writer by Mrs. Rachel Bern-
stein Ebner. The meaning of lcA with the prepositions -L6 or
cal. is the same as that of ftrs - i3S with those prepositions,
namely, "laugth at." In fact, lsg occurs parallel to, or co-
joined with, E}S - 3!e six times in the sibte. Must we,
then, reckon with three Hebrew reflexes of eS {!9 @r dlk)?
This would still be fewer than the nunber of Aramaic reflexes
of this dissimilation-prone root. Or if -lcg originally meant
"stutter" (a meaning attested in Aramaic as well as Hebrew),
did it acquire the second meaning "laugh at" through contami-
nation with the phoneticalty similar ,g{r9 - !4tz Either solu-
tion would presuppose a lateral realization ior d and/or .i in
Pre-Hebrew.

ceez Yll - Gafat fag:i, Gurage dagH

It has long been recognized that the Geez root for
"Iaugh" :- !4q -- corresponds not to Hebrew f+S but rather to
Hebrew ipS.' Not until recently, howeverr wds it discovered
that ,?+g also has an equivalent in Ethiopian Semitic: Gafat
FaqA "Iaugh" (Leslau 1958:44). One is tempted to write off
this form as a late derivation from saq'5 (the expected out-
come of Eahaqa in Gafat and the form actually attested in
East curage and amharic) as Lesl-au (L956:27) does, but as-
similations of this type, so common in other Semitic lan-
guages, are virtually unknown in Ethiopian semitic.S rf so,
the initial emphatic segment of Gafat saq'2i must represent a
survival from a very ancient period.
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A second Ethiopian cognate of Hebrew glS has been iden-
tified by Hetzron and Habte Ivlariam (1966:19): Gurage daq,H
( > da?d in Ennemor). According to these scholars, Western

Gurage has several examples of d for oLder d (and of course
older d) but "no clear example where d in Chaha would stand
for PS t or s except the one for rhair'which is problematic
for many reasons."9 The d of daq'd is therefore a clear re-
fl-ex of *d -- even clearer than the s of Gafat saq'H which
"strictly speaking provides evidence for an initial emphatic
on1y. "10

Based on the above evidence, Hetzron (L972237) conclud-
ed, Like Diakonoff (L965222) before him, that the various
words for "Iaugh" in the Semitic languages must go back to
two PS originals:

One of the interesting isoglosses is the distribution of
the survival of two paralle1 Semitic roots for "to
1augh. " They are *!!l and *{!g with an initial emphat-
ic consonant. Both are attested in Hebrew. Other
Semitic languages have only one of them. Arabic has the
second one with some modification, *q}k (q > k). NE

[= North-Ethiopic] tras Jfrg. In the South, the TSE t-
Transversal South-nthiopicJ group also has the same
root, Amharic and East Gurage saql, Argobba sHhaga and
Harari sehaqa. The OSE [= Outer South-Ethiopic] group
has developments of the other root that starts with an
emphatic consonant, Gafat saq,H and in the Gunnan-Gurage
languages daq'd, in which d comes from the deglott,aliza-
tion of d in this context (see Hetzron - Habte Mariam
L966, p- 19, n. 6).

As we shall see at the end of this chapter, the PS origin of
Hebrew .{4e i" not as certain as Hetzron assumed; but even so,
the PS origin of Geez 54g can stilL be posited on the basis
of the Aramaic evidence which we shall" now consider.

Mandaic ahk, ghk - shq

To those who are unfamiliar with the strange peregrina-
tions of etymological d in Aramaic, these three Mandaicll
roots wiII seem completely unrelated (genetically), even
though they a1I mean "Iaugh" and even interchange in idiom-
atic expressions.12 The consonants which fill the R1 slot
coul-d not be more dissimilar phonetically: ghk has a voiced
velar stop, shg has a voiceless dental fricative, and ahk has
no consonant at a1l. Even R3 is not identical in all three
roots. Nevertheless, the common origin of these three roots
is indisputable, and, in the case of afik and ghk, was al-
ready recognized by Nijldeke (1875:73fn):
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Diese Wurzel [= $hJ<] f indet sich im l,Iand. nicht bloss
als ghk...sondern auch in regelmHssiger Gestalt a1s ?hk
...erscheint (das zu erwartend" Tlk m'tisste 1a zu ?hk
werden) ... Eine Sprossform daraus ist erst hgk (wie
aus [Syriac] ?rf = lArabic] {sf weiter e{f, sff wird) .
Eine andere aram. Nebenform ist endlich dhk. Man
sieht, auf wie verschiedene Weise man sich die
unbequemen Laute umformte.

As Niildeke points out, ahJ< (a:tshk) is the expected. outcome of
*q|k, since c (the regular Aramaic reflex of PS {) is regru-
Iarly dissimilated to 2 or Q in the vicinity of a second pha-
ryngal (c or h) in the Late Aramaicl3 dialects. (The uncon-
ditionaL loss of c in Mandaic (Ir{alone L97l:4O7, L973: 161)
would seem to be a later development.)14 Nevertheless, as
N6ldeke also recognized (loc. cit.), the appearance of g for
Q rn qhk (or, in many other dialects, g|k) is not entirely
unparalleled. Thus, for example, the Arabic cognate of
Syriac SsitE "oppressed by grief" is d.ajata "press, compress,
oppress, suppress."

The fact that both ghk (the ancestor of ghk) and gc6
contain a pharyngal points once again to dissimilation, but
an earlier dissimilation than the one which had produced ahl<.
Our earliest Aramaic documents represent etymological d with
the sign for g, showing that it was a velar or uvular before
it wound up as a pharyngal (merged with T). It was presumab-
ly at this stage of its development that etymological d
dissimilated to g in the vicinity of pharyngals in arainaic.

These two dissimilations point up an interesting fact
about Ps {+S.I5 The history of this root is marked by a sur-
prising nurnber of d^issimilations, no doubt because it con-
tained two emphatics and a pharyngaf -- an unusually hig516
concentration of dissimilation-prone consonants. In sever-
aI of the daughter-languages we find either the first empha-
tic or the Iast emphatic replaced with its non-empfrqtic
counterpart (yielding Sfrg and dhk, respectively).1/ In
Aramaic, however, this was not enough, and in the course of
time, the second emphatic \^ras also dissimilated.

At the same time, another process was taking place,
namely, the mysterious journey of the unmerged d from one
end of the vocal tract to the other. The various dissimi-
lated reflexes of d in Aramaic capture, as i! with time-
lapse photography, three (or possibly four)18 stages of
the journey:
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alveolar
l-ateral- velar pharyngal

emphatic

unemphatic (>s)

4
I

s

Qz

I

s

T

t

2( > 0)

The great phonetic diversity of the reflexes of d in
the Mand.aic roots for "laughr" which at first seemed so
troublesome, is seen therefore to be only a reflection of the
great phonetic diversity of the various realizations (through
time) of d itself.

In fact, far from being troublesome, this phonetic div-
ersity now turns out to be of great value i for, whereas it is
still within the realm of possibility that Hebr"* !41 devel-
oped from Hebrew slg rather than trom *(I.tg, or that Gafat
gaq,'i developed from an older sacjA, and consequently that the
formation of these d.oubtets shows nothing about the rel-a-
tionship between d .nd 3, th" common origin of such phonet-
icaIly dissimilar Mandaic roots as ahk, ghk, and. shq can be
demonstrated only by going back to an earlier period in
which fl and 6 ,ere still unmerged and unshifted. Hetzronrs
Ethiopian material suggests that this earlier period may
be the PS period.

Shahari ?hk,
Harsusi fhk,

2!tq, t"tehrL Lhk,
|nq - eotahaii 3hg

One is tempted to claim that we have in these I{SA forms
(Thomas 1937:306-7) another demonstration of the surprising
longevity of the PS doublet-pair reconstructed above. Before
making such a claim, however, it is important to see these
forms in the context of other I"ISA forms recorded by Thomas.

Thomas' transcriptions show a great deal of inter- and
intra-dialectal fluctuation between f, and its (perhaps only
partially) voiced counterpart, 2". It is probable that this
fluctuation simply reflects Thomas' inability to distinguish
the two MSA fricative-latera1s (which, as Jahn (1905:5) re-
marked, "can easily be confused ... by the untrained ear'),
for his transcriptions of the fricative-laterals are often
contradicted by those of Jahn (f905) and, even more damaging-
1y, Carter's native informant (1847), not to mention etymo-
logical expectations (to which the Viennese and native tran-
scriptions consistently conform) . But even if Thomas' tran-
scriptions rr/ere accurate, the MSA forms for "laugh" cited
above could hardly be considered evidence for a PS doublet-
pair unless cogent reasons could be found for separating this

LL.pair of z*-s' doublets from the many others in Thomas I word-
list whose origin is demonstrably Iate.19
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The morphemic, geographical, literary-critical, and chrono-
logical distribution of flS vs. !+, in the Bibl-e

Many scholars have felt instinctively that the Biblical
forms ,ghq, and Jhg coutd not have co-existed within one and
the same dialect. This feeling, no doubt fostered by the
perfect synonymity of the roots,20 ..r,tot be accepted un-
critically. Perfectly synonymous d.oublets do exist in the
better-known languagesr2l and their existence cannot always
be attributed to dialect mixture. It is therefore necessary
to examine the relative distributions of these forms in the
sources before any judgment can be made. It will naturally
be to our advantage to examine as many kinds of distribution
as possibl. il our search for complementarity. As we have
pointed oui-,zz no trace of complementarity is exhibited by
the morphemic distribution of the roots in the Bibl-e. we
may turn then to geographical distribution -- and the theory
of Bauer and Leand.er (119221 1965:28):

wenn...in unseren worterbUchern die wurzeln glg una dfe
"Iachen," zgq und geg "schreien," (q7s), sl.z und cff
"sich freuen" nebeneinanderstehen, so liegt es auf der
Hand,, dass die lebendige Sprache diese Formen nicht in
Vlirklichkeit nebeneinander gebraucht hat, sondern dass
sie aus verschiedenen Gegenden stammen.

A certain degree of plausibility is lent to this theory
by the observation that the very striking form yiilAq
"Isaac" occurs twice (out of four times in the entire gible)
in the book of Amos (729,L6; the ordinary form grsi,Eg does
not occur), and thus seems at first glance to be a northern
dialectal form; for Amos, though a southerner from Tekoa,
preached in the northern kingdom, probably had his words re-
corded in the northern kingdom, and, in one of the above-
mentioned verses (7:16) is quoting the ruler of the north-
ern kingdom. If we look further, however, we find that ,4tq
is very common in southern books as weII. The only thing
which sets the book of Amos apart is that it uses tfr" d4e-
variant for the proper noun Isaac -- and even this usage
finds a parallel in two southern sources (Jeremiah 33226
and Psalms 105:9).

Nor does the distribution of the two variants corre-
spond in argz way with the Pentateuchal sources isolated by
literary critics, since fig occurs in passages assigned,
(Speiser L964, Driver 1956) to P (Gen. L7:L7), J (Gen. L8:
13,15, Gen. 19:14, Gen. 2628, Gen. 39:14), E (Gen. 2126,9,
Ex. 3226) and, if we include the name Isaac, D, wfrife dfe
occurs nowhere in the Pentateuch.

It is this latter observation, taken together with the
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fact that €4S is very rare outside of the Pentateuch (ex-
cept in the name Isaac) which provides the real key to the
distribution of the two doublets. As several- scholars
(cesenius 1834 s -r. !4O, Nyberg L952:23, Bendavid 1967:15
and Moreshet 1968) have seen, the variable with respect to
which the variants are in complentary distribution is not
space but rather time. Tlg passages in Genesis, Exodus,
and Judges (Samson story) " where fig occurs are certainly
among the oldest prose passages in the Bib1e -- apparently
even ol-der than the Samuel passages in which !45 occurs.
As for the one occurrence of shq in Ezekiel, it is of a
piece with many other well-known linguistic and thematic
similarities between Ezekiel and the Pentateuch,24 and is
probably due to borrowing on the part of Ezekiel. Bendavid
(1967:15) and Moreshet (1968:128) have also pointed out that
!4n (and its regular post-Bib1ical outcome, s+g) is the form
which occurs in Tannaitic literature (cf. also the Syriac
and Arabic form ?tshEq "Isaac" with unemphatic s and Jewish
Babytonian ?IsEq . iai=beS25 tikewise with unemphatic s, per-
haps going back to a dialect of Post-Biblical Hebrew in which
the name in question was l-ikewise pronounced with an unempha-
tic s). Since the Hebrew of that literature is, in many re-
spects, the direct heir of Late Biblical Hebrew, it would
seem to partially cc>rroborate the conclusions we drew from
the relative distribution of the forms in the Bible itself
(cf. Hurv:-tz 7972:43).

^If it is true that i+S must have been created out of
*q4526 and in the Biblical period., it fotlows that, despite
appearances (i.e. graphemic shape), the initial segment of
, €45 > was still phonetically and functionally different
from the initial segment of < gcg > in early Biblical times
--a conclusion which wil-1 not surprise anyone who is familiar
with the relatively high degree of polyphony which character-
ized so many ancient Semitic writing systems2T including the
Hebrew alphabet.2S rt also folLows that the creation oi i4q
in Hebrew was independent of the creation of Mandaic shg and
Ethiopic E+q. This is really not surprising either since the
proto-root from which all of these forms must be derived --
"445 -- is an unusually good cand.idate for dissimilation,
containing as it does, an unusually high concentration of
dissimilation-prone consonants. In such a caser our a priori
prejudice against unnecessary assumption of parallel innova-
tion must yield to the direct testimony of Biblicaf usage.

lIn fact, these two roots appear to satisfy Lyons'definition (1969:
448) of "complete and total synonymy." Note that they apparently lack cer-
tain trivial characteristic environments (for the term, see Hoenigswald 196o:
15) which other root-morpheme doublets ordinarily have. Thus, for example,
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we find that zlr occurs vrith the vowel pattern E-e (zlcer) but not with 5-j,
while scr is just the opposite ls8cir but not *sEser) - Similarly, we find a
form ca-l.l.iz i-n the Bib1e but no ica-l-Zi.:. rn the case of ffg ana.d4a, tor-
ever, there is no vocalic morpheme which occurs with one but not the other.
Both roots occur in the ga-l and pre-l stems, in the verba] noun meaning "a
Iaugh, laughter" (fEfroq - 464oql and, as we shall see, even in the name of
the Patriarch Isaac - In ipdern Hebreer, the roots have, of course, become
differentiated.

'"r.n., Brockelmann L9O82239 and Kutscher 1961:105.
'The examples are well known: clf-cfz "exult,rrscqr-zcq. "cry out," and

gcr-zsr "be smalI" (although zcr could be an Aramaic loan as wagner !966:49
believes). Cf. aLso Hebrew gpq - Arabic qfz "jump," Hebrew ge{5, ugaritic
msd - Arabic zdd, Aramaic zwddin "provisions," Hebrew sdg, Arabj.c sdq', etc. -
Syriac zdq "be right," and also the inner-Arabic doublets collected by Jahn
(1905:8) 3 5eg-zcq' "cry out," bqQ-bzQ "spit," qrs'qtz "pj.nch," rqs-rqz "leapr
dance," srr-zrr "tie together,," bxs-bxz "pluck out an eye," tgg-Jzq "cli-r,g
to." on the other hand, *S-i!S aie not the only s-i doublets in Biblical
Hebrew, We also find gpn-sfn-spn "hide" and, according to several- modern
scholars (Greenfield 1959: 149-51, Morag 1963b:t43 and cf. also cinsberg
L967:72, Driver 1951:180, and Kopf L959l.2'76), gmh "grow" - dmh "rejoice;
shine brightly" (cf- Syriac gemfa "a sprout; radiance") as well. We sha1l
return to these doublets in fn. 6.

4Th" 
"h.rrg"s 

s , i and, s ) z may have been operative at different per-
iods in the history of Hebrew or pre-Hebrew. Or one could claim that s dis-
similates to z in the vicinity of voiced consonants, but to .i in tfr. vicinity
of voiceless consonants.

5c.ZE ',exul.t', corresponds to ESA mr-lf ,'joy," 5Cq,'.cry out', correspond.s
to Arabic'ssg "cry out," and icr "smal-l-" iorresporrdr to Arabic;dr "sm-af:.."

oThe other two examples of s-i in Hebrew (cf. fn. 3 above) are et)rmo-
logically obscure. The root fpn "hide" seems to be related to Assyrian psn
"cover, hide" (just as spn -- Babylonian psm and ipn = Babylonian pEn). eilt
Akkadian s can be the reflex of PS s or d, so we are back where sre started
from. The correspond,ence between Hebrew s;m+ "grow" and Syriac semiE "a
sprout, radiance" is not much more revealing, contrary to prevailing scholar-
1y opinion, since,as we shal-I see (chapter xx), Aramaic s is often a reflex
of PS q in the vicinity of liquids and nasals.

Gesenius 1834 s.v..{4e, aon s.v. s+q, Leslau 1958:151, Gordon 1965:473
f}e, Leslau 1958:151, Gordon 19652473.

uPrivate communication from Prof. Robert Hetzron, who also informs me

that the Gafat form sHma "hear," reported by Leslau (1945:18) and derived by
him from Ethiopian sns (f.hrough assimilation?), "is [pst certainly a mistake,
not to be considered seriously."

9The reference is to the Chaha form dagar "hair," where the d seems to
result-from the de-glottalization of t; cf. Amharic tegur.

lOPersonal communication from Piof. Robert Hetzron.
llnt l,cast some of these roots occur in other dialects as wel-I (with

h instead of h). The root 94k, for example, occurs in Syriac, Talmudic, and
dalitean Aramaic, just to name a few. The root *j4g is not well attested
outside of Mandaic, a fact which leads Prof. Daniel Boyarin (personal commu-
ication) to question its Aramaic bona fides and to theorize that it might be
a borrowing from Hebrew (assuming that the Mandaeans originated in Palestine)
or a dissimilated form of an earlier *shq' (presumably also borrowed from a
canaanite dialect). Prof. Boyari.n may i6ff be right (in which case it is ob-
vious that we cannot adduce llandaic shq' as evidence for the existence of a
PS 3+S) r but the followj.ng points should be noted. a) the normal dissimi-
Iated reflex of *shq, in Mandaic would be *shk rather than sJ:q, since emphatic-
dissimilation ,s,riil-y (perhaps always) affScts q, rather than t or s in that
dialect; b) according to rngholt (Rosenthal 1967:L/2,5O), the'root'.iftq (or-
thographical <E5q> ) occurs in a Hatran inscription with the meaning "smile
kindly" (cf. Caquot 1963:15 for a different rendering and ibid. 19522102 for
the original publication of the inscription).
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I2cp. the expression gahkin umitparpin "they laugh and make merry"
(Drower and Macuch 1963 s.v. ghk) with Libaihun sahiq umitparpa "their heart
rejoiceth and is merry" (ibid., s.v. shg).

rJThe ter* as used by Fitzmeyer and Kutscher (1970:347-8), refers to
the Aramaic dialects which fLourished around the middl-e of the first millen-
ium CE: Syriac, I'landaic, Jewish Babylonian Aramaic, Samaritan Aramaic,
Christian PaLestinian Aramaic, and Galil-ean Aramaic. Other scholars use the
term "Middle Aramaic" for these dialects.

l4PossibLe attestations of this loss already in official Aramaic
(Kutscher 1970:373) do not alter the relative chronology, since they are
matched by an isolated occurrence of the dissimilatj-on in Old Aramaic (ibid.,
3s3) . ,.

"'This is the PS root posited by Hetzron (see above in this chapter) on
the basis of Hebrer4' F{rg, Ugariti. F{rq (UT 75. ?4q), cafat saq,'i, and curage
dacjA. Barth (1893:34), Brockelmann (1908:238) and Kutscher (1961:104) posit-
ed a slightly different root -- *dlrk -- on the basis of Arabj.c dhk and Ara-
maic gI*, i7hk. It is inpossible to say which opinion is supported by Akka-
dian gEfu, if it is really a cognate, as Landsberger (l-931:298) intimates.
In MSA, the difference between Cfr,k and dlq would be expressed by glottaliza-
tion (see the beginning of chapter ii, esp. fn. 3), and since neither Jahn
nor Thomas seems to have been sensitive to this distinctive feature, their
testimony cannot tip the scale in either direction. However, Hetzron's
reconstruction seems slightLy preferable because it enables us to account
for the creation of both dhk and 3J:g using one explanation (i.e. dissimila-
tion) and because it does not require us to assume that PS had tiree Para1le1
roots.

I5orre other PS root -- $ S "cry out" -- has a similarly high concen-
tration of dissj.milat.ion-prone consonants. It is highly instructive to note
that both Hebrew and Arabic have two reflexes of this root: .fg and zcg.
Cf. also common Aramaic ztq'.

17we are leaving open here the question of when these dissimilations
took olace.-l8Ther. 

is certainly a fourth parallel root for "laugh" in Aramaic
(N6ldeke 1875:73fn quoted a.bove in this chapter; Kutscher 1961:106), namely
dfk (*itt an unemphatic d) - The question is only vrhether the initial segmeht
of this root really reflects a very early stage in the development of the
proto-Aramaic d when the latter bras still in alveolar position. The appear-
ance of this root in only one late dialect (Galilean aramaic) would seem to
suggest that we must answer this question in the negative. It seems more
Iikely that dhk is a dissimilated form of ghk. In thj-s case, the dissimila-
tion has not.hing to do with the emphatic feature but rather is connected with
the incompatibility of g and k (due to identical place of articulation) in
Semitic roots. Cf. Talmudic dTosq&na "case, chest" < gTosq6md < Greek
qLossokomon.- Igsh.hari i6eku, ilukuna "those" is a good example. The fricative-
Laterals in these forms correspond to ,Z in HarsusL ilik "those" and Botahari
j-ZaJ< "those." The voiced fricative-lateral was created by a conditioned
sound-change peculiar to Shahari (see the section entitled "shahari !" in
chapter iii) and is therefore late- Even this recently created fricative-
lateral is not immune to the voiced-voiceless fluctuation in Thomas' word-
Iists. 

"^'"see fn. 1 a.k'ove.

1\".r- the Lwo different pronunciations of "economics" in Engtj-sh.
zzsee fn. 1 above.
23Th" su ron story also has one occurrence ot Jfe. rt is possible

that we have here the kind of flucLuation of competing forms which is so
conunon whil-e sound-change is in progress.

24Cf. n"dp.th 1907:xxi, Cooke 1937:63, and the literature cited there.
25rhi= etymology for the name ?IsEq was suggested by Prof. Daniel

sovarin.' 264"" the beginning of this chapter.
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27or,u ,reed only think of the Arabic and old Aramaj.c alphabets, and
the va5f,ous cuneiform syllabaries.

'"I refer here of course to the polyphony ofD, n, and y during the
Biblical period. It is true that the polyphony of the last two is a contro-
versial question, but the recent study of the Greek transcriptions of n by
Wevers (1972) seems to be definitive, and occasional counter-examples can-
not alter the over-all pattern of close correlation between transcription
and etlmology which Wevers has uncovered. The two counter-examples cited by
Moscati (1964b:40) do not hold water. The n of Hebrew ?ebihagif is quite
properly rendered kh by the Septuagint since exactly the sErme name has been
preserved in ESA with a x (KBHK s.v.). The existence of this ESA name ob-
viates the need for any etlmological analysis of the component parts of the
Hebrew name. The rendering of Hebrew c8prE by Greek Gophera is similarly
correct from an etymological point of view. As BDB (s.v.) saw, this toponlm
is related not to Hebrew c3gir "aust" (= Arabic lafar) but to Hebrew loper
"young hart" (=aa:r'ic gufur). This is clear both from the vocalization of
the name and from the tact that many Bibl-ical toponyms contain animaL-names.
Cf. Blau 1966:141 for a very similar di.scussion of Moscati's supposed
counter-examples, which was discovered by the present writer after having
written the above lines.
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Evidence from a Phonological Correspondence that Pre-Hebrew p and i

were Phonetically Similar: Semitic Words for "Press"
in Old Arabic Dialects

We spoke in the previous chapter about the correspond-
ence between Arabic qAt "press, oppress" and Syriac Act
"oppress," discovered by Ncildeke (1875:73fn), and how Syriac
g, in this case, represents PS d, sidetracked by dissimila-
tion at the (post-)velar stage of its shift to the pharynx.
The Arabic root, in turn, has been matched with Hebrew iht
"press out" (Jensen apud Gesenius and Buhl- []9151 1962 s.v.)
as has Akkadian sht (Daiches 1903:92, CAD s.v.l).
- At first glance, the matching of Arabic {4! witfr Hebrew

d4g may appear forced, in spite of the near-identity of mean-
ings, since neither the first radicals nor the second corre-
spond in the normal manner. However, in considering the
second radicals we should keep in mind that one of the ances-
tors of Hebrew h is *f, which differs from 9 only in the
feature of voicing. And the fact that Hebrew R2 is voiceless
while Arabic R2 is voiced fits nicely with the fact that
Hebrew R1 is voicel-ess and Arabic R1 is voiced. Finally, !h.fact that Akkadian has h in the R2 position rather than :.,2
supports the suggestion made above that the h of Hebre, J4g
goes back to *4.

The Akkadian form is valuable in another respect. It
serves as a bridge between the Arabic and Syriac forms and the
Hebrew form, by siding with Arabic and Syriac forms in one
case (Rl) and Hebrew in the other (nZ). This strengthens the
case for matching the Arabic form with the Hebrew, since any
attempt to separate them would now entail separating one of
them from the Akkadian form as weII.

All- of these correspondences are presumably well known
since they appear in a standard dlctionary of Hebrew (Gesen-
ius and Buhl tI9I5l 1962 s.v. !4!'1. Neverthetess, as in the
case of qbS - !4e, 

"t"., 
scholais have not drawn the appro-

priate concfusion from the correspondence of Arabic d with
ieurew J.

Since three of the four forms point to d as the original
Rf, we may assume that Hebrew .d r." the innovation, created
out of an original *4 by dissimilation. This means that pre-
Bib1ical d was the emphatic counterpart of J -- a finding
which corroborates our earlier conclusion based. on glg - ilr.

t2L
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lra i" curious that the CAD discussion of f&t, while affirming the ety-
mological link with Hebrew J4g, 

"t 
the same time ie-defines the former in

such a vray as to remove much of the justification for that link:
"The verb seems to refer to the whole process of obtaining oil
from sesame tEr.erE.II "rra, in late texts, a type of wine from
grapes. The specific translation rto press' is to be abandoned,
since sesame oiI is obtained by boiling seeds and skimming off
the oil and not by pressing the seeds. This meaning 'to press'
is, moreover, excluded by the occurrences in the medical- texts...
where the object of the process sahetu is not the herb but the
already obtained juice (mu Iit. water)..."

However, this-discussj-on is not as definitive as it sounds, since it is not
certain that 5E.GIa.I *"a.rs "sesame" (Kraus 1968:112). Moreovet the second
objection to the translation "press" is rather trivial. If the English
verb "press" cannot take "juice" as its object and consequently is not an
appropriate translation of sht when the latter governs m0 then we shall have
to translate "press out" in that context. But this restriction on the use
of "press" can certainly tell us nothing substantive about the meaning of
g!t, for there is no reason to expect the latter to be similarly restricted.
Accordingly, the whole problem is fictitious and would never have occurred
to anyone had the traditional translation of sit been "squeeze."

2: is of course the symbol for vowel :-enitn and is the usual Akkadian
reflex of Ps h.

3str.rrg.ly, the entry -j-mplies that Arabic {4! cannot be matched both
with Syriac gct and Hebre\., iit: "Jensen vergl. ir. QQt "drtcken," das aber
N61d. MG 73.2 gr:k stellt.n The reason for this either-or approach is not
apparent.
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Evidence fuom Bolsamon - BSm lorlateral S

The Greek word bal.samon is a loanword that most propo-
nents of the lateral theory have overlooked. BaLsamon is
the Greek name of the Commiphora opobalsamum. The sap of
this tree, used in perfumes and medicines, was treasured
all- over the ancient wor1d.

It has long been recognizeal that bal-samon, Iike many
other Greek plant-names, is a Semitic loanword, rel-ated
directly or lndirectly to Hebrew b,im, Punic blm, Aramaic
bsm?, ESA bszm, and Arabic b\en2 but the standard explana-
tions for the presence of L in this word leave much to be
desired. In fact, to Masson (1967) the problem is so serious
that she relegates bafsamon to a chapter entitled, "Words
whose Semitic origin is possible." In her opinion a1so,
"attempts to explain this phenomenon have not been at aIl-
convincing" (pp. 11-8). Let us begin by reviewing some
of these explanations.

Jastrow (1903:LI4) has a laconic note on the Jewish
Palestinian form bTsm(wn) : "bsm with inserted L -- -r."
Jastrow has a well-known tendency to supply Semitic etymolo-
gies for Greek loanwords in Rabbinic literature and this
note is a good example. Nevertheless, it contains an in-
teresting insight , namel!, that balsam, in spite of its
four consonants, could theoretically be a Semitic form.

The Semitic languages have quadriliteral nouns and
verbs of the form C1VC2C3YC4(V) where C2 is most often a
liquid or nasal. In Aramaic C, is usually r; hence Jas-
trow's note "with inserted l- = tt " meaning: "with C, =
L instead of the usual r." In Akkadian, on the other hand,
r and -2. are about equally common. In fact, when Ca is s
(or most any other voicel-ess obstruent), only J -- never
r -- occurs (Reiner 1966:73). So ba-lsam would blend very
nicely into the Akkadian lexicon were it attested in that
Ianguage.

The fact is, however, that the form baLsam occurs only
in Hebrew^and Jewish Palestinian Aramaic (?pwblsmwn,
?pwplsmwn3;, ,uh"r" it has a Greek prefix (?pw- : opos
"sap"41 and a Greek suffix (-wn = -on),5 and in Arabic
(baLsam), where it appears only in dictionaries dealing with

L23
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the modern language. The cl-assical Arabic word for "balsam"
is bal.asEn (with triliteral root!), but this is clearly a
Semitized form of a Greek original rather than vice versa
(Lewy 1895:41, Lagarde 1866:L7, cf. also ibid. L877:25). It
may have come into Arabic from Palestinian Aramaic rather
than directly from Greek (Kutscher L969:43).

It seems, therefore, that balsam with an -Z is not
attested as a native Semitic form. Why then does Greek have
an L in this word? We cou1d, of course, assume that such a
form once existed and that the L later dropped out, as does
Benfey (L842:65). Presumably this would have happened in
Proto-Semitic since almost all the Semitic languages have
J,-less forms of this word. But then there would be no way of
explaining how the form was borrowed by the Greeks in the
first millennium BCE! Moreover, there are no other recon-
structabl-e examples of such a loss, as far as the present
writer knows.

Mayer (1960:32L) , followed by KBHK (s.v. bim) , suggests
that ba-Zsamon may have developed from an older Greek form
*bansamon. This could have come, she thinks, from an Aramaic
form *bansam or *ban€am, which in turn could have developed
from *bassam or *Aa!!an in accordance with the well--known
Aramaicsound-change7C..>VnCtottaccordingtosometVC:>
irc.

While this explanation is better than its predecessors,
its assumption of a whole series of unattested forms is hard-
Iy convincing. Moreover, the change *bansamon > balsamon,
presumably a dissimilation-at-a-distance, is unparalleled in
Greek. b

GumpertzT (Lg42:114fn) has proposed a much simpler ex-
planation for.the presence of 1 in this intriguing loanword,
namely, that 3 ,.s realized in the lending language as a
voiceless fricative-l-ateral (just as s is realized today in
MSA) which the Greeks heard and reproduced as J.s.

Such a compound rendering of * would not be at all un-
usual: combinations like 13,6 shJ,9 th|,fO and Lthll have
been used by European explorers to represent MSA +, and
Norman scribes in medieval England often rendered Welsh *
with thl and Jth (Zeuss 187I:1063, Nettlau 1890:68-9).
Trubetzkoy (L922:2O3) compared the acoustic impression
made by t+l (or rather [-]l) in adygian and Avar to that of
t{f t (i.e. tgfl ), and the sequences [xI], [e1], and [Et1 ,
are (or, at least, used to be) used by European speakers
as an approximation of ZuIu t+l (Doke 1926:99).

The Norman rendering of Welsh * is explained by Jones
(1913 : 19) as f ol-Lows :

It conveys the effect of the hiss in the th, and gives
the side effect in the f. But fL, of course, is a sim-



That Jones' interpretation is possible is shown by the use of
digraphs to render such simple^sounds as U) and tEl in Yid-
dish and Greek, respectively.rz Additional parallels are
given by Anttila (L972:I58):
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ple sound, which may be described shortly as a unilat-
eral hiss.

In sound substitution, the borrowers apparently make a
kind of distinctive feature analysis of the foreign
sounds and assi-gn them to the closest native bundle. In
oldest Germanic loanwords, an f- is reflected by Baltic
Finnic p-...Later f is rendered by -hv-, that is,
[voiceless] = h and [Iabial, spirant] = y. Splitting
a bundle of features into two segments l-ike that is
not infrequent. French [ii] was replaced by [u] j-n

Engtish, but tfit gave a decomposite tiuJ or tyfil.
Similarly, Russi-an borrowings render Bal-tic Finnic tUl
by [u], or more often with palataTization + [u],
sysmH.-- s'uz'om [or s-] 'thicket. ' And Russian [ru] has
a simil-ar fate in Baltic Finnic as in mgJo -*Karel-ian
muil.a 'soap.'

Jones' interpretation could be applied to all of the
other transc5lptions above except for that used by Hein
(1909) , L!.t3 An L is not needed here to "give the side
effect" because J Uy itself gives the side effect. AII
members of the Viennese Siidarabische Expedition, including
Hein, wrote the voiceless fricative-Iateral with J. In-
deed, as Bittner (1910:81) points out, Hein writes one
word -- the word for "milk" -- sometimes with a i and
sometimes with ld: lnaut (p. l4O, Iine 22) qpa lnat (p. IaO,
Iines l-3,15)14 vs . il|hauf (p. 22, l-ine l-6).15

once we look more carefully, we find that Jonesl
interpretation does not fit Carter's shi, either. His sh1
transcription is inadequate and must be interpreted in the
light of his careful description:

.i; has a very peculiar sound in the Mahra dialect; it
is formed by placing the tip of the tongue against the
anterior part of the palate, and allowing the air to
pass out of the mouth on one side or the other of it,
in the manner of a lisp, following it with the sormd of
the letter -2. as in J.g+,ii "fire" pronounced. sh-Leeote (p.
343) .

Here we see clearly that what Carter meant ly EJ was t*11
not t+l as in Jones' interpretation of thL. It seems very
likely that Hulton's and Bent I s thL and Greek -Ls (and per-



haps even-Norman th-i and J.th) have to be interpreted in the
su.*e w.y.rb But why does this I behave in such an odd way
-- sometimes appearing, sometimes notrIT sometimes before *,
sometimes after?

In connection with the latter question, it shoul-d be
noted that -Z precedes * only when a vowel-precedes * and
follows it only when a vowel follows it.r8 (This is true of
the Welsh examples as weII.)19 Thus Hein hears an i. in
i7{hauf where there is a prefixed j but none in i!1auf.
Carier hears an L following * in sh-Z.eeote "ftre"2d but Hein
hears an J preceding-* in a variant of the word with a pre-
fixed r: illiwuoa.2L

In view of this distributi-on, we are justified in see-
ing this -l as a voiced on-g1ide or off-glide from the pre-
ceding or following vowel, respectlvely-22 This glide is
heard only if the speaker happens to leave his tongue in the
* position an instant too long (i.e. after voice-onset) or
put it in the * position an instant too soon.

In support of this interpretation let me mention that
a voiced off-gIide is reported for initial Icelandic * (Kress
L9)7-:l-21-fn, Sveinbjiirnsson 1933:64) and for initial Welsh
+.23 It shoul-d also be noted in this connection that when
the phoneme -2, occurs before i',lSA J it is treated the same as
the J-glide: it is optional-ly (or variably) deleted. Thus,
Thomas (1937:296): Shahari kulii "everything" (ku-Z -- every,
ii = thinS) but also foli; Mehri katiagen "everything" but
also ka.4r gen .24 We are thus justified in speaking of a
merger of. /1,3/ wlth /€/ in MSA.

The origin of bal-samon

The importance of this Joanword as evidence for the l-at-
eral hypothesis will depend in large part upon what Ianguage
it proves to have been borrowed from. If it turns out to be
from South Arabic, it will show only that the I,ISA realization
of d as a voiceless fricative-lateral goes back to the
fourth century BCE, when the word is first attested (Aristot-
Ie, On PLants, 82Ob). But if it turns out to be from a
language other than South Arabic, it wiII enable us to pro-
ject the lateral realization of J much further back into the
past. Accordingly, an attempt to trace the origin of the
word (by tracing the origin of the plant) woul-d not be id1e.

Theophrastus' Enguirg into Pl-ants (end of fourth centu-
ry BCE) is our most important source, since it contains the
earliest report about the location of the balsam groves.
Unfortunately, it is al-so the vaguest. It teLls us only
that bal-sam "grows in the va11ey of Syria" and that "they
say that there are only two parks in which it grows"
(IX.vi.I). However, it is possible to interpret this state-
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ment in the light of information given by later authors.
Pliny, for example, reports in the first century CE

that "the only country to which this plant has been vouch-
safed is Judaea, where formerly it grew in only two gardens
both belonging to the king" (Natural History XII.lix.I11).25
Since the two accounts agree concerning the number of balsam
groves in the ancient world (two1 and their general location
(Greater Syria), it seems likely that they refer to the same
groves and that Theophrastusr groves were Iocated in the
Judean part of Greater Syria. The expression en tO aul-6ni
to peri Surian "in the valley (literall-y: holl-ow) of Syria"
(Theophrastus op. cit.) would then refeq.to the Syria Graben
(of which the Jordan Valley is a part),'" which Strabo (L6.2.
16) describes as apedr.on koil-on "hollow p1ain." This inter-
pretation of Theophrastusr "vaIley" is supported by Diodorus
(first century BCE) who also reports that the balsam trees
are found "in a certain val1ey." The valley is in the region
of the Dead, Sea (19.98.I) and Petra (2.48.9) -- a description
which fits the Jordan Valley perfectly.

The Greek and Roman sources, then, lead us to Palestine.
But when we turn to Hebrew sources, we find that both the
meaning of bln (it denotes any perfume or pleasant-smelling
substance) and its usual vocalization @olen) do not match
those of the Greek word balsamon. This problem is easiJ-y
solved, however, by identifying the latter with the hapax
tlijrn, which, in context (Cant. 5:1 tlrifi mori cim b6i3.mi
"I plucked my myrrh with my biJEm"), seeils to refer to a
specific plant (Encgclopedia Miqrar.t s.v.).

Another possible Semitic source for the Greek word
baLsamon is suggested by the fact that the tree is in-
digenous not to Palestine but to South Arabia (Warburg L92l:
282, Moldenke and Moldenke L952:84, Grohmann L922:155-6,
M'lean 1899:466, Berendes 1902:49, Diod.orus 3 .46.2, Strabo
16.4.19). Nor should we forget the most obvious and perhaps
most likely possibility of all (Movers [1856] L967 2226,
23L-2): that it was neither a Jew nor a South Arabian but
a Phoenictan2T sailor, who, standing long ago on a moonlit
Aegean beach, held out a pottery jug and said:

I brought something new for you this time.
Vlhat is it?
Smell it first.
Mmm. What is it?
Ba*am.
Balsamon...

I
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ment in the light of information given by later authors.
Pliny, for example, reports in the first century CE

that "the only country to which this plant has been vouch-
safed is Judaea, where formerly it grew in only two gardens
both belonging to the king" (Natural History XII.Iix.I11).25
Since the two accounts agree concerning the number of balsam
groves in the ancient world (two; and their general l-ocation
(Greater Syria), it seems likely that they refer to the same
groves and that Theophrastus I groves were located in the
Judean part of Greater Syria. The expression en to aul-oni
to peri Surian "in the valley (literall-y: hollow) of Syria"
(Theophrastus op. cit.) would then refe5^to the Syria Graben
(of which the Jordan Valley is a part),-" which Strabo (L6.2.
16) describes as apedron koiJ-on "hol-Iow plain." This inter-
pretation of Theophrastusr "valley" is supported by Diodorus
(first century BCE) who also reports that the balsam trees
are found "in a certain valley." The valley is in the region
of the Dead Sea (19.98.1) and Petra (2.48.9) -- a description
which fits the Jordan Valley perfectly.

The Greek and Roman sources, then, lead us to Palestine.
But when we turn to Hebrew sources, we find that both the
meaning of bln (it denotes any perfume or pleasant-smelling
substance) and its usual vocalization @olen) do not match
those of the Greek word baLsamon. This problem is easily
solved, however, by identifying the l-atter with the hapax
t3i3m, which, in context (Cant. 5:1 ?3ruti mori qin b6i3mi
"I plucked my myrrh with my bEdEm"), s.eil= to refer to a
specific plant (EncgcJopedia Miqrajt s.v.).

Another possible Semitic source for the Greek word
baLsamon is suggested by the fact that the tree is in-
digenous not to Palestine but to South Arabia (Warburg L92I:
282, Moldenke and MoLdenke 1952:84, Grohmann L922:155-6,
M'lean 1899:466, Berendes 1902:49, Diod.orus 3 .46.2, Strabo
16.4.19). Nor should we forget the most obvious and perhaps
most l-ike1y possibility of all (Movers t18561 L967 2226,
231-2): that it was neither a Jew nor a South Arabian but
a PhoenicLan2T sailor, \^Iho, standing long ago on a moonlit
Aegean beach, held out a pottery jug and said:

I brought something new for you this time.
What is it?
Smell it first.
Mmm. What is it?
Ba*am.
Balsamon...
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lsee Masson (1967:77) for a list of references.
2I h"r. purposely omitted Akkadian ba$mu, adduced as a cognate by

Thompson (1949:340) on the basis of EA 25, iv, 51, since Thompson's reading
there has been shown to be incorrect (personal communication from Prof.
ErIe Leichty). The occurrences that remain are in lexical- texts where .barmu
is equated with various thorny plants (ibid.). Mayer (1960:32I) cites an
Akkadian *ba}amu "parfume" which, as Masson correctly notes, "does not seem
exact." I"lasson hersel-f cites Akkadian .bu?Sanu "evil--smelLing plant" but this
is from a completely different root.

3In printed editions, e,g., of Genesis Rabba, shorter forms (.bLsmwn and
pTsmwn) co-occur with the longer ones. But the best manuscript of Genesjs
Rabba available to the present writer (Codex Vatican 30) has onLy lpwbTsmwn
and ?pwp-Zsmwn, so these are the only forms which will be cited.

flh" "o*pornd 
opobalsamon is frequently attested.

-The possibility that Hebrew -eln represents Arabic tanwln or the ESA
emphatic noun-state morpheme is ruled out, because of the Greek origin of
?pw-.

leersonal communication from Prof. Henry Hoenigswald.
Ith" r"*" idea occurred independenti-y to the present writer.8r., h--l.d-, (Hein 1909:1,2) iighauf (iuia., zzj, iJliwuod (ibid., 28);

cf. Bittner 1910:81.
9In shleeUt (Carter 1847:351).
10In Cu.i. Muria (= Shahari) .thl-uf (Hu1ton 1840:195) cp. Shahari

.6uf "hair" (Thomas 1937:300); Mehri thJef "hair" (Bent 1900:440) cp. Mehri
5tf "nair" (Thomas 1937:300); Socotri thlaub "leg" (Bent 1900:442) cp.
Socotri 3ab "piecl" (Leslau 1938:424); Mehri th-luf "feather" (Bent 1900:446)
cp. Harsusi ljf "feathers" (Thomas 1937:297) and Mehri 6if "hai.," Shahari
6uf "hair"; Socotri ti-ta.b "stream" (Bent LSOO:447) cp. Socotri.4atab "vallde,
wadi" (Leslau 1938:431) and Shahari ta7ab,.6ap "valtey" (Thomas L937:324).

"In hami-ZtJ:tor "buy" (Bent 1900:444) cp. Arabj-c muEtarf .
12fn viddish, lZ) i-s written 26, and khs ts used in the Greek version

of Lamentations to render Hebrew [5] (cf. the Hebrew letter-names rekhs and
khsen),1,

'-cf. fn. I above.
f4cf. J.h., (L9o2:256) dhof and Thomas (1937:308-9\ lokat, lkat.
::Cf. Carter (1847:355) ishakhof.
rbThorn.= (1937:313) aqalthar "panther" in Harsusi (al.ongside aqailar)

is counler-evidence because Thomas could have written aqaltlar.
I7cart.. usually rend.ers + vrith,sh, Hein with J, ana the Greeks with s

e.g. AbasEnoi "Abyssinians" = ESA {:bs' in Uralius apud Stephanus of Byzan-
tium, ald fl-asaros,the Sabaean king < ESA ?fs2r! (Strabo t6.4.24)-

18t .* indebted to Matcah Yaeger for suggesting that I investigate this
possibilitv.- lgovrrthlayn (Dinl-laen), Thlanrethlon (rJanril-to), Thlanlibyon,
Thlannor, Penthlyn (eenllyn) (Zeuss 1871:1093) , Thlintegid, Thloyt (L1oyd),
Thlewelyn, Thleen (Lleyn), Enthli, but also cadewalthan (Cadv/allawn) with
preceding I (Nett1au 1890:68-9).

2ocf. tho*.s (1937:296) !igot.
21cf. rho*us (1937:296) !iwot.
22Cf. a1"o Johnstone !97329a, published after this chapter was writ-

ten: "J i. . voiceless lateral fricative ana / tSiiaarabische Expedition 4l
its voiced correlate. These Last have an I offglide."

23Personal communication from Malcah Yaeger; for the opposite vie\4,,
cf. Rositzke 1939:8.

24ug und i(g) are free variants in Thomas' Mehri list, e.9., paig-ot,
higEt "life;" khul-ai, khula "empty," hair, hfr "donkey," khaimit, khanit
"tent," askair, askfr "soldier," raj5, rf.5It "snake," qa1aid., qaTidat "k.y,"
anbai, annab-t "prophet. "
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25cf. 
"]"o 

Stra.bo, who in the preceding century named Jericho as the
site of "the palace and the balsam park" (16.2.41). Harrison (1962:344) in-
terprets Strabo (]6.2.16) as meaning that balsam "flourished beside the Sea
of GaIiIee" as well as j.n Jericho and then proceeds to prove that Strabo was
\.rrong. fiowever, careful reading strows that Strabo says nothing about bal-sam
flourishing beside the Sea of Galilee. What he says is that the hollow
plain which contains the Jordan and a lake called Gennesarites, "a-lso pro-
duces balsam. " The balsam producing area is connected with the Sea of
Galilee only in that they are both part of the same long p1ain. Furthermore,
Strabo's description of Jericho -- "a plain surrounded by a kind of mountain-
ous country" (L6.2.41) -- is very similar to his description of the plain
which produces balsam, which shows that strabo did indeed consider Jerj-cho
part of the larger plain.

26rhis is also the interpretation of M'Iean et. a-l. (1899:466):
"Veslingius (opobalsami Vindici.a, 24] rightly remarks '\'a1l,em hic intelll-
gendam esse Hierichuntis. . .persuademur. '"

27tt h"" never been shown conclusively that the Phoenician use of one
grapheme to represent both the reflex of PS i a-nd the refLex of PS 3 reflects
a merger (cf. Blau L97Oz25), 1et alone that the merger product was realized [5]
rather than tdl. And even if it could be demonstrated, the demonstration would
appty only to the standard dialect reflected in the inscriptions.



xvII.
Evidence from c Ars\ld - | Arsd for Lateral ,i in Aramaic

Scholars have long recognized that Jewish Aramaic
carsEJ,a "watchman's hammock" is historically related to
common Aramaic garsE "bedr' (( pS sarJum)I. This recognition
has generally gone hand in hand with the notion of a "dimin-
utive -2." (Friinkel 1878:49, l-886:138, Jastrow II903] 1950:11-7,
Epstein 1960:IL6), but the existence of such a morpheme must
be considered unl-ikely, or, at l-east, unproven. The other
parade example upon which this notion is based -- Hebrew
cErEpel "thick cloud, fog" (cf . Targumic garp:-Z.E "darkness"
(used to render Hebrew fioEek -- not Hebrew eXrEpe-Z ! ) , Syriac
sarpefE "dark fog, thick daikness," Mandai" urpLl-u, ,:ewish
Babylonian curpjLE (a > u before bilabials) "drizzle,"
Ugaritic grpl "thick cloud") -- has an augmentative and fre-
quently divine2 connotation vjs ) rzis Hebrew cEriP rather
than a diminutive one, and in any case has a different vowel
before the J, than sarsEl.E (construct 9arsa-2.) has. Moreover,
the lack of agreement between the initial segments of
Ugaritic Trpt "clouds" and grpf " thick c-l-oud" *outs the re-
lationship between Hebrew cXr3gel 3n6 sErrp und.er a cloud of
suspicion, even if the cloud is not exactly impenetrable.3
The present writer believes that in the case of sarsbl.E a
phonological solution is called for -- a sol-ution based on
an "excrescent" or "parasitic" -2. rather than a diminutive
one.4

Several solutions of this type suggest themselves, but,
whichever one we choose, the fact remains that Aramaic s6J,
phonemicaLly /sL/, is descended from, or at l-east corre-
sponds to, Ps J. This correspondence is evidence that .d *a"
a lateral in Aramaic or some northern dialect of Arabic, de-
pending on which explanation we choose.

One possible explanation would be to take carsEl.e as a
Loan-word -- the result of an attempt by speakers of a *-less
Aramaic dialect to imitate the pronunciation of speakers of
an Aramaic dialect which had not yet merged * with s or an
Arabic dialect which had not yet shifted * to .3.5 As in the
case of baLsamon and the many parallels6 cited in the pre-
vious chapter, the closest approximation was a combination
of sibilant plus -2, probably representing * plus an J-glide
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(the L-glide is an off-glide in this case because the con-
ditioning vowel follows *) . the EEwE in carsELE resulted
from the application of well--known Aramaic rul-es concerning
consonant clusters. The fu1
in the construct form 9arsa-/.

vowel- which separates s from -Z

is just as automatic (earsl. or
I
7

carsEJ. would have been impossible) except for the fact that
any of the other fuI1 vowe1s which afternate with 55wE would
have served just as well.

A second, more interesting possibility is that earsELE
developed from *car*a- within one dialect of Aramaic, in the
following way:

*/qar*d/ developed a non-phonemic glide after *,
i.e. * [car*IE] .

Speakers (e.g. children) began to analyze *[sar*lE]
as a quadriliteral (phonemic t'/car*La/) instead of
triliteral plus non-phonenic glide (phonemic
* /r ar*d/) .
The overt sign of this metanalysis was the insertion
of EEwi between * and 1, i.e. [car+615].
* [9ar+6ta] ) [earsEla] by the normal Aramaic sound-
change * > s.

Step 4 is well known, and we have already discussed step
1 at great lengt-h. The only novel part of this explanation
is the metanalysis in 2-3 (rea11y one step). This kind of
metanalysis seems to have parallels in the I,ISA languages.
I"lehri af9ail "Iunch" (Thomas 1932:306) seems to have devel-
oped from an older *afEai - af5jo, cf. Harsusi afIT (Thomas
L937:307), l,lehri fa& (Thomas l-937:3O1rJ , t;a (Jahn L9O22256) ,
Shahari ifto, faio (Thomas L9372306), flo (Bittner L9L7z28),
Socotri fJo "repas du matin" (Leslau l-938:343).

Another possible example is Harsus i fiAhalet, fi2afdt
"silver" (Thomas 1937:319) which seems to have developed from
a form like Mehri ti\et, Shahari tatat (Thomas 1937:3I8)
through an intermediate *ti2l-at, with a frictionless J-glide
after fricative l. Such a glide would be heard if, for some
reason, friction was reduced in passing from S to the follow-
ing vowel, e.9. the side of the tongue might be lowered be-
fore the breaking of apical contact. It is also possible,
however, that tiLaldt developed from *fi2\at (cp. Arabic
fidda) before MSA simplified geminated consonants, in which
case metanalysis would be irrelevant here.

A final parallel is provided by North African Arabic
qail-et "aufspringen (uaut)," which KamiL (1963:I0) has equat-
ed with Egyptian qaiiafa "rissig werden, aufspringen
(Hiinde)." This example is of particular interest, since it
provides additional evidence (cf. chapters x-xiii) that
Arabic ,r" was once a fricative-Iateral .

I
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The evidence for the lateral theory adduced in this
chapter obviously depends on the correctness of our original
definition of the carsEJe as a type of bed. But there is
considerable evidence suggesting that the word $arsEl.a, known
only from Targum yoniitin (i.e. in this exact form -- with s
rather Ehan z, etc.), referred to a type of shelter.

The word in question is the Targumic equivalent of
Hebrew nEJunS(h), which occurs only twice in the Bible --
once in Isaiah 1:8 and once in Isaiah 24:20. Since it is
apparent from the poetic structure of the former passage
that mEl.unl(il is a synonyrm of suX*3(il and since later Jew-
J-sh exegetes pointed out this synonymy (David Qimhi on
Isaiah I:8 and Rashi on Isaiah 24;20), it is likeIy that the
author(s) of the Targu'n also understood miluni(n) to refer to
some type of shelter. There is no evid.ence here for the
meaning tthammock. "

The same may be said for Syriac carzdld (given here with
West Syriac vocalization for reasons which will soon become
apparent; note also s > z by assi-milation9) which is the
Peshiftats renderingl0 of miluni(il in the two rsaiah pas-
sages. For Arabic rirzdL -- a Syriac loanword (Fraenkel
1886:138; cf . Ibn Durayd's Jamharat al--Luga s.v., where
the word is characterized as Iraqi, and Maclean L9Ol:244,
where the East Syriac vocalization of t-rz-l--is given as
j-e-e) used by Saadia Gaon and the Arabic Bible to render
ni-lunl(il in the second of the two passagesll -- we have
the expliciL statement of the native lexicographers (A1-
Azhari, Ibn lvlanziir s.v.) that an cirzdL is a watchman's
shelter- (saqT.falu n-ndtEr).L2 FinaIIy, there is the word,
zarzlfel3 which occurs once in the Babylonian Talmud
(sErubin 25b). It too seems to refer to some type of
shelter, rather than a bed, since it has a roof (sErubin 25a)
and is contrasted with an ?aksadrd. -- a structure with three
waLls and a roof.

AIl of the above sources seem to agree on the meaning
"watchmanrs shelter." What, then, is the source of the
rendering "watchmanrs hammock"? This rendering is based on
a traditionaf Jewish definition of Tal-mudic ?arz6fe found
in the Tosapot (Sens, I3th century) , the c.iru& (Rome, ll-th
century), and the commentary of Rabbenu Hananel (Kairouan,
Il-th century). Its occurrence in the l-ast-named work means
that it probably goes back to the Geonim (saruI na-Ej.len
introd. xj-r, EncAclopedia Judaica s.v. Hananel- ben ltushi?el)
-- whose glosses on the Talmud are no less a native source
than the Talmud itself. The text of the definition is cited
here from Kohutrs edition of the siruk (s.v. ?arz6fe):

^ 
w-- v ^ v-- v r .v.C-.?arz6ld.. perul sars6-Z,E .. . w6-hu(?) hebelin n\tuf;im

ne-zi72n tZ-titl" k6-min nifl|(il 7'i9iaE eir"r,E-dg-
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Somer ba7-7ag72(U w6-7eEeb tahat si773[ bag-gom w6-
tahtehl pituan ku77o

?arzbfe. An earsEla that is, [a set of] ropes
stretched from tree to tree as a kind of bed for the
watchman to sl-eep on at night and sit under, in its
shade, during the day -- the space bel-ow which is com-
pletely open [i.e. from a]l- sidesl.

This definition, as it is traditionally interpreted
(by fosipot, Kohut, Jastrow, and others) classifies the

^ V --?arz6fd as a type of bed (cf. also Ibn Durayd, s.v. cirzdl-:
wa-kufJ-u Sagt in j amac tahu wa-watta? tahu Li-tanlama c aLaqhi
fa-huwa c irzdL. "Anything which you gather and fix up for
sleeping is an lirzd.L."); nevertheLess, any contradiction
between it and the sources consid.ered above is immediately
resolved by the revelation that this bed also serves as a
shelter from the burning sun during the day.

It is striking, to say the least, that this secondary
use of the watchman's bed is also mentioned in a nineteenth
century description of the Syrian (?) watchmanrs hut by the
Arabist Johann Wetzstein (Delitzsch 1882:74-5) z

The watchmanrs hut, for the protection of the vineyards
and mel-on and maize fields against thieves, herds, or
wild beasts, is now called either carlshe and rnantara
if it is only slightly put together from branches of
trees, or chbme if it is built up high in order that
the watcher may see a great distance. The chAme Ls
.the more frequent; at harvest it stands in the midst
of the threshing fl-oors (bejAdir) of a district and it
is constructed in the following manner: -- Four poles
$av{anLd) are set up so as to form the corners of a
square, the sides of which are about eight feet in
length. Eight feet above the ground, four cross pieces
of wood. (sar^ririd) are tightly bound to these with cords,
on which planks, if they are to be had, are 1aid. Here
is the watcher's bed which consists of a litter. Six or
seven feet above this, cross beams are again bound. to
the four^poles, on which boughs, or reeds (qaqab), o! a
mat ({:ag?rah) forms a roof (sa!f), from whicfr ifre ch}me
has its name; for the Pje] forms D:ty , Eilt r lttg
signify, "to be stretched over anything after the manner
of a roof." Between the roof and the bed, three sides
of the chime are hung roun,l with a mat, or with reeds
or straw (q,ashsh) bound together, in order to keep off
the cold night-winds, and also to keep the thieves in
ignorance as to the nunber of wat,chers. A small lad-
der, su-lfem, frequently leads to the bed-chamber. The
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space between the ground and this chamber is closed only
on the west side to keep off the hot afternoon sun, for
through the day the watcher sits bel-ow with his dog,
upon the ground. Here is also his place of reception,
if any passers-by visit him; for, like the village
shepherd, the fieldwatcher has the right of showing a
humble hospitality to any acquaintances. When the
fruits have been gathered in, the ch6me is removed. The
field-watchman is now called nAt0r and the verb is natar
"to keep watchr" instead of which the quadriliteral
nOtar (from the plur. nawAtLr "the watchers"), has also
been formed. In one part of Syria, al1 these forms are
written with d instead of !, and pronounced accordingly.

It wil-I be noted that this structure differs from the
Talmudic ?arzbfa in having a roof over the bed. This seem-
ingly m,j-nor detail is of crucial importance from a semantic
point of view, since it means that the essential component
which makes thj-s structure a sheLter is not the bed (in spite
of the secondary use of the latter referred to above) but the
roof above the bed -- as Wetzstein explicitly states. The
sarne is true of the watchman's hut from Arabia (Tih5ma) de-
picted in Niebuhrrs Description de l-'Arabie (1774: plate XV,
figure F). It would be rash to assume that structures of
this type did not 90 by the name of carsEl.d (or the various
phonetic variants thereof) in the ancient Near East, and it
is unnecessary as well-. The evidence for the lateral theory
presented in this chapter wiII in no way be weakened if we
assume that after the watchman's bed acquired a secondary
function, the term sarsELa may have been broadened to in-
clude the kind of structure described by Wetzstein and de-
picted by Niebuhr.

Would our argument be weakened if it turns out that
such structures were included among the denotata of TarsELa
from the very beginning? It would, but not as much as one
might suppose; for, though it was the meaning "watchmanrs
hammock" which prompted scholars to connect earsEle with
$arsE in the first place, the meaning "watchmanrs hut" also
leads us to farsE, or at least to the South Semitic cognates
of farsE: I,Iehri ar6ft, are,Sten "hut (palm)," Harsusi ar5:.t
arlait, anSten "hut (palm) , tent" (Thomas l-937:302-3 ,3231 ,
Shahari arEait, ar6et "hut (palm) " (1gg. cit. ) ,rariit
cartlt "Rohrhiltte" (Bittner L9L7 218) ,r* Arabic sarrE "hut
(made of palm-leaf sticks or other materials) " (Al-Azharf
s.v.),15 ethiopic gliri3 "tabernaculum, umbraculum" (Dillman
1865 s.v.). Even Hebrew cereJ, which ordinarily means "bedr"
may mean "bower" in the phrase carJenu racZnEnS(H (Song I:
16), for, according to Kutscher (196I:16), it is doubtful
that the adjective rali.nan "fresh, Iuxuriant," used else-
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where of treesr cirn be used to describe a bed. Following
Rabbenu sobadiah of Bertinoro (15th century CE), Kutscher
compares ser€d in the above verse with Mishnaic c3rzs
"(structure made of) trellised vines." It follows that the
d.erivation garsEle < *sarJ- is relatively independent of
the semantic problem we have been discussing, and that this
bit of evidence for the lateral theory is solidly based.

fAccording to Fraenkel (1886:138), the relationship was already recog-
nized by Buxtorf. Fraenkel is apparently referring to the fact that
Buxtorf ts lcxi@n Chaldaicun TaJ.mudicum et Ra.bbinicum (1640) renders carsE
witlr l,atin fectus "couch" and sarsE-ZE with the Latin diminutive of lectus,
i.e., Jectu.Lus "small couch."

2could sarEpel be derived from an earlier *trp 1L "clou<l of God"? Cf.
Hebrew r8.U"f "naly-Ion" < Akkadian Bebi[, which meant, according to popufar
etlrmologyl "gate of the gods" (Encqclopedia ttiqrait s.v. aE.ue.I ) . cf . also
Hebrew Karm€,L "Carmel," which may have meant"vineyard of God," especially in
light of its use in I1 Chronicles 26:10 (cited by Encgclopdia Miqtait s.v.
Karmel to prove that karme-l is also a colnmon noun meaning "wine-producing
area"). Einally cf. Hebrew harXre ?e.1, "mountains (worthy) of God" in Psalms
36:7. 3Fluctuation between e and i in the vicinity of r (Q and r are both
trills and are actually merged in Jewish Baghdadi Arabic) was noted already
by Brockelrnann (1908:225,226) and, to judge from Brockelmann's reference,
N6ldeke. Beeston (I962a:1I) has a nice list of examples, but unfortunately
he did not take the Ugaritic and Canaanite evidence into account in deter-
mining the direction of the change. Thus, he compares Arabic mgr.b with ESA
mcrD, but does not mention mcr.b in Ugaritic (and MSA and the Arabic dialects
of Dalina, Hadramawt, and ZufEr, for that matter). He also compares EsA
tfrt "sluices" with Arabic tfr "mouth; seaport," but leaves out Ugaritic
Eir "gate" and hieroglyphic Canaanite 3a-ca-ru. The l-atter form, pace
Earris (1939:63), proves nothing about the existence of g in twelfth-century

te-
"Excrescent" and "parasitic" are the terms used by Anttila (L972:67ff)

and Malmberg (1963:60), respectively, to describe consonants whj-ch are, as it
r,rere, spontaneously generated out of nothing in clearly defined phonetic en-
vironments.

5Th. l.tt.r may be more J.ike1y sj.nce there is a distinct possibility
that the meaning "hut" for carJ is a South Semitic innovation, as the fol-Iow-
ing chart shows: 

BED HUT

1) East Semitic
Akkadian eriu x

2) North^rest Semitic
Hebrew tereJ x ?

Ugaritic cr! x
Aramaic carsE x

3) South Semitic
MSA ar*it, ar*et x
ethiopic cirii x
arabic carfi x

6The most striking paralIel is (ryest) Mehri Arzh.Zlt ',tent" reported by
Bent (1900:443). It i-s clearly identi-cal with (East) Mehri arSit "hut,' and
Harsusi arSjt "hut, tent" reported by Thomas (1937:302-3,323). The z}] tran-
scription in this word and in fzhh! "evening meaI" (cp. Thomas 19172294 aiti,

Canaani
4
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ai6aj "dinner"; Jatrn L9o22243 i.da "Aben&nahlzeit"; trabic saEa? "dinner,
supper") indicates a voiced allophone of /+/ in West ltehri. This widening of
the field of dispersion of /*/ was made possible by the merger of t\/ wi-|.}:.
/L/ in that dialect (see the section entitled "Landbergrs ,r and the ,r-
isogloss" in chapter ii).

'This is a back-formation since, historically, /c6a".1,/ must have de-
veloped from 7caa"1V/ (assuming that vre are right about .i, representing an
off-g1ide from an original iL) which is the reverse of the historically pre-
valent pattern /Cvccvc/ > /CvCCcv/. In our synchronj.c ru1es, of course, we
will derive /ratsJ-Y/ from /carsal/, following the historicaLly prevalent
Dattern.' 8s". chapter xvj-, fn. 24, for the free variation of ? and ai in Mehri.

9tt" to.io trzl-? is also found in some editions of the Targum including
Lagarde's edition of Codex Reuchlinianus and a Yemenite manuscript from the
16th-17!h century (Stenning 1949) .

10For u discussion of the historical relationship between the Targun
and the_Syriac translation, cf. Rowlands 1959.

Ifwh".. the image is of shaking, but not in the first of the tt o
passages (Isaiah 1:8) where the image is of desertion. For various reasons,
lard.ziT were constructed on the tops of trees, where, no doubt, the slight-
est win{ would set them shaking.

12Not" that the word for a watchman, Iike the word for his shelter,
(crrzE]) is Aramaic, cf . Jewish Aramai.c- ndtdrd.

l3our printed editions of the Talmud and even some manuscripts (e.g.
Codex ltunich) have lurzi).d (7wrzg7?), but this reading is apparently due to
contamination with the hrord 2urziTd meaning "gaze11e." Codex oxford and some
versions of Rashirs cornmentary have ?;2.!u (Ra.bbinovicz 1960:III,93), as do
the r,iru& (s.v.), Rabbenu Hananel's corNnentary, and +L}re aaggid MiEneh and
Kesep MiEne.h, both on Maimonides'irliEneh Tctrah, Hi]-kot BalUatl xvl , 7.

racf. also the MsA words for "anchorage" reported by Thomas (L937:284-
5): Shahari arf,et, Harsusi eriiait, eril, Mehri marsaj.

15se.reral native Syriac-Arabic dictionaries actually give this Arabic
word (along with cirzEJ.) as a gloss of tarzITd (Payne Smith 1901 s.v,).
Examples of carfE(a) used of a watchman's hut come from wetzstein, who states
that "the watctrmanrs hut, for the protection of the vineyards and melon and
maize fields against thieves, herds, or wild beasts, is now called either
car?she [or] mantara..." (Delitzsch 1882:74-5), and from Saadia, who renders
sukke(il in Isaiah 1:8 (where the context points to a watchman's hut) with
carJS (Oerenbourg edition; cf. also mE-Zunt (h) = manzlra in the parallel
hemistich) instead of zaLa7, which is his rendering'of sukkS(h) in most of
the fourteen other plaies in the translation and in his dictionary (A11ony
1969:365). We might also note in passing that, according to A1-Azhart, an
carl! (1ike an cirzai.) is a kind of mizaTla, and that mizaTTa i-s the Arabic
cognate of Aramaic nEtalTElZ, rvhich, as the Targumic equivaLent of Hebrew
sukke(il, occurs in synonymous parallelism with carsE.la- (more precisely,
garsal. mE!a-!u!E) in the Targum of Isaiah I:8. In other words: carfi .'

mizaTla:,. carsEl5 : migall6td.



xvIII.
Evidence fromKaldu - KaSdim for Lateral.f in Heb.e*"

Striking evidence for the lateral theory is contained in
any Hebrew-English Bible: the equation kaidim = Chaldaeans
is evidence that Hebrew J sounded like l. Of course the
facts are far more complicated than this simple observation,
but aII of the facts and interpretations that foIlow cannot
change the fundamental correspondence of Hebrew J witn I in
the two variants of this name.

Let us first trace back English "Cha1daean" to its
source. The earliest translation of the Bib1e, the Septua-
gint, has khal.daio! for Hebrew kaidim, a term which Herodotus
(I,81ff) used. in c. 460 BCE to refer to the priests of Bel.
This Greek fonn is no doubt a rend.ering of the Aramaic
kaldELyl -- attested only later in Syriac, Jewish Babylonian,
Mandaic, Christian Palestinian and Palmy.err"2 Xala'a'ji
"Chaldaean; astrologer, fortune-teller"3 -- plus the Greek
plural ending oi. The Aramaic name in turn probably derives
from the Akkadian gentilic kalddg* (kaJ--da-a-a; Strassmaier
1886:512, lines 7,9) which must come straight from the
Chaldaeans themselves (since Akkadian was the language of
Babylonia when the Chaldaeans arrived there). The name is
first attested in an inscription of Ashurnasirpal II dated.
approximately 878 BCE: md.t KaLdu "Chaldaea" (Brinkman
1968:260) . The -l.-variant of the nameq is obviously old and
widespread. In fact, it appears at first glance to be the
only variant attested in non-,fewish sources. Further in-
vestigation, however, reveals that there are some exceptions
to this general rule -- and some highly interesting ones at
that.

In medieval Iraq, for example, the Aramaic-speaking
descendants of the ancient Babylonians were still calling
themselves a-2,-kasddniggtn (Brinkman 1968:265, Chwolson
1859:Iff) or rather some Aramaic version of this. We owe
this information to Ahmad ben cAIi ibn WahEiyya who, in
the ninth or tenth century, translated some works of his
people into Arabic from "the language of the kagdEn iggtin"S
(Ioc. cit.). His gentitic epithet, al-KasdEnf,b is record-
ed both on the title pagesT of these works (found by
Chwolson in the LeiCen University Library) and in the Kiteb

L37
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aL-Fihrist (I,311). The latter (l-oc. cit.) as Brinkman
points out, uses aI-KaIdEni and al-KasdEnf indiscriminately
in referring to Ibn WahEiyya; and lbn WalrEiyya himself call-
ed one of his books Inadd.hibu a7-kaliHniggln fi a7-asn-am
"Chaldaean Teachings about Idotsr" no doubt referring to
his own people.

This equation of kasdEni and kaJ.dEni enables us to use
the testimony of Al--Masc[d1 concerning the kalddniggiin in
AL-tanblh wa-al-ilrdf . In this history-book, Al-Ivlasc[dI is
primarily interested in the ancient Chaldaeans, but after
one of his referur"."8 to the kaTffi.niggifn he adds: "that
is, the Babylonians whose remnants at present [967 CE] are
in the swamps between WEsit and Basra in vi11ages"9 (p. 137).
This note places the medieval kasdaniggdn - kaJ-ddni7Al, .nright smack in the middle of the old Chaldaean homeland.r"
It seems reasonable to infer that these people are the di-
rect heirs of the ancient Chaldaeans, and that the form
kasd- is a direct descendant of the original Chaldaean name,
one of the few witnesses to that name which are independent
of Akkadian.

Another possible sibilant-variant occurs in a royal in-
scription from al-eUqlah (Jamme 1963:44) which describes
three legations that Ilrad4 Ya1it, King of Hadramawt (thira
century CE) received at his al-cUqlah resort. One of the
legations was composed of "Du Matrdn and Fa1aqat, the two
Ka3adites (ks2dgghn)." oamte believes that these kszdggtn
were members of a l-ocal tribe but the only evidence he is
able to adduce for the existence of such a clan is a smalI
set of personal names and a place-name outside of South
Arabia.

A different interpretation -- and, for our purposes,
a more interesting one -- has been offered by MUIIeT (L9642
389) and accepted by Wissman (L964:457). MUller argues that
ks'dggtn means "the two Chaldaeans" since:

a) the members of the other two legations are described
as tdmtgghn "two Ta4marites" and tndgghn "two Hin-
dites" -- terms which couLd easily refer to men of
Palmyra and India. Legations from two such distant
Iands would be compatible with a legation of
Chaldaeans.

b) none of the three supposedly South Arabian tribes is
mentioned el-sewhere.

c) nisba-adjectives like .rs2dg, tdmrg, and. hndy are used
for foreign peoples rather than South Arabian tribes.



MUIIeT's argument is not convincing as it stands. It fails
to provide a motive for a visit to Hadramawt by Indians and
Chatdaeans or to explain why Chalda6aris would have Southll
Semitic ,rar"".12

Upon closer examination, however, the history of the
kingdom of Hadramawt provides a perfect context for MUllerrs
interpretation of the inscription. During the Greco-Roman
period, Hadramawt was a far more jspqrtant place than it is
today. The reason for its importance can be summed up in one
word: frankincense. In those days, Hadramawt included
zufErl3 -- one of the two regions in tfre worta which produced
frankincense (Van Beek L9642103-4), a product for which there
was a tremendous, world.wide demand. One of the biggest mar-
kets for this product was India. The anonymous Peripfus of
the Ergthraean Sea describes in great detail the lucrative
sea-trade between South Arabia and Barygaza, Muziris, and
other ports on the west coast of India (Van Beek L9642109).

Of particular interest is the fact that the Periplus
names an Eleazos as the reigning king of Hadramawt, the
king who presided over this booming trade with India.
According to Wissman (1964272 and Tafel IIIa) this El-eazos
is none other than the rlcadd Yalit of our inscription!14

It is also interesting to noti that IIcarrl5- yalit is
mentioned repeatedly in the inscriptions found at l(hor Rori
in the frankincense region, whereas only one inscription
from. this region mentions any other king (Albright l-953:
39).ab This suggests that Ilcazz took a particularly active
part in the frankincense trade.

Given the magnitude of the trade with India under Ileazz
Yalit and the extent of his power to grant preferential tar-
iffs or any number of other concessions, it is reasonable to
expect that he would receive visits fnom Indian merchants.
If, however, Janme were still to insist that |-he tndgghn were
Ioca1 subjects of the Hadramt king, we might be able to ac-
cept that, for, according to the Per:p-I,us, there were Indian
merchants living on the northern coast of Socotra (par. 30)
and Socotra was also ruled by Eleazos (par. 3I). These
Indians would presumably satisfy both Mliller and Jamme.

Visits by Palmyrene and Chaldaean merchants would make
just as much sense. Palmyra owed its fame and fortune to
its location along "the kingts road" -- one of the routes
by which Hadraml frankincense was brought north. A second
northward route of great importance sheds unexpected light
on the origin of the ks2dtlghn. The following is Van Beek's
(1958:145) description of that route:

Chaldean Merchants in Hadramawt - 139

d) the phonemes of ks2d.g correspond perfectly to those
of Hebrew Xalai@) and Biblical Aramai-c ka{dag.
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Strabo reports that a journery from Gerrha to
Hadhramaut required forty days (16.4.4). This suggests
the existence of an overland route across the middle of
the Arabian peninsula, since a course skirting the sands
would require more time. Presrmably, this route was
primarily used for the transport of Dhof6r frankincense
to the north. From Gerrha, frankincense vras distrib-
uted to Mesopotamia and to Palestine, according to Stra-
bo (16.4.18; 16.3.3) and. Diodorus Siculus (III.42.5).
The relationship between Gerrha and South Arabia is
gradually being brought into sharp focus. It wil-L be
remembered that Gerrha was inhabited bg Chal-daean exiLes
from Babglon [my italics] according to Strabo (16.3.3).
While his source -- probably Eratosthenes in this in-
stance -- goes back only to the third century B.C.,
Gerrha must have been a Chaldaean stronghold for some
centuries earlier. W.F. Albright has shown that the
probable source of the Chaldaean script is Southeast
Arabia. Since Hadhramaut was generally oriented toward
its eastern neighbors, including the Mahra country and
Dhofar, in the first century A.D.f7 (PeripJus para. 27)
and possibly throughout its entire history, the exist-
ence of a route connecting Gerrha and Hadhramaut is not
at all surprising.

Van Beek apparently overlooked the fact that this route is
actually drawn on the map of Ptolemy Claudiust ^Geographg(c. 150-160 CE). It began at Sabbatha (=ESA szbwt,capital
of Hadramawt) and passed through Nagara metropolis (=ESA
ngrn, Arabic Najr6n), end.ing at Gerrha polis (Wissman and
Hofner L952:12).

In view of the fact that the Chaldaean colony of Gerrha
was one of lladramawtrs oldest and biggest trading partners,
it is aifficuit to avoid, the conclusion that the ks2dggln
who accompanied. the Hadramt king from S2abwat to his resort
in al-cUqlah were Chaldaeans from that town -- not Chaldaens
in the broad sense of "Babyloniansrr but Chaldaeans in the
narrow, ethnic sense, descendants of the southern wing of
the Bit Yakin tribe whose territory extended along the
Persian GuIf as far south as Dilmun (Dougherty 1932:153,
Encgclopedia Miqra-lt s"v. fa{ai{, the region of modern
Bahrain and of ancient Gerrha.18 These southern Chaldaeans,
fai away from the gtitter of Babylonian civilization, must
have succeeded a good deal better than their northern cousins
in preserving their South Semitic (Moritz L926:206, Albright
L952, Biggs 1965 and cf. Mitchell 1969:114; but cf. Ephcal
L974 for a different view) language and culture. It follows
that we ought not be surprised to find Chaldaeans with
South Semitic names ins-tead of the East Semitic names (A1-
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bright L952244, Brinkman 1968:265) borne by the Chaldaeans
mentioned in our cuneiform sources.

Let us return now to the subject of our chapter: the
correspondence between Akkadian I (kaLdu) and Hebrew d
(kaiain). In order to evaluate this correspondence as evi-

dence for the lateral hypothesis, \i/e must first determine the
origin of the corresponding forms. We have already pointed
out that the Akkadian form is probably a direct rendering of
the original- Chaldaean name as pronounced by the Chaldaeans
themseLves. But what about the Hebrew form? What can we
deduce about rts origin?

we can immediately rule out an Aramaic borrowing, since
all of the Aramaic dialects, except for some of the Jewish
ones, have an L in the word for "Chald.aean." A first milfen-
nium borrowing from Akkadian is t pa'c€ Kaufman (L974:141)19,
excluded for the same reason.'u However, it rs possible, and
in fact widely believed, that Akkadian kafdu developed from
an earlier *ka6du (in accordance with the welf-known Akkadian
sound Law discussed in the next chapter) and that Hebrew
*aiain is a rendering of this very lar1y2l for*.

It must be admitted that this theory weakens the effec-
tiveness of the kaTdu - Xaiain correspond,ence as evidence for
lateral- J in Hebrew (although some evidence can be squeezed
out of the putative fact that precisely the al-lophone of
Akkadian /€/ wnLcn was later to split off and merge wLt'h /L/
was heard by the Hebrews as being cfoser to J than to E).
But the theory is far from proven. It is flawed by the fact
that the crucial form *kaidu has never been found, or, dc-
cording to proponents of the theory, "has not yet been found"
(Enc7cToped.ia lrliqra:t s.v. Xalaim). It was probably this
problem which motivated A.L. Oppenheimts jud.gment (1962:556)
that "no linguistically satisfactory explanation of this dif-
ference lbetween the Hebrew and Akkadian forms of the name]
is known. "

One last possibitity exists: that Hebrew ka/;dim, 1ike
Akkadian kaLdu and the Aramaic prototype of kasdEnT, is a
direct and independent rendering of the original name as it
was heard from the mouths of the Chal-daeans themselves. In
that case, we have Hebrew i and Akkadian J, rendering the same
Chaldaean phone, suggesting that Hebrew J fr.a some feature in
conmon with Akkadian 1..

Naturally this cannot be confirmed at the present time
given the state of our knowledge about the Chaldaeans; but if
it turns out that the Chaldaeans spoke an eastern dialect of
ESA, as the present evidence linking them to ZufEr (Albright
L952:44, Bi.ggs 1965, but cf. Ephsal L9742I13 for a different
view) quggests, and if the ESA word for "Chaldaean" really

. z-was ks-dy, it wiII fol-Iow that the original Chaldqgan name
probably contained a voiceless fricative-laterdl," a phone
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which could easily have ,

(Akkadian -Z and Hebrew 3
given rise to the two renderings
) which we have been discussing.

I-It is unlikely that the Greek form comes directly from Akkadian
kalCIEg- since it is almost inconceivable that the Greeks could have heard
of the Chaldaeans before the reign of Nabopolassar (626-605), the first king
of the Chaldaean dynasty. Even by this time, Akkadian was on the wane, if
not actuallv extinct.2of .lrrr"" the vocalization of this name is attested for only some of
the diaLects named.

]"estro1o9er" is the usual meaning of Biblical Aramaic faiaag as well.qHenceforth, simply the "J.- variant" as opposed to the various
"sibilant-variants. "5Jir5rr, 7-kasitdniggfna, not lisdn al-kasdEnl as Brinkman reports
(1968:)65), cf. also TuQatu l-kasddnigg-Ina in Kiteb al-Fihrist I, 358.

olt is interesting to note that Kasdan occurs as a Jewish family-name
todayr_e.g. Sara Kasdan, the author of r.ave and Knishes.

/or possibily one of the prefaces. Chwolson is not specific on this
point.

SNot in his chapter cn "The Seven Nations of Antiquity" which contains
his major discussion of the Chaldaeans, but in the chapter on'rThe Kings of
Byzantium from the Hijra to 345 [967 CE] " -- as an after-thought.

Ywa-humu t-frbi7igg-una l-ladina bqiggatuhum fa haile 7-waqti bi-l-
baletili bagna Wesit wa-7-Basra fi quran hundk-

rtThe swamp-lands belonged to the territory of Bit Yakin, the most pow-
erful of the Chaldaean tribes (Encgclopedia iliqrait s.v. ka.ddjm).

IlAn examination of the names in Harding 1971 reveals that the parti-
c1e dII is almost always associated r.rith ESA names, but the Safaitic paral-Iels
to tfiese names adduced by Jamne (1963:44) (cf. a]-so Harding 1971:471) show
that a North Arabic origin is not excluded.

I2o., the other hand, Jame hi$self admits (1963:45) that the names of
the two Hindites, dhrdh and mndJ: "may be of Indian origin." The sequence
dh which occurs Lhree times in these t\.ro nanes was used during the Islanic
period to represent Indian "aspirated" 4h. It may be objected that this was
an orthogfaphic practice used by the Indians themselves to distinguish as-
pirated dh from unaspirated. d, and that it is not at alL certain that a South
Arabian in the pre-Islamic period would hear Indian di as dh. But this
ilifficulty disappears once we learn that "the kingrs guests and servants
vrrote their own texts" (Jamme 1963:1O). There is no difficuLty in assuming
that the Indian guests wrote their own texts or at least spelled their names
for the engraver, since, as merchants (see fumediately below), they would
have to be abIe, at the very 1east, to sign their names in South Arabic
script -- particularly if they were mernbers of the Indian commr:.nity on
Socotra, for the latter was a dependenq;,of Hadrama\,rt (see immediatefy be-
low).

]3roa"y pufEr is dependency of oman.
rathis is a reversal of Wissman's earlier position (Wissman and Hofner

L952:332). In 1952, he was working with a first century CE date for the
PetipTus; in 1954, he switched,with other scholars, to a third-century date.
As a result, ILlazz I, II, and III became one man.

l5For the Ilcadd - T]-tazz fluctuation, cf. Beeston 1962:13.
l6a1bri9ht catfJ nim ll-qazz Yali! r, but see fr,. l.4, above.

]]o. ,nen".rer the PeripTus was written; see fn. 14, above.
]!ror tfre location of cerrha, cf. James L969.l9Karf*a.r's position that the J- of kaldu "was heard as .ij.,, by the west

Semites (but as I by the Greeks) " is, in addition to being factually incor-
rect (cf. the Aramaic renderings of ka-Zdu l-isted at the beginning of this
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chapter) and historically implausible (cf. fn. 1, above), linguistically
improbable, if it is to be interpreted as meaning that the I of kaldu, being
derived from older !, was phonetically different from et)zmological J. A1-
though it is theoretically possible that the large-scale replacement of <E>

by <1> in Middle Babylonian and Assyrian texts is a "fal-se report of merger"
i La Labov, Yaeger, and Steiner (19722229-57), the burden of proof clearly
rest.s on the proponent of such a theory.

2Ourrl.=t Lehmann (1892:158) and Brockelmann (I90O:396) were correct in
their belief that Akkadian l. was voiceless, but cf. the next chaPter for ob-
jections to this theory. Moreover, even if it was voiceless, woul-d it not
have had a voiced allophone before the d of kaLdu, as Lehnann himself (1oc.
cit.) suggested?

2Icf . c.intz 1962:19ofn1o:
"akkadian gramar . . . is clear on this point, that beginning with Middle
Babylonj-an (1500 B.C.) the consonantal group id had changed into -2.d. And
this is borne out by the very name of the Chaldaeans, which from the first
appear in the inscriptions as Ka.Idu. This is also the name given them in
non-Biblical Aranaic (X7dg1) and in Greek (kha-Idaioi). Thus, the combined
Hebrew name ?Ur-KaJdim, whictr as an exception evinces a form prior to the
fifteenth century 8.C., must necessarily be an old designation which had
come down fronr the Patriarchal epoch just in this form, Apparently it is
because of this combination, long established in Hebrew tradition that,
when the Chaldaeans appear later on the historical scene, the old form
xaldim was applied to them in spite of the universally accepted more
modern form Ka.Ldu "-zE"i-."ia."..'ttt.t 

ESe s2 was already a fricative-latera1 in the
fourth century BCE, see chaPter xvi.



xrx.
Evidence for Lateral S in Akkadian

The Akkadian merger of ! with -Z before apical stops
.w-(e.S. ildu < jidu "foundation" homonymous with jl,du < iTdu

"offspring ,'t iTti < rXt: "with" hononymous with iLtj < il-ti
"godd.ess (gen. ) ," qiftu < qiituL "forest; gif!" hononymous
with q.rJtu < ,rqiTtuz "alkal-i ," baltu < baEtuj "shame; vital
power" hononymous with bal-tu < baLtu "a thorny plant") and
apicaIspirants(e.g.u].ziz<uEziz'.hep1aced,,,i.Z's:<
jlsj "he called") is one of the most famous sound-changes in
all of the Semitic languages. and certainly one of the best
d.ocumented,. Hundreds of tabfets allow us to follow its pro-
gress from sporadic beginnings in OId Babylonian (Reiner L9732
35, von Soden 1969:5) to full--blown maturity in Middle
Babylonian and Assyrian (Btihl 1909:23, Aro 1955:38, Jucquois
1966:272,275). Nevertheless, in spite of this wealth of da-
ta, few Semitists would claim to understand this sound-change
fu11y. In the words of Moscati (1964b:35), "The causes of
this phenomenon are stilI not clear."

The problem, of course, is to explain the sudden jump
from E to J., from a voiceless palatal central fricative to
a voiced alveolar lateral approximant. This is not an in-
superable problem since intermediate stages (one of which
would almost certainly be a voiceless fricative-lateral) can
easily be imagined. This is the explanation offered by Bouda
(L947:52-3) for similar shifts in Iranian and Ostyak.
Another approach might be to re-examine the conventional de-
scriptions, given above, of the Akkadian phonemes convention-
aIIy designated E and J, in an attempt to bring these two
end-points cfoser together. Lehmannrs claim (1892:158, cf.
also Brockelmann 1900), in connection with our sound-change,
that Akkadian L was voiceless is a good example of this
approach applied to one of the end-points" Gumpertz's4
suggestion (L942:I14fn), in the same connection, that Akka-
dian B was a voiceless fricative-Iateral exemplifies the
same approach applied to the second end-point.

Of the three possibilities, the second is the least
likely. tt is difficult to believe that one phoneme spon-
taneously underwent unconditional de-voicing in Akkadian
while all of the others were unaffected, especially when

L44
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the phoneme in question happens to be /L/. We have already
seen5 that it is extremely unusual to find a language which
has a voiceless lateral phoneme with no voiced counterpart.
Thus, Lehmann's proposaL entails the assumption of a change
from a typologically normal to a typologically aberrant
system, and shoul-d therefore be rejected in favor of the
other proposals.

The first of the three possibilities has the great ad-
vantage of not requiring any dislocation of established
views, but it is ueconomical , for , in positing a * second-
arily developed f:rom 3, it fails to exploit the MSA evidence
suggesting that Akkadian E may have inherited a l-ateral re-
alization from one of its PS ancestors (proto-phonemes). In-
fact, the Socotri * undergoes a merger with -Z before s and Eo
(Lesl-au 1938:32) which is the cl-osest thing to an exact rep-
lica of the Akkadian sound-change that we can reasonably hope
to find. Surely, when we find, in two cognate languages, two
phonemes which are descended from the same proto-phoneme and
undergo the same distinctive sound-change, we have a right to
assume that they are phonetically similar or even identical. /

If so, it follows that Akkadian ! was a fateral, as Gurpertz
suggested.

Since the merger seems to have begun with Et rather than
ia (von Soden 1969:5), it seems fair to make the further as-
sumption (reminiscent of, but quite different from, Leh-
mann's) that /l/ had a voicel-ess allophone before /t/.8 If
so, the original change was t+l t tl-l/ [t], i.e. a simple
l-oss of friction. The slightly lat8r Etange t+l > [I] /_ld)
involved in addition the acquisition of voicing through
assimilation.

In arguing for Gumpertz's solution, we are not unmind-
ful of the difficulties it entails. The conventional trans-
literation ! is firmly based on the agreement between ety-
mology (the phoneme in question is the reflex not only of
PS 3 but also of PS 5) and the rendering of the phoneme in
Akkadian loanwords in Hebrew, Aramaic, and. Persian
(Delitzsch 1889:106). On the other hand, it should be re-
membered that these loanwords were borrowed in the Neo-
Babylonian period, a thousand years after the sound-change
we are investigating. By that time, Akkadian /3/ could
have shifted (without undergoing any new merger) from t+l
to tEl, just as Arabic ; did centuries l-ater. Moreover, the
evidence of the Jerusalem Amarna letters (I4th century --
al-most contemporary with the sound-change), though extremely
fragmentary, seems to give a picture of Akkadian E which is
entirely different from the conventional one (Harris L939234,
Nitzan L973:43):
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ia-te-e = lilae(h) "fieId"
3e-e-ri -- ,desir "seir"
u-ru-sa--Z. ip = gbruSLlen (k!tib_) "Jerusalem"
La-ki-si -- f3&rE "Lachish"
bit sa-a-ni = bet 3b?3n "Beisan"

The rendering of Canaanite d with akkadian E9 (al-though
it should be noted that Canaanite t is also rendered with
Akkadian E in 5a-ak-mi = EE;<em "ShEchem"IO) and Canaanite E

with Akkadian s gives support to Gumpertz's proposal and sug-
gests that the realj.zation t;l (of Akkadian /E/) may have
been an innovation of the post-Amarna period.

Further support for this proposal comes from the variant
spellings of a non-Assyrian name in the OId Assyrian texts
(c. 1950-1750 BCE) from Kiiltepe: I-La-Li-e1-ke : E-l;-li-i6-
ki (Hecker 1968:53).

The most likeIy explanation for these variants seems to
be that the name was phonemically /Ilalilka/ buL that it was,
at least on occasion, realized [Italilka], with partial as-
simitation of L to voiceless k. Thisoexplanation -- or rath-
€rr the simple fact that Old Assyrian E and L could be used
to render the same foreign phone (me) -- suggests that OId
Assyrian E may have been a lateral.

It is interesting to note that even according to the
conventional view,, Akkadian had a phoneme with the same phon-
etic value as PS s until the end of the Old Akkadian period.
This phoneme represented the product of a merger of PS i and
PS ; in which the latter, not the former, gave up its phon-
etic identity. It was only at the end of this period that
Akkadian is sai-d to have lost its .d by *erging i1 with E, the
phonetically altered reflex of PS t. Thus, the only change
in the conventional view entailed by Gumpertz's proposal con-
cerns this second merger, specifically its d.irection. If
this proposal is correct we must write: OId Akkadian ! , d
rather tfran i > 3.

One possible objection to this theory is that we usual-
Iy expect the uncommon phone -- in this case, the lateral
phone -- to give up its identity in a merger (i.e. we ex-
pect the "marked" feature to be lost), and in fact this was
the usual fate of d in its various mergers in the various
Semitic languages and of the ;, in its ind.ependent (BIau
1969:42) mergers with l" in the various Arabic dialects.
Nevertheless, there are exceptions to this ru1e. In ZufEr
and Datfna, for exampler,central *j merged with lateral e
rather than vice versa.ll The merger of E witn d in Pre-
Otd Akkadian is another example, assuming that the conven-
tional view is correct.

Moreover, it is possible to remedy the abovementioned
defect by assuming that the direction of the ol,d Akkadian
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merge-r was X , d in some environments (including /_aptcaL),
but J > E in others.f2 This would mean that the Old
Babylonian /i/ phoneme had two allophones -- t5l and tdt
each continuing an originally independent Proto-Semitic
phoneme.

lMany Assyriologists write the word for "gift." with a Long vovrel
(gtEtu), but thj.s practice may be "on1y etymologically and morphophonemically
correct" (Reiner 1966:121).

2This word is not attested in the period before the merger, but j-ts
original form (with etymological l.) can be reconstructed from its Semitic
cognates, e.9. Syriac gelyE "alkali," Arabic gi.1y "aIkali"; cf. Thompson
1949: 35.

3Many Assyriologists write the vrord for 'rshame" with a long vowel
(bdltu), but this practice may be "only et)rmoIogically and morphophonemically
correcf" (Reiner 1966:12I).

'The same idea occurred independently to Dj.akonoff (1965:22), Pia
(L974), Hetzron (personal commr:nication), and the present writer.

5see chapter i.
6c^- ^t"-^+^-.-sec urrdPLcr x.
/It ir true that other Akkadian sibilants not descended from PS i

(namely, ,!r sr and z) also alternate with l. in a few instances,but this does
not weaken our argument, for Held (L959) has shown that in such cases, the l.-
allomorph goes back to an earlier 5-aIlomorph. Thus, for example, we find
that maru.l.tu "evil, sick," the feminine counterpart of marsu, goes'back to an
earlier maruitu (ibid., 1?3) . We might add that in one case lmazzaztum >

mazzaltum > manzal-tu "station") the E-allomorph is attested already in OId
Akkadian (Gelb 1957 s.v.).

SThi= arsrmption, when coupLed with the further assumptj.on that the
voiceless allophone came to be produced with frictj.on (presumably for the
sake of audibility, cf. Dieth 1950:149) in Neo-Assyrian (when /E/ was no
longer realized as a voiceless fricative-lateral and the way was thus cleared
for /L/ to acquire that realization before /t/), makes the Neo-Assyrian mer-
ger of rzltl(including both /lt/ < /it/ and, etymologicaL /).t/) with /ssl look
very much like the Neo-Assyrian merger of. /Et/ w:-th /ss/ identifj-ed by
Kaufman (L974zL4L). On the other hand, sporadic examples of tt ) ss in Neo-
Assyrian (ma?attu > ma?assu "much" (von Soden 1952:29), a3arettu; Saressu
(ibid 1969:5), ambatte > ambassi (celb 1955:I03)) suggest that the explana-
tion for -Lt > ss is to be sought in the phonetic nature of t rather than 1..
Akkadian t -- if we may judge from Greek trarrscriptions (Pinches 1902 and
Schileico 1928) which consistently render it with t}r rather than t (the lat-
ter is used however to render Akkadian !) --was an aspirate, and, as the
history of many European languages shows, aspirates have a tendency to turn
into spirants. In the Germanj-c Sound Shift, for example, PIE th and t hrere
shifted to [e] while tt vras shifted to [ss]. It is not unreasonable to sup-
pose that something similar took place in Neo-Assyrian, although it vras nat-
ura11y only the phonemic merger wit}: /ss/, not the sub-phonemic shift to
[O], which succeeded in firrding expression in the cuneiform orthography.

'GoeLze (1941:128fns15el9), folLowed by Moran (t19611 1965:66 and
1975:152), dismissed these renderings as a matter of orthography rather than
ptronetics, but cf. Moran 1975:163fn51 for the telling admission that "all
the problematic cases [cited by Goetze as evidence for his theory] concerned
Place names and possibily one or two Canaanite words; there is no confusion
of the sibilants in the writing of Akkadian,l'

lOrhe fact that early Egyptian transcriptions also render canaanite t
and d with one phoneme (viz. s) is an interesting para1le1, *hi";;;;';;;"=
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out, upon further research, to be more significant than it appears to be at
present.

llsee chapter ii.
12rf,i" type of merger, or "reorganization" is not uncommoni cf. for

example, the merger of old French oe (< Latin 5) and I (1 Latin 6) into a
phoneme realized lQ) in final position and [oe] in non-final position (Fox
and l{ood 1968:35,36). a similar sound-change took place in Gothic where e
(orthographical aj) and i merged into j, except before h and r, vrhere the
merger product was e (Iecture by Prof. Henry Hoenigswald). In Semitic, we
have the Gurage merger reported blz Polotsky (1938:141-2) in which n, r and -l
appear as n in some environments and as r in others.



xx.
Evidence for Lateral D in Pre-Aramaic

Interesting evidence for the lateral theory comes from
a set of Aramaic words in which PS d is represented by I in-
stead of the usual 9. These puzzling exceptions have con-
tinued to defy explanation since their discovery by Ntildeke
(1878:406) and Lagarde (L878:27) a century ago. Even
Yushmanov, a brilliant Semitist who made important contri-
butions to our understanding of the phonetic nature of d,
was stymied by this problem (L926:44):

Beaucoup plus difficile est Ia question sur Ies cas,
oir I'aramden a le y S'ad.he pour le c D'ad. arabe, etc.
Nous espdrons trouver les traces de cette nuance pro-
bldmatique en dehors de ces cas d'une seule langue.

1878
236) :

A good collection of examples, based in part on N6ldeke
and Lagarde 1878, is found. in Brockelmann 1908 (pp. 135,

smad "bind up (a broken limb) "1 = Arabtc damada "band-
age a wound"

smagr 9ammef "shut(the eyes) " : Arabrc jammada "shut
(the eyes) "

4*"F (also fmac) "be sour" = Arabic hamuda "be sour"
srik "in need of" = Arabic daruka "be in need of"
Tra€ "befal-l" = Jewish Aramaic QraQ "befal-lr rTr€etr'2 =

Behistun inscription frq, "meet"
ser9E "breast" = Arabic darc "udder, teat"

Brockel-mann l-908 is a remarkabl-e work, but it suf fers
from a lack of organization. The above list, for example,
is presented piecemeal (on pages 135 and 236), obscuring
the remarkable fact that all of these roots have m or r
immediately preceding or following s. As a result,
Brockelmann winds up naming four conditioning phones (4, I],
r, d) for a sound-change (PS d > Aramaic s) known from only
six words.

An environment consisting of m and r also suffices to
desqribe the new examples of *drs discovered in Aramaic in-
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scriptions after Brockelmann's time. One such example is
sr "enemy" in the Hadad inscription (1ine 30) instead of the
usual 9r, corresponding to Hebrew sar "enemy, " Ugaritic srt
ttenemy , " Akkadj-an serru "enemy , " ESA dr t'toarl €nemy r "J
Ethiopic dHrr "enemy r " and dr "\dar" in the Arabic inscrip-
tions from TaymE? (Winnett and Reed 1970:L92). The only
Late Aramaic refLex of this Old Aramaic form seems to be
Mandaic sara "enenry" (Drower and l,tacuch 1970:192) . This
is not likely to have been a borrowing of Akkadian serru
since Akkadian e appears in !.tandaic as -1 14 ll-ul- "name of
month" < Akkadian EfE-Zu (ibid., 351), Bi7 "name of deity" <

Akkadian BE1 (ibid., 60) , ikura "a pagan temple" < Akkadian
E-kir (ibid. , 3491 , Nirba "place-name" < Akkadian N-eribu
(ibid., 299) . We should also 1rcint out that the word in
question -- sr -- is a particularly revealing example of PS d
> Aramaic fr since it leaves no doubt as to the identity of
the conditioning phone.

Another example is the muchtebated {rqr "grass, ver-
dure" of the vassal treaties found at Sefire:

IA 28 w?1 ypq hsr wlytfrzh yrq
Let not grass come out; let not greenery appear.

It is generalJ-y agreed that the s of hsr corresponds to the
d of Arabtc xadir "verdurer gr€€rt€r]'r (or xadar, xLtdar, etc.),
but there is no agreement about the origin of this corre-
spondence. Kutscher (1967:171) dismisses lsr as a Canaan-
ism.5 Degen (1969:37) is not happy with this solution, but
is unable to offer a substitute. OnIy BIau, viewing hsr
from the perspective of Brockelmannrs discussion, realizes
that this form may be another product of "the welL known
'weak' sound change" (1971:8fn, 1970:61).

BIau (1970:6L-2) also considers a number of Syriac and
Jewish Aramaic examples which Brockelmann seems to have over-
l-ooked. If we el-iminate those which he suspects may be
Hebrew loans or considers dou-btful on other grounds, we are
left with two good examples:

Syriac ras "bruise, crush" alongside ra$ "beat, break to
pieces" = Arabic radda "bruise, crush"

Syriac npas "shake off (esp. dust) " = Arabic nafada
"shake off (esp. dust) "

The first of these has the by-now-expected r. In fact, as
in the case of sr, no other consonErnt is present in the root
aside from s. We note with satisfaction that we now have an
Aramaic s in the two roots where the influence of r on *d is,
so to speak, unadulterated by the influence of other conson-
ants, and should therefore be at its strongest: *darra and
*radd.a. One could think of these as test ".""".6 

'
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The second example requires a revisioh of our original
rule -- a welcome revision as it turns out, since the rule
*4rq/ central- resonant is more generalT than the rule *{>g/
t, m.

We might also mention a third Syriac example considered
by Blau:

sarwd "balm" = Arabic dirw "a kind of fragrant tree
whose leaves are used in the manufacture of perfume"
(NaEwEn ]916 s.v.).ESA drw "genus arboris odoriferae" =
Hebrew sEr: "ba1m" = Amirna 48 (Ugari-t) surwa "aromatic
plant"

Blau asserts that this is a loanword but gives no evidence
for his assertion. We may therefore be permitted to note
that if sarwE does turn out to be a genuine Aramaic form,
our rule wi-ll be able to accommodate it."

One last example has been reported (LesLau 1938:187)
of an Aramaic s which corresponds to d -- not the d of
Arabic but the d of Socotri: mahsaLtd "mat" = Socotri
hadheT "rug. " Leslau assumed that the d in this Socotri word
is secondary (ibid. , 29-30), but the examples he gives of s>d
in Socotri are not very convincing. It is possible, there-
fore, that we have here an example of *d>s in Aramaic. That
would produce the most general rule of all: *4rq/ resonant.

This conditioned sound-change takes on great signifi-
cance when viewed in the light of a strikingly similar sound,-
change described by Leslau (1938:31) invoJ-ving the Socotri
fricative-l-ateral d. Leslau assembled from the texts of the
Siidarabische Expedition a list of Socotri words in whj-ch z
(once Z) occurs as a free variant of 4. He did not notice
that every root on the list has a liquid or nasal immediately
preceding or followtng d/z:

mal rizoh, mal ridoh "tablier"
lizeher, Eiaener "vert"
enzof, enaoi "dtendre"
Eizre, Srdre "stdtonner, admirer,,
zanh, danh "giron"
hazhef, hadhel "tapis"
ieZanoh i"it" a aimd, " fedan "il a aimd"9

The similarity between the behavior of Socotri d in the
vicinity of liquids and nasals and the behavior of Pre-
Aramaic d in the same environment is obvious.IO Since it is
unlikely that the alternations go back to Proto-West Semitic
(ttre Socotri alternation gives the impression of being pro-
ductive and therefore recent), the similarity of treatment
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would seem to indicate that the Pre-Aramaic { was phonetic-
ally similar to its etymological counterpart in Socotri.

An interesting by-product of our theory is that it en-
ables us to provide a phonetic rationale for the Aramaic
sound-change -- to explain why it was the liquid.s and nasals
which caused the Pre-Aramaic d to merge with s. Liquids and
nasals are, as a class, best known to historical linguists
for their strange, dissimilatory effects upon each other.
These effects are well-known in European languages (I{almberg
L963262) and in the Semitic languages as well (e.9. Cantineau
[1941] 1960:51,53). When two members of this class occur in
the same word, it often happens that one of them is replaced
by a third member of the class. Thus, in the Arabic dia-
lects, -1. is often replaced by r or n" in the vicinity of
Trrrn or m (Loc. cit.). The Socotri examples show that an -1.

made with friction can also be affected by the presence of
liquids and nasals, but, unlike the frictionless lateral
which dissimilates to n ot r, the Socotri fricative-lateral-
dissimilates to z. This is because B and -Z are acoustically
very differentf2: the former sounds much like >L3 or zrI4
while the latter is closest acoustically to frictionless
continuants like n and (one type of) r. We might also note
that Socotri d dissimilates to an unemphaLic z, because it
itself , like fi,rsa a in general , is unemphatic (Johnstone
1973:98fn).

It is interesting to note that similar sound-changes
have been reported for voice-Less fricative-latera1s in We1sh
and Socotri. The Socotri change is descrjbed by Beeston
(195I:8) as follows:

As Leslau has pointed out, there is a series of forms
in sq which exhibits 3 where mh and Eh have 3, and in
these instances the sq form must be regarded as a sec-
ondary development. To this remark I would only add
the comment that out of a total of sixteen instances
of this, twelve are roots containing frr 11 r or r,'one
may therefore conjecture that this phenomenon is to
a large extent due to the influence of a liquid or
nasal in the root.

The welsh change, reported by Nettlau (1890:69) is not quite
as weII documented:

?ft is said to be a dialectal (G\rentian) pronunciation of
J.-2,' in the examples which I a1 going to quot€r Tt l, ot
-1.-1. occur in the neighboring syllables; hence I am unabte
to say whether dissimilation took place or whether a
real change of sounds must be stated. cf. Schuchardt in
KeLtische Briefe, Al7g. Zeitung L876, p. 2323b: Ll be-
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comes th in Monmouthshire from Penmarc and Llandunod
until Gwentlwg (these boundaries are given in the Camb.
Journ. IV p.2O7); he quotes arathi cf. in a text from
Ebbw VaIe, Ivlonmouthshire, pI . erish and erjth = eriff t
sing. araLl ...cg77eth for cgJJelJ is more generally
spread ...

These reports, especially the first, tend to confirm our
interpretation of the Socotri alternation between d and z
and. ad,d plausibility to our reconstruction of a fricative-
lateral d for Pre-Aramaic.

1
Brockelmann uses the meaning anschirten "to harness," but, as the

dictionaries I consulted do not give this meaning for Arabic damada, I have
used a second meaning. There is, however, a noun midma, denoiing a type of
yoke, cf. Akkadian nasmadu "yoke" 1 *masnadu (the fefiiniae form naqmattu,
which qright correspond more exactly Lo midma, means "bandage").

zBrockelmann compares Aralcic frd instead, but this root does not seem
to have the required meaning ct. tairila "to attain the goal," taganaila "Lo
take sides," and, besides, it is clear enough from the inner-Aranaic corre-
spondegce alone that the s of Syriac cras is a reflex of PS d.rActually,5; occurs in'a conlext in tlie Hadad inscription (?nig qr91
which makes the i,ranslation "war"just as possible as "enemy," cf. II Samuel
8:10 ui! niThdmot toli "Toi's enemy," but litelally, "the man of (the) wars
of Toi," and; ev& b"tter, rsaiah 41:11-12 lanie rib*Z 77 tan9e nassuge\,Z//

?anse miJ.hamtekE "your enenies." Incidentally, the last of these-ian also
mean "your men of war;" I hope to deal with the transformational derivations
of this phrase at some time in the future.

4I would like to thank Prof. Joseph Malone for ccrrecting an earlier
version of this chapter by pointing out to me that this ! is a grapheme which
is "mogt with respect to j vs. e"(Malone I971:40Ifn).5"wi. h.tten jedoch im Altaram2iischen ent$/eder *f{r oder lrr ,rrrd
wahrscheinlicher {?r erwartet, siehe arabisch JEi, genau wie bei der wrrrzel
mhd (arabisch ,?nr) die schon in der ZKR-Inschrift als mh? erscheint.
ri€sachlich kennt nun Syrisch 4?r ='Papyrus'... oemnacli ist ein aramiiisches
hsr hdchst problematisch und in Sefire eher kanaanismus anzunehmen." For the
d6rrespondence h?r? - xdr see Schulthess (1905-6:127). Of course, the exist-
ence of this word in Syriac does not strengLhen Kutscher's argument very
much, since we find interdialectal doublets like css/crc and sr/c3 and even
intradiatectal doubletsr €.9. Syriac tynq/Wq and rs/rs.

6oth.. conceivable test cases -: ait*" ana mi44a -- do not seem to have
any Aramaic coqnates.

TFor u dj-scussion of generality of rules, cf. Harms 1968:7.
Sthe problematic Jewish Palestinian cognate trw (Kutscher 1969:18)

*drw may be the product of a sound change similar to the one being
discussed.

9Th. f.*inine form fe4anoh by chance does not occur in the texts from
which LesLau qathered his material.

IoTh.ru-"r" even two pairs of cognates on the lists: Sideher "green"
= hsr "grass, verdure," hadhel "rug" = mahsaTti "mat."t'Before a labial, of course, this n becomes m.

12cf. F...rre} (1938:540) on the voiced fricative-l-ateral which alter-
nates with L in Shahari:

"..-une esplce de z ou de J dha-I qui, pour mes oreilles, n'a aucun
rapport avec 1'1. [in spite of the fact that the former replaces the latter
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for euphonyl ... comme le rapport acoustique qui doit exister entre ces
deux artj.culations dchappe complLtement i nos sens, je n'ai pas voulu
repr6senter la nouvelle articulation par un;J avec addition d'un point,
de peur qu'on ne s'imaginAt que le son de I'une a quelque ressembl-ance
avec celui de 1'autre."

t'ro*"aor," compares it to the sibilarrt in "pleasure" (personal commu-
nication) and writes it ! (1968:517).

l4Thomas (1937) ssiges the MSA voiced fricative-lateral as l, read:
lateralized z.



Conclusions

The case for fricative-laterals in Proto-Semitic pre-
sented above is, in the opinion of the present writer, quite
substantial. LateraL J-- once the stepchild of the l-ateral
hypothesis (cf. Moscati 1954:38) -- is now attested in every
branch of the Semitic family. Ironically, it is now the case
for lateral d which looks weak by comparison. The lone piece
of evidence for lateral d from outside of South Semitic
(chapter xx) is rather indirect. That is why we need chap-
ters xiv and xv. Strictly speaking, the doublets presented
in those chapters show only that d was the emphatic coun-
terpart of .4 in Proto-Semitic and in pre-Bibl-ical Hebrew,
but it is hard to imagine how a central (i.e. non-later.al) q
could have been the emphatic counterpart of a lateral- i.

Another, more pragmatic, argument in favor of the lat-
eral hypothesis is that it has no serious competitor. The
conventional wisdom of fifty years ago -- that tdl and tql
were the original phonetic values of PS { and d I- was bised
more on guesswork than on any solid evidence. Such evidence
as was presented in support of this position came from Ara-
bic, which we now recognize to be one of the strongest bas-
tions of the 1ateral hypothesis. In view of the strong
Iiketihood that 4 .nd .4 r"re fricative-laterals in Proto-
South Semitic, it is a priori unlikely that Arabic could
supply any evidence for non-lateral d or J in proto-
Semitic.

!{hat else can we say about PS d and ,{ aside from the
fact that they were probably fricative-faterals? Judging
from their reflexes in the various Semitic languages, the
former was emphatic while the latter was unemphatic and
voiceless. Here we come up against one of the perennial
problems of Semitic linguistics: were the PS emphatics
velarized or glottalized? The present writer has new evi-
dence for the latter alternative which he hopes to present
in the near future (cf. also chapter ii, fn. 5), but for
the purposes of this monograph it is not necessary to take
sides on this issue. we may simply say that if PS d was
velarized, it was probably voiced as in Arabic and MSA, i.e.
ft1, "ta 

if it was glottalized, it was necessarily voiceless
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and possibly also an affricate, i.e. [t+t] (Martinet 1953:
71, Cantineau [1951-2] 1960:284), rather than a simple
fricative, since the audibility of fricatives produced with
a glottalic air-stream tends to be rather l-ow (Malmberg
1963:29). It is aLso possible that both [+t] and [t+'] ex-
isted in the language as social variants, a possibility
suggested to the present writer by the status of [+'] and
tt+'l in Ubykh (Dumdzil and Namitok 1954:163).

Was there in Proto-Semitic a complete lateral triad?
If so, where is the third (i.e. voiced unemphatic) member?
Cantineau ( [I95I-2] 1960:287) considered the possibility
that l, was that third member, but rejected it on the grounds
that "en arabe les groupements dl, et lq, EJ et -ZI sont bien
attestels au a6but comme en fin de racine," whereas members
of the same triad would ordinarily be incornpatible. How-
ever, now that we have shown that L rs in fact incompatible
with 5 and 4 in Arabic (cf. chapter xiii), this counter-
argument is invalid.

Another problem, hinted at by Cantineau (loc. cit.), is
the phonetic difference between tIl (a lateral approximant or
]iquid) and t+l (according to Cantineau, a "lateral-ized"
fricative). Cantineau's peculiar conception of t*l (cf.
chapter iv), led him to exaggerate the importance of this
difference and to believe that it would be necessary to
posit a sound change to accormt for it: "Ul pourrait
6tre une sonore lat6ralisde ayant perdu son articulation
antdrieure..." Actually, as we have shown (chapter i), the
phonological pairing of frictionfess [I] with fricative t+l
is attested in several languages and is easily explain-
able on acoustic grounds.

Add, to the above, considerations of symmetry and the
possibility that Hebrew lsg is related to i4t and *{!e (cf.
chapter xiv), and the scaLes begin to tip in favor of a
lateral triad, most probalrly of the form:

l- + +t dt c



Directions for Further Research

The first draft of this monograph was three chapters
longer than the present version. The chapters in question
were deleted because they were plagued with problems which
could not be easily explained away. It is, ne:vertheless,
possible that further research will solve some of these
problems and thus pave the way for the rehabilitation of
these chapters.

One chapter raised the possibility that the Aramaic
cogmate of Hebrew i6roX I'shoe-strap" (= Arabic XrrEk "shoe-
strap") is the word used by Targum Onqelos, the Peshitta,
and the Cenesis Apocryphon to render !6ro* (Genesis L4223),
namely, Carq,at- (TO), seraq,ta- (P), crq? (Ca1 . Such a
correspondence would presuppose a sound-change Jrd in pr"-
Sanaic, and thus provide further evidence for the phono-
Iogical pairing of d and J outside of South Semitic (cf.
chapters xiv-xv).

One problem with this equation is that the vowels do
not correslrcnd. Neither the vowel pattern of qarq,at- nor
the vowel pattern of ceragtE can go back to *r - E. (Nor
should one be misled into thinking that e - a of seraqtE' is
a reflex of *j - a, for the latter sequence would have
yielded e - Q, as we see from cenbtE "cluster of grapes" (
*cinabatE,. For:uts like ?enaq'tE "groan" < *?anaqate and zedeqtd
"alms" < *zadaqatE prove that the e of seragtE need have
no relationship to an older *i.) Secondly, it is difficult
to explain what caused this entire root to become emphatic
in pre-Aramaic, although the presence of r mitigates some-
what the seriousness of this problem (cf. Kutscher 1970:
373).

In another chapter, the order of the UgarJ.tic alphabet--
specifically the fact that I co*e" right before f -- was
adduced as evidence that Ug. E may have been a l-ateral. The
problem with this argument is that the order of the Ugaritic
alphabet shows no trace of a phonetic principle. The only
way to save this argrment would be to show that the alphabet
developed piece-mea1 and that the sequence l, -2. was not cre-
ated at the same time as, e.g.t m, n, s (where the order
seems to be related to the names of the letters i mem
ttviater ," nt)n ttfishr" sSmgk ttfisht') .

L57
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The third chapter dealt with the alternation of s with -l
before apical stops in Akkadian, beginning with the observa-
tj-on that in all of the examples of this al-ternation coLlect-
ed by Held (1959:173), { is the refl-ex of PS d (rather than
PSgorgl):

emsu "sour (masc) " - emil-tLr "sour (fern) "; cf. Arabic
l-aniQ "sourr" Aramaic hamjcE "sour."

marsu "sick (masc.)'r- maru]tu "sick (fem)"i cf. Arabic
marid "sickr" ESA mrd "sickr" Shahari marl2 "sickr"
Harsusi mir-t2 "sickr" Botaharj- mereL "sickr" Socotri
merod "he healedrtt Aramaic mra$ "sick.tt

mri;u "bfow" - nihil-tu "blow, rn/ound"; cf . ESA mftQ

"striker" Aramaic mahE "blow, wound."
rihsu "inundationrr - rihil-tu "inundation"; cf. Arabic

raITaQa "wash," Mehri, Harsusi, Shahari rahaL "wash,"
Socotri rahad "washr " Geez rahada "sweat, " Egyptian
Aramaic r49 "wash. "

The special treatment accorded to etymological- d would
seem to indicate that d was still a distj-nct phoneme at the
beginning of the Middle Babylonian period. The fact that the
special treatment consists of alternation with -Z would seem
to indicate that MB d was a lateral, especially since, as
we have seen (chapter x), lateral d al-ternates with L in Ara-
bic (before apical stops!) and in Socotri. In fact, two of
the three Socotri examples reported by Leslau (*Lirlpd
7irla7-s, *imerod - imerol--s) have the same root as two of
the four Akkadian examples reported by HeId (rihqu - rihiTtu,
marsu - marul-tu), although littIe significance can be at-
tached to this fact, since it is virtually certain that the
alternations in the two languages do not go back to a common
source. (The Akkadian alternation was created by a two-stage
shift, st > !t > Lt (l-oc. cit.)r the second stage of which
did not take place until the end of the OB period. )

At first, this argument seemed to be quite convincing,
but closer examinati-on revealed that it is based on incom-
plete data. A fifth example of the Akkadian alternation,
already noted by Delitzsch (1889:119) but overlooked by Held,
seems to involve et)rmological s:

esEdu "to harvest" - e-Z.du "harvested"; cf . Arabic
hasada "harvestr" Aramaic hsad "harvest.'r

Furthermore, it is possible to reconstnrct further examples
of this alternation from examples of f - E given by HeId, and
one of these also seems to involve etymological s..
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karsf akdLu "s1ander" (lit. "eat bits of") -*karriftu
"sLanderous" (unattested but cf. karriStu); cf-
Aramaic ?mr krqg (oA) , ?kl qarse (BA) "slander , "
Arabic qarasa "pinch, scratch, sting,"

This is not an insurmountable problem. For one thing,
it is possible that the etymologies given above for esEdu and
karEsu are incorrect. The Aramaic cognate of karsi akELu is
probably a borrowing, and if so, there is no reason why the
Arabic cognate should not be given as qarada "gnaw, nibble,
bite" instead of qarasa,' and esEdu may be connected with
Arabic 9adada "lop trees wi-th a reaping hook (rni9dad) " and
Ethiopic misdlid "sickle" as Gordon has suggested (1965:460)
rather than with Arabic hasada and Aramaic hsad. If all else
failed, we could admit that etymological s and d were merged
in 1,1B, but argue that the merger product preserved the phon-
etic value of the l-atter rather than the former.

A far more serious criticism of our argument is that it
conveniently but arbitrarily overlooks the fact that al-L of
the Akkadian sibilants -- not just the reftexes of pS 3 and

f -- alternate with -Z before t in at least a few roots. This
fact seriously dilutes the strength of the Akkadian evidence
for lateral { in Proto-Semitic. Further research is needed
to determine whether there is any justification for distin-
guishing between g - I on the one hand and s - 1, z - L on
the other.

Another area for further research is the question of
the pre-PS history of 6 and dt or the narrower question of
extra-Semitic evidence for fricative-Iaterals i-n Proto-
Semitic. One scholar has suggested that PS d corresponds to
various clusters of consonant plus f in Indo:Err.op.-,
(Brunner 1969:100-3). This is certainly an interesting sug-
gestion, but the cognates adduced as proof are not convinc-
ing -

The possibility that Proto-Chadic * (cf. Kraft 1971)
and PS f So bacX to a common source is more promising.
Possible cognates are PC b* "egg" (Kraft L97L:276) = PS byg-t
"egg" and PC ?+ "ground" (l-oc. cit.) = PS ?r4 "earthr ground."
On the other hand, there are also cognates in which PC * cor-
responds to PS !: PC *m "name" (Newman and Ma L9662237) = PS
Em "name" and PC *n "tooth" (ibid.,24O) = PS 5n "tooth."
Moreover, the very existence of a PC * is the subject of a
controversy, which centers around the fact that most of the
Ianguages of the Pl-ateau-Sahel branch of Chadic have s in
words where languages of the Biu-Mandara branch have *. New-
man and Ma (1966 2226) reconstruct s from this correspondence
(the present writer has replaced their s with * in the PC

forms cited above in their name) , while Kraft (1971:276) feels
that the * may well be original. According to the former view,
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the * = s correspondence between Biu-Mandara and Plateau-Sahel
is in complementary distrj-bution with an s -- s correspondence,
and cannot, therefore, be considered the reflex of an autono-
mous PC phoneme. The fact that PS E corresponds to Plateau-
Sahel s regardless of whether Biu-Mandara has t (as in the
examples above) or s (as in the reflexes of pC (w)sn "sleep" =
PS (w)ln "sleep"; Newman and Ma 19662239) lends support to
this view-
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of liquids and nasals, 152
of pharyngals, LL4
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Dozy, Reinhart, 68, 72, 88
Dume (h) , see: Adumatu
Dlmat a1-Janda1, see: Adumatu
Dyula, Arabic loanwords in, 82
Eguilaz Y Yanguas, Leopoldo de, 68-9
Egyptian transcriptions, 135, 147
Ehhkili, I3, see also: Shahari
Eleazos, see: I1t azz (IIt.94) Yalit
Engelmann, Wi11em, 68ff
Ennemor, 113
Epigraphic South Arabic (rSa1

du particle, J-42
nisba adjectives, 138
phonetic value of s2 , 34-6, 106 , 126,

L4L, L43
relationship to MSA, L2, 35
rendering of Indian voiced aspirates, L42
word for "Chaldedrr, " 138-41

Esarhaddon, 92
Ethiopic (Geez )

Arabic loanwords in, 90
root meaning "laughr" LL2-3
E and d, 36

Excrescent L't l3Off
False report of mergr er, 143
Family-tree, 4
Fe?Fe?-Bamileke, 5

Ferrand, Gabri-el, 77
Fischer, WoIf dietr j-ch, 57 , 58, 92 , 1O3f f
Fraenkel, Siegmund, 130
Fresnel, Fulgence, L2 , L3-L4 , L'7 , 27 , 22 , 3 3,

53-4, 59, 153-4
Ful-a, Arabic loanwords in, 82 , 83
Gafat , 53, LL2-3, 118
dain, 39, 135
Gana, 85, 88
Garbini, Giovanni, 42-6, 51-3
Geez , see : Ethiopic (Geez )

Genesis Rabba, 728
Geonim, L32
Georgian, 39
Germanic sound shift, L47
Gerrha, Chald.aean colony of, L40, 142
GIaser, Eduard, 15
Gl-ottalized ejectives, 11, L2, 22, 38-4I, 155-6
Goetze, Albrecht, 49-5L
Gothic, I48
Greater Syria, 127
Greek , l23ff, L25, 128, 137 , L47
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Greenberg, Joseph, 5, 9 , 81, 84, 88, 108-9
Gumpertz, Yehiel, 3, 6, L24, 144-6
Gurager 9O, L)-2-3, L48
Hadad inscription, 150, 153
Hadr amawt

ancient capital of, 140
ancient kingdom of, 138-40
ancient territory of, 139
Arabic dialect of, 2t 16, 87-8, I46
frankincense trade with Gerrha, L4O
frankincense trade with India, 139
frankincense trade with Palmyra, I39
ImEm a1-Haf,rami , 8'7 -8
migration to Malay Archipelago from, 76

Hananel, Rabbenu, L32, 136
Hanun, etymology of, 54
Harari, Arabic loanwords in , 90
Harris, ZelLig, 48, 49, 135, l-45
Harsusi, see Modern South Arabic (MSA)
Hatran, root meaning "smi1e," 118
Hausa, Arabic loanwords in, 3, 81, 83, 84 , 88
Hebr ew

Akkadian loanwords in, 145
asymmetrical treatment of interdentals, 138
dialects , LL6
dissimilation of emphatics, LLL-2 , I-16-7 , L21
history of sound system, LL7 , l2L
polyphony of writing system, L),7, L2O
root meaning "press," l2L-2
roots meaning " laugih, " ILL-2 , 116-7
synonymous roots, 117-8
verbal- stress vs. nominal- stress, 56

Hebrew !
Akkadian, Greek, and Latin transcrip-

tions of , 42-3
alternating with 7, LL2
alternating with gr l1-j--2, 117-8
Aramaic origin of, 44
Babylonian grapheme for, 46
dialectal origin of, 44, 55
existence of, 4lff
interpreted as katib-qbre, 46
Jerome's ignor.n.E 6f, 43
merger with s, 45-6
minimal-parts involving, 55
Palestinian grapheme for, 46
reflex of PS q, l2I
Tiberian grapheme for, 46-7

Hel-d, Moshe , 147, I58
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Herodotus, L37
Hetzron, Robert , LLL-2 ,
Himyar(j-tes), 16
Hiskett, M. , 84
Hoenigswald, Henry , 52 ,
Hottentot, 9, 10
Ibn Durayd, Muhammad, 1O2,
Ibn Jandb, Yonih, lII
rbn Jinnl, rUtmEn, lL, 90,
Ibn SinE (Avicenna), 7L
Ibn Yat iE, 58
rbn Ylsin, tAbd, A1leh, 85,
Icelandic, 9, 10, 1f, 126

rr3, II5, 119, r19, ]-47

LL7 , l-2g, 149

132, 133

101

87

54, 65, 1og-9,
156

r36

2L, 22, 33-4, L28

in, 82-3

83

Implicational universal, 9
Incompatibility rules, 5-6,

119 ,
Indian languages, L42
Iranian, 5, 144
fraq, swamplands of , 138
Iraqwr 9
Is1am, in West Africa, 83, 85-8
Isogloss, L6-9
trstr tila, 6o-3
Italian, 5, 11
Jahn, Alfred, I5, 2L, 23-4, 115,
Jamme, Albert, 93, 138, 142
Jastrow, Marcus, L23, I30, 133
Javanese , 7 6
Jawf, see: Adumatu
Jericho, L29
Jerome , 42, 43
Johnstone, T.M., L2,13, L6, 2Q,
Jones, J.M., 15-6, L24-5
Jordan Va11ey, 127
Kabardian, 9, IO, 11
Kabyle, 85
KahIe, Pau1, 44
riiai-Kanembri, Arabic loanwords
Kamffmeyer, Georg, 86-7, 88
Kanuri, Arabic loanwords in, 82,
KasdiniggAn, 138
KZtib-q\re, 46, 55
Khor Rori inscriptions, 139
Kofler, Hans, 99, lO2
Koskinen, 3, 6
x'riltepe inscriptions, 50, L46
Kuria Muria, L2, 22
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134, 150, 153

Lanao, 80
Landberg, CarIo von, L6ff, 74
Latin, 5
Leghorn, 5

Lehmann, C.F., L44-5
Leichty, Er1e, 128
Lepsius, Richard, 2, 4, 57ff, 68
Leslau, WoIf, 22, 26-3L, 57, 58, 90, 97,
_ 106, 151, 152

LJ-n, b5
Liquids and nasals, L23, L48, 152
Lisca, 7a, 5, I1
Magindanao, Arabic loanwords in, 78, 83
Mahri, see: Mehri
Ma jhira, 65
MaIay , 7 4ff
Malmberg, Bertil, 8, 152, 156
Mandaic, 113-5, 118, 150
Mande Dyula, 85, see also:

Dyu1a, Arabic loanwords in
Mandinke, Arabic Ioanwords in, 82
Margi, 9 , I0
Margin of safety, 10
Marque, 64
Masoretes, 4L-7 , 55
Massoretes, see: Masoretes
Mauritanian Arabic (Hass5niyya), 86
Mayer, Maria, L24
Mehri, see also: Modern South Arabic (MSA)

Arabisms in, 34
isogloss in, 16ff
location of , I, 12
merger of 5 with h, L2, 53, 54
off-glide of +, L25-6
reports of fricative-laterals in, 3

root meaning "1augh r " 115
spoken on Somali coast, 91
voiced allophone of /+/, 136

Menahem ibn Saruq, 111
Metanalysi-s, L?4, 131
Mindanao, Arabic loanwords in, 78
Minimal pairs , 20-\, 52-3
Mirbat, 77, 80
Modern South Arabic (IvlSA)

ancestor of, 12, 100
compound renderings of +, L24
de-emphatization of d, 13, L52
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definition, 12
free variation of fricative-IateraIs

in, 2O-1, 1I5, 151
genetic classification, 12
glottalized emphatics, L2, 22, 119
location, 1, L2
merger of + and h in, 12, 53
merger of E with h in, L2, 53, 54, 56
minimal pairs, 2O-L
number of fricative-latera1s in, 2O-L,

52, 136
phonological innovations in, L2-3
raising of E to A in, L2 , 54
relationship to Arabic, 12
relationship to Epigraphic South

Arabic, L2, 35
reports of fricative-1atera1s in, 13ff
voiced fricative-lateral transcribed

as fd, 93
Moro dial-ects, Arabic loanwords in, 78-9
Moscati, Sabatino, 5 , 4l-ff , 54, 58, L2O,

L44, 155
Mozarabes, 7O, 71
MUIler, Walter, 138-9
MurEdi, 87
Murbat, see: Mirbat
Murtonen, A., 2O-I
Nagara metropolis, 140
NajrIn, see: Nagara metropolis
UaEw-an , !O2, l-O7 , 151
N61deke, Theodor, 113-4, 149
Nootka, 9, 38
Norman scribes, L24
North African Arabic

excrescent -Z in, I3I
lateral ; in, 131
lateral ;p in, 84-5
loanwords in Berber dialects, 85
loanwords in West African Ianguages,S4-5

Nuhay, 92-3
t oLadiah of Bertinoro , 1 3 5

Ostyak, 5, 9, L44
Palestinian pointing system, 46
Papago, 5

Parasitic l-, see: excrescent l-
Pentateuchal sources, 116
Periplus of the Erythraean Sea, 139, 1-42
Persian, Akkadian loanwords in, 1-45
Peshitta, L32 | 136, 157
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Phoenician, 7, 43, 106, L29
Phoenician traders, L27
Plateau-SaheI, 9, 159-160
P1iny, L27
Polyphony, 38, 4Lff , Ll7 , 120
Portuguese, Arabic Ioanwords in, 72, 79, 92, 94
Priests of Bel, 1-37
Proto-Chadic, 159-60
Proto-Indo-European, 159
Proto-Semitic

construct state, 56
contrast between ! and 4, 51ff
correspondences with Chadic, 159-60
dissimilation-prone roots, J-J-4, 119
emphatics, 155-6
existence of ^6-phoneme, 51f f
lateral triad, l-56
mini-ma1 pairs, 52f f
pairing of q and !,111ff, 155-6
sibilants, 51
3-phoneme realized as lZ), 106
symmetry of sound system, 106

Qara
languages, see: Modern South Arabic
mountains, L-2
tribes, l-2

Qimhi, David , L32
Quadrilateral roots, L23-4, 131
Rab-it a, 92, 99-1Ol
Rabin, Chaim, 2, 57, 99, 1O2
Rapport d'opposition privative, 64
Rashi, L32, 136
Raxiwa, 62-3, 65-6, 67
Reconquista, 7L
Reiner, Erica, L23
Resonants, see: Liquids and nasals
Rhodokanakis, Nikolaus, L9, 24, 96-7
Rin, Svi, 48, I11
Rixwa, see: raxAwa
Ru{-a, see : Ruldayu
Ruldayu, 3, 92-3
Rfizi6ka, Rudolf, 3, 51, 68, 97
Ryckmans, Jacques, 3, 92
Saadia Gaon , L32, 136
Sabbatha, I4O
S2abwat, see: Sabbatha
Safaitic, 92-3, 142
,9la t rtan, etymology af , 54
Sadlda, see bidda
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Samaritan reading tradition, 43, 55
Sandawe, 9, 10
ganhEja Berbers, 85-7
Sea of Ga1i1ee, L29
Sefire inscriptions, 150
Sennacherib, 92-3
Septuagint, L37
Shahari, see also: Modern South Arabic(MSA)

location of , 1, 1,2
palata)-ization, 32-4, 53-4
reports of fricative laterals in, 13ff
roots meaning "1augh r " 1I5
spoken on Somali coast, 91
three fricative latera1s, 2l

!r,.t i ,
Shaur i ,

see: Shahari
see: Shahari

Shhar j-, 13, see also: Shahari
Shifr, 77, 80
Sibawaihi, 35-6, 58ff, 7L, 96, 98, 99, 100, 101
Eiaaa, 65-6
Socotra, 1 2

Indian merchants living orrr I39
languages of , L2, I8
part of ancient kingdom of ga{ramawtrl39
West Mehri dialect area, I8

Socotri, see also: Modern South Arabic (MSA)
alternation of q and 7 in, 9
alternation of pharyngals in
alternation of i and J. in, 9
Bentrs transcription of fricative-

laterals in, L8 r23
dissimilation of fricative-laterals in

vicinity of resonants, L5L-2,
free variation of 4 and z Ln, l-51
included in MSA, L2
merger of E with h in, 12, 56

SoLar assimilation, 69-7O, 72
Somali, Arabic loanwords in, 90-1
Songhay, Arabic loanwords in, 82
Soninke, 85, 88
Soqotra, see: Soqotra
Soqotri, see: Socotri
Spanish, Arabic loanwords in, 3, 68ff, 92, 93
Steiger, ArnaId, 68ff
Strabo , 127, 129
Sulu, Arabic loanwords in, 78-9, 83
Sumatran, 77
Sun- letters , 69-7 O

Swahili, Arabic loanwords in, 90

7, 159
r 53
7

r58
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Swedish, 54
Syria Graben, L27
Syriac, LL4, 121-2, L32, I50-1,
Talmud, Babylonian, L32

Codex Munich, 136
Codex Oxford, I36

Targum, L32, 136 , L57
taymi! inscriptions, t5O
Teda, Arabic loanwords in, 83
Temne, Arabic loanwords in, 82
Thamudic, 92-3
Theophrastus, L26-1
Thomas, Bertram , L3, I5, 17 , 19,

153

20-L,
13s,

23,
r3626-32, 1I5, L34,

Tigre, Arabic loanwords in, 90
tosSpoL, Sens , L32
Travail accessoire, 64
Trengganu inscription, 77
Triad, latera1, 156
Trimingham, Spencer, 83, 85, 87,
Ubykh, 9, 10, 156
Ugaritic , 4-l -g , L57
Uruk incantation in Aramaic, 39
Van den Berg, L.W.C., 2

vilen6ik, J., 5
Vollers, Kar1, 2-3, 4, 57, 58, 74
Von Maltzan, Heinrich, 3, t7-8
WalIin,.G.A.,L9, 58, 72
We11sted, James, 13
Welsh, 2, 9, 1I, I5-6, 724, 126,
Wetzstein, Johann, L33-4, 136
Wolof, Arabic loanwords in, 82
Yaeger, Malcah, L28
Yaqut, 9l
Yiddish, 11, 55,
Yushmanov, N.V.,

125, 128
3, L2, 13,
57 , 59, 6g

88

t52

15, 22,
, 74, 81,

33, 4L, 54,
149

zamaxEarl, 58, 65
Zayd.Lj-? , 90- I
zaylae (zei1a), 91
ln-aga, see also: ganhE j a Berbers

Arabic loanwords in, 86
fiuf -ar t L2 1 80

Cinese Nu-fa, 77
frankincense production, 17, 139
Hanun, 54
medieval city of, 80
part of ancient kingdom of Hadramawt,
p'art of Yemen, 100

139
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physical features
Somalis in, 9t

ZufEri Arabic
alternation of b
merger of L with
phonetic value of

Zulu , 9-l-L, 2L, 40, 6L,

of , I

with
is, 7g
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t24
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